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Chapter I 

Introduction to Structural Control 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

A safe design of a structure is ensured if three requirements are 

being satisfied. The first one is that there is exact information 

concerning the loads applied to the structure. The second one is 

that there is exact information on behaviour and strength of the 

building materials. The third one is that efficient methods are 

being used to analyze and design the structure. In reality, these 

requirements can hardly be met completely, and to take the uncer

tainties involved in the available information into account, various 

factors of safety have been introduced into structural design. 

Scientific progress has nowadays led to the application of probabil

istic and structural identification concepts for determining (to a 

certain extent) the structure's characteristics and the loads 

applied to the structure. New materials have been introduced char

acterized by higher strength and predetermined behaviour, e.g., 

high strength steel and prestressed concrete. The methods of 

analyzing and designing a structure have been continuously improved 

for example by introducing the finite element method. All these 

factors enable the structural engineers to venture on the erection 
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of large flexible structures such as high-rise buildings, long

span bridges, TV-towers, and off-shore platforms. However, the 

flexibility and low damping capacity of these structures have given 

rise to some problems as: 

(a) easily possible failure of these structures due to uncer

tainty with respect to natural disturbances as wind and earthquakes; 

(b) large vibrations of these structures causing discomfort 

and psychophysiological effects to the users of these structures; 

(c) failure of some specific structural elements which leads 

for example to cracks in walls, and to cladding failure. 

The Tacoma Bridge, which was designed to resist a steady 

wind speed of 100 mph, has for example failed by virtue of tor

sional instability caused by a wind speed of only 42 mph [1.1]. 

The Golden Gate Bridge has vibrated under a storm with unacceptable 

large amplitudes, and had, subsequently, to be stiffened [1.2]. 

Zuk has also reported that when Zetlin and his associates [1.3] 

had designed a 1,000 ft high tower of a diameter varying from 

60 to 90 ft, they found that the maximum deflection would be 2.5 ft 

due to a wind speed of 150 mph. In order to restrict the lateral 

deflection to less than one foot, they also found that the structure 

has to be stiffened using sections of dimensions at least two times 

larger than those of the original design. It thus became obvious 

that large expenditures would occur when stiffening highly flexible 

structures to guarantee a reduction of their responses. In order 

to avoid such expenditures but still warrant the safety of the 

structure and human comfort, the concept of structural control was 

introduced to overcome such problems encountered in connection with 

modern civil engineering structures. The control concept has been 

used for a long time for airplanes, ships, and space structures. 

However, its application to civil engineering structures is only 

recently being taken into consideration. 
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1.2 STRUCTURAL CONTROL 

Structural control involves basically the regulating of pertinent 

structural characteristics as to ensure desirable response of the 

structure under the effect of its loading. The control can be 

exerted by using either active or passive control mechanisms or 

both. These mechanisms provide in general a system of auxiliary 

forces, the so-called control forces. These forces are designed 

so that they regulate continuously the structural response. 

Passive control mechanisms operate without using any 

external energy supply. They use the potential energy generated by 

the structure's response to supply the control forces. In this case, 

the control forces are only able to control the structure's response 

up to a certain limit imposed by the lack of energy needed to tackle 

larger responses. 

Active control mechanisms operate by using an external 

energy supply. Therefore, they are more efficient than the passive 

control mechanisms because they can control displacement, velocity, 

and acceleration of the structure to any extent. Most of the active 

control mechanisms can operate also as passive ones if the supplied 

control energy were stopped. 

One realizes that the cost of an active control is in 

general greater than that of a passive control. However, the advan

tages involved in using an active mechanism for the control of 

large flexible structures outweigh by far the economical disad

vantages. 

The interaction between the structure and the control 

mechanism is analyzed by mainly using the principles of current 

control theory. Most of the applications of the theory involve 

active control mechanisms and are concerned with the question how 

one may provide the energy needed to achieve a desirable control. 

The theory has a wide range of applications in connection with 

airplanes, space structures, ships, and general mechanical systems. 
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The aerodynamic and hydrodynamic actions to which airplanes and 

ships, respectively, are subjected provide easily the active control 

forces without too much power involved. However, for situations 

involving heavy civil engineering structures, like long-span bridges 

or high-rise buildings, the designer must carefully investigate the 

energy which may be required to warrant a desirable control. 

In this book, active control of simple-span bridges and 

tall buildings are presented in detail. The control obtained by 

various control mechanisms and various control methods is scrutinized 

In this way, the reader is supposed to become familiar with the 

various techniques presently used. Some factors which are first 

neglected in the mathematical modelling of the structures for the 

sake of simplicity will be investigated later on in order to show 

the feasibility of active control even in the presence of uncer

tainties in loading and structural parameters. The last chapter 

of the book contains an introduction to the control of distributed 

parameters system in accordance with some basic considerations on 

morphology of control as presented in Chapter 2. 

1.3 CLASSIFICATION OF STRUCTURAL CONTROL 

In the previous section, structural control was classified into 

passive control and active control. However, some confusion occurs 

when researchers try to relate this classification with a classi

fication of the control systems. Control systems are either of the 

open-loop or of closed-loop type. Open-loop control systems are 

sometimes called predetermined control systems. Closed-loop control 

systems are usually called feedback control systems. In order to 

eliminate any confusion with respect to the relationship between 

the classification of structural control and that of a control 

system, this section is devoted to a detailed exploration of such 

a relationship. 
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An active control system is any such system equipped with 

an external energy supply. The energy can be supplied manually or 

automatically. The active control system may be operated in an 

open-loop or a closed-loop fashion. An open-loop active control 

system is a system in which the control action is determined from 

the initial state of the system. This means that the control action 

is previously known from information given by the configuration of 

the system, its initial state, and by the applied disturbance. A 

closed-loop active control system is a system in which the control 

action is depending on the current state of the system. This is 

the reason for it being usually called feedback control system. 

Feedback control systems are suitably used in the presence of uncer

tainties in the applied loads and the structural parameters. 

Examples of manually and automatically open-loop active 

structural controls are shown in Figures l.l(a) and l.l(b). A 

simple span bridge is controlled by tendons, as shown for a King 

post truss. In order to control the mid-span deflection in an 

open-loop automatic active fashion, a sensor is placed somewhere 

so that it can give a signal when a load, which is known previously, 

approaches the bridge. The signal releases a trigger to an on

position thus causing the tensioning of the cable according to a 

predetermined scheme. One realizes that the control in this case 

may be dangerous and unsafe if the load is widely random or differs 

from the expected one. However, that type of control is frequently 

used for some problems in which the input is applied continuously 

as in chemical plants and electrical power plants. If the same 

bridge is manually controlled, then one may assume an operator 

using his muscles for the tensioning of the cable according to a 

predetermined scheme. The operator uses an appropriate device, 

e.g., a steering wheel, to tension the cable once he is being in

formed of or sees himself the approaching vehicle. 

Examples for manually or automatically feedback active 

structural control are shown in Figures 1.2(a) and 1.2(b) for the 
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Figure 1.1 - (aJ Manual D,pen-Loop Control 
(bJ Automatic D,pen-Loop control 
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Figure 1.2 - (aJ Manual Closed-Loop control 
(bJ Automatic Closed-Loop Control 

same King post truss. There, the control action is continuously 

generated using information about the structural response. Auto

matically, it could be done if a sensor fed the structural response 

into a device which would regulate the tension of the cable. In 

this case, the control force is dependent on the measuring of the 

current response of the bridge. Manually, it could be done if an 

operator used his muscles for the tightening or releasing of the 

cable, in this way adjusting the deflection at the mid-span within 

a certain prescribed range. The operator would use the information 

given by the sensor to keep the deflection within the proper range. 

Several examples for automatic active control of civil engineering 

structures are shown in Figures 1.3 to 1.8, [1.3-1.7]. 
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Figure 1.3 - Proposed Tower using Automatic Controlled Stressing 
Tendons. Taken from Reference [1.3] 

Figure 1.4 - Active Control by Mass Absorber 
Taken from Reference [1.4] 
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Figure 1.5 - Active Control of Antenna by Tendons 
Taken from Reference [1.5]. 

R(1l 

C. ,t:~·z 
CONTROL 
FORCES 

Figure 1.6 - Active Control by Mass Absorber 
Taken from Reference [1.6]. 

STIFF 
ARMS 

SERVOMECHANISM 

Figure 1.7 - Active Control by Tendons 
Taken from Reference [1.6]. 
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Figure 1.B - Active Control of a Tower 
at Top and Mid-Points. 
Taken from Reference [1.3] 

9 

A passive control system does not need any external 

energy to operate. Therefore, terms like automatically active or 

manually active should not be used when talking about passive 

structural control. Most of the passive control systems operate 

in closed-loop fashion and there are only a few which operate in 

open-loop fashion. Examples for closed-loop passive structural 

control are shown in Figures 1. 9 and 1. 10 [1. 8-1. 11] . Each control 

mechanism generates the necessary control forces when the structure 

is being disturbed or its response exceeds certain limits. There

fore, the current states of the structure are the ones which force 

the control mechanism to generate the forces needed to control the 

structure's subsequent states. However, the control action is 

limited, it depends on the momentary potential energy of the struc

ture. 
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K 
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8 "1;;a 

ABSORBER ISOLATORS 

Figure 1.9 - Passive ControZ Methods against Seismic Effects 
Taken from Reference [1.5]. 

moss n hOin 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 1.10 - (a) Frame with Cross Bracing Cables 
(b) Frame with a Hanging Chain Damper 
(c) Simple Span Bridge with Prestressed Cable 
Taken from Reference [1.10]. 

An example for open-loop passive structural control is 

using prestressed concrete members. The degree of control is prede

termined and does not depend on the current state of the member. 

The control action is potentially always present regardless whether 

the member is disturbed or not. 

In Figure 1.11, the various classes of structural control 

are summarized. 

1.4 ELABORATION OF VIBRATION CONTROL 

The dynamic analysis of a structure consists primarily in deter

mining the time variation of the deflection from which then the 

stresses can be calculated. Since the natural period of the 
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structure depends upon its mass and stiffness, these two quantities 

are of great importance to the structural, controlled response. In 

this section, the parameters affecting the structural response of 

a one-degree-of-freedom system shall be considered. 

1.4.1 Response to a Constant Fo~ae with Finite Rise Time 

Consider an undamped one-degree-of-freedom system of mass M and 

stiffness K subjected to a constant force FI which is applied within 

the time t r , as shown in Figure 1.12. This is the actual, practical 

situation when it is being claimed that the structure is subjected 

to a "sudden impact load": In reality, the load can never be ap

plied instantaneously, and it takes some time, tr' to affect the 

structure. Therefore, the equations of motion of the system are 

[1.14 ] 

t My + Ky = t FI , 
r 

My + Ky 

t < t 
- r 

t > t - r 

STRUCTURAL CONTROL 

I 

I 
PASSIVE 

I 

CLOSED-LOOP 
I 

OPEN-LOOP 

I 
I 

CLOSEP -LOOP 

I I 

I 
ACTIVE 

I 
I 

OPEN-,LOOP 

I I 

(1.1) 

(1. 2) 

AUTOMATIC MANUAL AUlOMATIC MANUAL 

Figu~e 1.11 - CZassifiaation of St~uatu~aZ Cont~oZ 
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-2 

Figure 1.12 - Response to Constant Force with 
Finite Rise Time. Taken from Reference [1.14 

Solutions of equations (1.1) and (1.2) can be written, 

in general, as 

.l':.Q.. ~ F(T) sinw(t-T) yet) = w sinwt + yocoswt + M w dT , (1.3) 
o 

in which w = IK/M; Yo is the initial deflection; Yo is the initial 

velocity; and F(T) is the disturbing force. 

Considering zero initial conditions, the ratio between 

the dynamic deflection following from equation (1.3) and the static 

deflection (F IlK), which is called "dynamic load factor" (DLF), is 

given by 

DLF 1 [1 _ Si:wt] < t t t - r 
r 

(1. 4) 

DLF 1 + 
1 [sinw(t-t )-sinwt] t > t 

wt r 
, - r (1. 5) 

r 

The system's response to different trlT ratios is plotted 

in Figure 1.12. The maximum DLF as a function of tiT is shown in 
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Figure 1.13. It is obvious from Figure 1.13 that the dynamic load 

factor becomes a minimum when the ratio tr/T is an integer. But, 

the ratio t/T can be adjusted to be an integer if one is able to 

adapt the natural period of the system by changing its mass M and/ 

or its stiffness K because the natural period is related to these 

two quantities by 

T = 2n 
w 2n~ . 

2.0r<;:--------------, 

1.8 

~ 1.6 
E 

~ 1.4 
o 

1.2 

1.0L..--------~--~1<::.......-~ 
o 1.0 2.0 

trl T 
3.0 4.0 

Figure 1.13 - Maximum DLF to Constant Force with 
Finite Rise Time. Taken from 
Reference [1.14]. 

(1. 6) 

Structural control can carry out these changes without 

really adding a mass or increasing the stiffness. If the control 

force is a function of the deflection or the acceleration of the 

system, one can execute these changes very easily. 

1. 4.-2 Effect of Damping 

Consider a damped one-degree-of-freedom system as shown in Figure 

1.14. The equation of motion of the system is 

MY + Cy + Ky = F(t) , (1. 7) 

in which C is the damping coefficient (force/velocity). 
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F(t) 

Figure 1.14 - Damped ODOF System 

Solution to equation (1. 7) is, in general, given by 

yet) e-St[yo+SYo sinw t+y cosw t] + ~ F(T) e-S(t-T) sinwd(t-T) dT 
wd dOd 0 M wd 

(1. 8) 

in which the quantity S = C/2M is called "damping ratio", and 

wd Iw 2 -S 2 is called "damped natural frequency" of the system. 

It can be observed that the free vibrations decay gradually 

with time in the presence of damping. Damping has also an important 

effect on the forced vibration response as can be noticed from the 

integral term in equation (1.8). For example, if the applied force 

is pulsating, e.g., given by Fsinwt, the forced response of the 

system will be given by 

yet) 
F [( 1 - $- ) sinwt -

[( 1 - ~~ r + 
K 

2 ( ~~ ) cos~tJ 

4( ~~ n (1. 9) 

It is obvious from equation (1.9) that increasing damping 

will decrease the amplitude of the steady state response. The 

dynamic load factor as a function of the frequency ratio ~/w and 

the damping ratio S is plotted in Figure 1.15. It is of interest to 

notice that at resonance (~ = w), the maximum dynamic load factor 

is given by 
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DLF max 

15 

(1.10) 

which indicates that for an undamped system, the maximum dynamic 

load factor becomes infinite which means that the deflection will 

be unbounded as shown in Figure 1.16. But with introducing any 

amount of damping ratio, the deflection becomes bounded as shown 

in Figure 1. 17. 

5.0,----TITT-------, 

4.0 

3.0 
{3/w 

Figure 1.15 - Maximum DLF for Damped One-Degree-of-Freedom System 
subjected to Harmonic Load. Taken from Reference 
[1.14]. 
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Figure 1.16 - Undamped System 

Figure 1.17 - Damped System 

Therefore, in order to safeguard a structure against 

resonance, one should strive to introduce damping. Structural 

control can do this job if the control forces are functions of the 

structure's velocity response. 

1.S ACTIVE CONTROL OF ODOF SYSTEMS 

It has been shown in the previous sections that controlling the 

dynamic response of the structure could be done by adjusting its 
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mass and/or stiffness, by introducing damping to the structure, 

and/or by controlling the applied loads. Instantaneous changes 

in the structural parameters cannot really be achieved. Moreover, 

direct control of the applied loads is generally difficult and 

often impossible as far as natural loads like wind or earthquakes 

are concerned. Therefore, one would mainly revert to controlling 

the structural parameters. Structural control provides the tech

niques to implement such control through a set of control forces. 

These control forces must be properly located and designed so that 

no detrimental effects would occur through their action. To gener

ate these control forces, one must use auxiliary structural elements 

which are meant to form a control mechanism. Such elements are for 
/ 

example auxiliary masses, auxiliary tendons,/or auxiliary dampers. 

How to connect each of these elements, and how to develop the con

trol forces is illustrated in the following sections for a one

degree-of-freedom system as an example. 

1.5.1 Control Using an Auxiliary Mass 

An auxiliary mass M could be mounted on the system of mass M such 

that the mass M can move freely and smoothly as shown in Figure 

1.18. A device being servo-operated by external energy is used to 

push or pull the auxiliary mass M. The control force generated by 

the servo shall be denoted by U. For this case, the equations of 

motion of the complete system read: 

My + Cy + Ky = F(t) - U(t) , 

M(z + y) = U(t) , 

in which z is the acceleration of the auxiliary mass. 

(1.11) 

(1.12) 

Notice that if z = 0, i.e., if the auxiliary mass does 

not move independently, then one has a system of mass (M + M) 
which reduces the natural frequency of the system and the load 

effect, F(t). If z is a function ofy(t), then the increase in the 

stiffness K will increase the natural frequency of the system. 
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Also damping C can be increased if z is a function of y. Further

more, one can decrease the magnitude of the applied force F(t) 

if z(t) has the same time variation as F. Therefore, designing 

the control device which actuates the mass M is the main task of 

the designer when implementing a control mechanism. 

F(t) 

Figure 1.18 - Active Control of a one-Degree
of-Freedom through Auxiliary Mass 

The control action z(t) can be made a function of the 

system response involving y, y, y, if this response is being mea

sured and fedback to the control device for generating the desir

able control action z(t). In this case, as mentioned previously, 

one speaks of feedback control, since the control action is derived 

from a comparison of the desired response with the current system's 

response. One may also design the control action z(t) as to follow 

F(t) if this function is known in advance. Then, one has an open

loop control. However, in the presence of uncertainties in loading 

and structural parameters, feedback control has more relevance and 

will therefore be of prime concern. 

In general, the relation between the control action z(t) 

and the system response can be expressed by 

(1.13) 

where GM is a gain operator on yet) which may result in changes of 

the deflection, velocity, or acceleration. Equations (1.11), (1.12) 

and (1.13) can be represented by the block diagram of Figure 1.19 
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in which all quantities are expressed in terms of their Laplace 

transforms. In order to determine the proper gain operator GM, 

certain specifications on the required controlled response must be 

introduced. These specifications and a very brief summary of con

trol system's theory is given in the Appendix A of this chapter. 

y 

Figure 1.19 - Block Diagram 

1.5.2 Control using Auxiliary Tendons (Springs) 

An auxiliary spring or pretensioned tendon can be connected as shown 

in Figure 1.20. The tendon is being tensioned or released by an 

active control device. The equation of motion of a system controlled 

in this manner is 
. My + Cy + Ky + K(y + z) = F(t) , (1. 14) 

where the active control force is given by KZ, and K is the stiff

ness of the pretensioned tendon. 

Figure 1.20 - Active Control of ODOF System 
through Auxiliary Spring 
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The control action which is characterized by the behaviour 

of z(t) must be designed as to provide a desirable response of the 

system. For example, in order to introduce more damping to the 

system, z(t) must be a function of yet). In order to introduce more 

stiffness, the control z(t) must be a function of yet). The control 

action can be made dependent on the system's response yet) if there 

is enough information about this response to be provided to the con

trol device. Such information can be obtained by using different tYPE 

of sensors. Thus, in general, one may write the control action as 

(1.15) 

where Gs is the gain operator on yet) which was mentioned already 

in the preceding paragraph. Equations (1.14) and (1.15) can be 

represented by the block diagram shown in Figure 1.21. 

_F_ ... +-c: l-----....... :-:-rl=---:-:-:::-f---..,...--I~ y 
MSI+cs+K 

Figure 1.21 - BZoak Diagram 

1.5.3 ControZ Using an AuxiZiary Damper 

Similarly, an auxiliary dashpot can be used to set up a control 

mechanism as shown in Figure 1.22. In this case, the control 

force is given by 
_0 

U = Cz , (1. 16) 

in which C is the damping of the auxiliary damper; and ~(t) is the 

control action generated by the control device. 

The equation of motion of the system now reads 

My + Cy + Ky + C(; + y) = F(t) , (1. 17) 
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in which the term Cy represents the passive control force generated 

by the damper. 

The control action z can be related to the available 

information supplied by the sensors as 

(1.18) 

in which Gd is the gain operator. Equations (1.17) and (1.18) can 

be represented by the block diagram of Figure 1.23 after Laplace 

trans formation. 

Figure 1.22 - Active Control of ODOF System 
through Auxiliary Damper 

y 

Figure 1.23 - Block Diagram 

1.6 THE CONTROL DEVICES 

It -has been mentioned that in order to achieve feedback control, 

the controller needs continuous information about the system's 

response. Such information can be supplied by using measurement 

devices called sensors. The sensor is an electrical transducer 

which transforms the measured quantities into calibrated voltage. 
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This voltage provides the signal needed to actuate the controller. 

Of the various types of sensors used in practice [1.12], a brief 

description of only three of them shall be given here. These are, 

respectively, the deflection sensor, the velocity sensor, and 

the acceleration sensor (accelerometer). 

The deflection sensor transforms the measured deflection 

into a corresponding voltage. The relationship between the result

ing voltage and the measured deflection can be expressed as 

(1. 19) 

where Td is the deflection sensor transformation operator. 

The velocity sensor transforms the measured velocity 

into a voltage. The relationship between the calibrated voltage 

and the measured velocity is given by 

vet) = T yet) , (1. 20) 
v 

where Tv is the velocity sensor transformation operator. 
Similarly, for the acceleration sensor, one has a voltage 

given as 

vet) = T yet) , a 

where Ta is the acceleration sensor transformation operator. 

(1. 21) 

In many cases it might happen that the voltage produced 

by the sensor is not large enough to actuate the controller. In 

such cases, one may connect the sensor with an amplifier to magnify 

the voltage generated. The magnified voltage is then fed through 

an actuator which generates the control response u(t). The actuator 

may take many forms, however, only three types are considered here. 

1.6.1 EZeatro-HydrauZia Servomeahanism 

Servomechanism is a commonly used device for generating the control 

action in automatic control fields. Its components are depicted 

in Figure 1.24 and its mathematical model [1.6, 1.13] is shown in 

Figure 1.25. In this device, the voltage supplied by the sensor 
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is magnified and fed through a servo-valve which transforms the 

electrical power into hydraulic power. The hydraulic power works 

on displacing a spool. This displacement regulates the flow of 

the fluid into the actuator which produces the control action u(t). 

The relation between the voltage supplied by the sensor and the 

control u(t) is expressed [1.6] in the following closed-loop trans

fer function: 

G (s) 
c 

(1. 22) 

in which G (s) is the closed-loop transfer function; T is a time c 
constant which can be neglected; Kc = KKK Kf is a resultant gain; 

a v p 
Kf is the feedback transducer gain; and s is the Laplace variable. 

ENERGY SOURCE ENERGY SOURCE ENERGY SOURCE 

PISTON 
DISPLACE

MENT 

FEEDBACK 
VOLTAGE 

Figure 1.24 - Servomeahanism's Components 
Taken from Referenae [1.6]. 

Figure 1.25 - Servomeahanism's Parameters 

The relationship between the control action u(t) and the 

measured signal can easily be obtained from multiplying any of the 

equations (1.19), (1.20) or (1.21) by equation (1.22) to yield the 
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closed-loop transfer functions of the control system. For example, 

using the deflection sensor, the closed-loop transfer function of 

the control system is 

G (s) = ~(s) ~(s) 
c v(s) yes) 

(1. 23) 

It can be noticed from equation (1.23) that the control 

u(t) is not directly proportional to the quantities measured by 

the sensor, but it is a combination of y, ~, y, etc., i.e., one 

has 

u(t) = fey, y, y, Y; ... , c), (1. 24) 

in which the c are constants. 

The above result can be obtained by solving for u(t) from 

equation (1.23). The servomechanism may have detrimental effects 

on the structure if the designer is only interested in controlling 

one of the structural parameters, keeping the others fixed. 

1.u.2 Proportional Gain Controller 

This controller is similar to the servomechanism in its components 

up to a few differences. These differences occur in the servo

val ve and actuator equations. The block diagram of this device 

is shO\m in Figure 1.26, from which the closed loop transfer func

tion of the control system using a deflection sensor, is obtained 

as 

G (s) = u (s) ~ (s) = KT . 
c yes) yes) d 

(1. 25) 

In equation (1.25), K = (KAK K )/(l+K ) is a constant. 
v p c 

Equation (1.25) indicates that the control response u(t) 

will be proportional to the sensed response. For example, if the 

measured response is yet), then the control action will be 

u(t) = TdKy(t). Therefore, this device is useful if the designer 
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is just interested in introducing active damping or in changing 

only the stiffness of a one-degree-of-freedom or an infinite 

degree of freedom uncoupled system. 

ii(s) + ii(s) 

Figure 1.26 - Proportional Gain controller's 
Parameters 

1.6.3 Automatic Gain Controller 

2S 

The automatic gain controller is considered to be on the highest 

level of controllers. It is similar to the proportional controller 

except that the control is generated from measuring more than one 

quantity (multivariable system). In mathematical terms, the control 

gain is expressed by a matrix which could have constant or time

varying elements. This controller is widely used in designing a con

trol system by optimal control or the pole assignment method and will 

frequently be applied in the next chapters. 

Further details on control devices may be found in [1.12] 

and [1.13]. 
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Appendix A 
Classical Control Theory 
A.I Introduction 
Classical control theory deals primarily with linear, constant 

coefficient systems. The consideration of linear, time-invariant 

systems is greatly simplified by the use of Laplace transforms 

and frequency domain techniques. Thus, algebraic equations in 

the transformed variables are dealt with rather than considering 
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the systenl's differential equations. Manipulating these algebraic 

equations is facilitated by the use of transfer functions and 

block diagrams. 

A.2 Feedback Control Systems 

Most systems considered in classical control theory are feedback 

control systems. A typical single input-single output feedback 

system is shown in Figure A.l. 

F(s) 

Figure A.l - Feedback Control System 

The notations shown in Figure A.l are as follows: R is 

the input or reference signal, the output or controlled signal is 

C, the actuating or error signal is E, and the feedback signal is 

F. The forward transfer function is KG(s), where K is an adjus

table gain. The feedback transfer function is H(s). The open

loop transfer function is KG(s)H(s). It represents the transfer 

function around the loop, from E to F, when the feedback signal 

is disconnected from the summing junction. 

In the feedback system of Figure A.l, the actuating signal 

is determined by comparing the feedback signal with the input signal. 

When H(s) = 1, the system is called a unity feedfack, and the com

parison is directly between the output and the input. In such 

cases, the difference E(s) is an error signal. 

In general, G(s) = gn(s)/gd(s) and H(s) = hn(s)/hd(s) 

are ratios of polynomials in s. The values of s for which the 

numerator becomes zero are called zeros. Roots of the denominator 
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are called poles. The open-loop poles are roots of the denominator 

of the open-loop transfer function, i.e., of KG(s)H(s). The closed

loop transfer function is given by 

pes) C(s) KG(s) 
R(s) = l+KG(s)H(s) (A.l) 

The closed-loop zeros are the roots of gn(s)hd(s) = o. 
The closed-loop poles are roots of l+KG(s)H(s) 0, or equivalently, 

roots of gd(s)hd(s)+Kgn(s)hn(s) O. 

The fundamental reasons for using feedback control are: 

(1) The system output can be made to follow or track the 

specified input function in an automatic fashion. That is why the 

name automatic control is frequently used. 

(2) System performance is less sensitive to variations of 

parameter values. 

(3) System performance is less sensitive to unwanted dis

turbances. 

(4) The ease in controlling and adjusting the transient and 

steady-state response. 

liowever, the disadvantages of feedback control are: 

(a) The possibility of instability. In fact feedback can 

either stabilize or destabilize a system. 

(b) The cost in general is considerable. 

(c) Additional components of high precision are usually 

required to provide the feedback signals. 

A.3 Design of a ControZ System 

The output C(s) of Figure A.l is obtained from 

KG(s)R(s) 
C(s) = l+KG(s)H(s) (A.2) 

If the complete solutions for C(t) were available in 

analyti.al form for every conceivable input R(s), the system response 
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could be assessed. However, the numerical solution of G(t) from 

equation (A.2) is difficult to obtain, especially if one has to 

check the effect of many inputs, and if the denominator of equa

tion (A.2) is a high-degree polynomial. 

Rather than seek complete analytical solutions, classical 

control theory assesses only certain desirable features which G(s) 

should possess in order to evaluate the system's performance. 

Since these methods were developed before digital computers were 

wide-spread, all techniques seek as much information as possible 

about the behaviour of G(t) without actually solving for it. The 

methods developed stress graphical techniques to ease their appli

cations. 

The problem of infinite variety for possible inputs is 

dealt with by considering important aperiodic and periodic signals 

as test inputs. Step function, ramp function, parabolic function, 

and unit impulse functions are common examples. They are shown 

in Figure A.2 . 

. ~. ~. 
Step Ramp 

~. 
Acceleration 

r ~fotldt :'. 
Impulse 

Figure A.2 - Standard Input Functions 

The general characteristics which a well-designed con

trol system should possess are: stability, steady-state accuracy, 

satisfactory transient response, and/or satisfactory frequency 

response. These criteria are summarized in the following. 

A.3.l Stability 

Stability means that G(t) must not grow without bound due to a 

bounded input. For linear time-invariant systems, stability depends 
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only on the locations of the roots of the closed-loop characteristic 

equation. If any roots have positive real parts, the system is 

unstable, as summarized in Figure A.3. Methods for investigating 

the stability are given below 

-vc 

~ ~ ~ ~ 
~~~ ~~;. ~.-- -,. .k-4' 
~~ ~ F-~ ~ 

Figure A.3 - Effect of PoZes' Location 
on Stability 

A.3.l.l Routh's Criterion 

+vc 

This criterion determines how many roots have a positive real part 

(unstable) without finding these roots. Consider a general char

acteristic equation as 

n 
s 

n- I 
+ a s 

n- I 
o . (A.4) 

Routh table consists of the following array of 

quantities in which sn etc. and an_ 1 etc. are taken from (A.4) and 

a a -a 
b l 

n-I n-2 n- 3 etc. , (A.S) 
a n-I 

bla -a b2 
= n- 3 n- I etc. (A.6) CI bl 

The system is stable if the sign of the first column does not 

change. 
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Table A.l - Routh Table 

n 
1 an_4 • ••••••••• a2 s a n-2 

n-l a a .......... al s a n-l n-3 n-5 
n-2 b 1 b2 s 

cl Co 

A.3.l.2 Root Locus 

It is a graphical way of factoring the characteristic equation. 

The characteristic equation of equation (A.l) is written in the 

form 

31 

KG (s) H (s) = -1 (A.7) 

Since G(s)H(s) is a complex number with a magnitude and 

a phase angle, equation (A.7) imposes two conditions on the open

loop transfer function. These conditions are 

iKGH i = 1 , (A.8) 

(A.9) 

Thus "root locus" determines the closed-loop roots by 

working with the open-loop transfer function KGH. 

A.3.l.3 Hode Plots 

It is a graphical method which provides stability information for 

open-loop systems. Magnitude and phase angle are considered 
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separately as in equations (A.S) and (A.9), but the only values of 

s considered are s = jw. This corresponds to considering sinusoidal 

input functions with frequencies w. This method is greatly simpli

fied by using decible units for magnitude and a logarithmic fre

quency scale for plotting. The critical point for stability, -1, 

becomes the point of Odb, and -lSOo phase shift. 

A.3.l.4 Polar Plots and Nyquist's Stability Criterion 

Polar plots convey much the same information as Bode plots, but 

the term KG(jw)H(jw) is plotted as a locus of phasors with w as 

the parameter. The critical point is -1, and Nyquist's stability 

criterion which applies for stable as well as unstable open-loop 

systems states that "the number of unstable closed-loop poles is 

Zr = Pr-N, where N is the number of encirclements of the critical 

point -1 made by the locus of the phasors'. Counterclockwise en

circlements are considered positive and Pr is the number of open

loop poles in the right half of the s-plane. 

A.3.l.5 Nichols' Charts 

They contain the same information as Bode plots, but magnitude and 

angle are combined on a single graph with w as a parameter. 

A.3.2 Steady-State Accuracy 

Steady-state accuracy requires that the signal E(t), which is 

often an error signal, approach a sufficiently small value for 

large values of time. The final value theorem of Laplace trans

form facilitates analyzing this requirement without actually find

ing inverse transforms. By this theory one has 

lim[E(t)] 
t~ 

lim[sE(s)] 
s~ 

(A.lO) 
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By considering standard input functions, the error con

stants are developed. These constants are called position, velo

city and acceleration for step, ramp and parabolic functions, res

pectively. They provide direct information on steady-state accuracy. 

A.3.3 Satisfactory Transient Response 

It means, there is no excessive overshoot, an acceptable level of 

oscillation in an acceptable frequency range, and satisfactory 

speed of response as well as settling time. These criteria are 

actually depending on the location of the closed-loop poles in the 

s-plane and their proximity to the stability boundary. Transient 

response of a feedback system is best studied using "root locus", 

since it is the only classical method which actually determines 

closed-loop pole locations. Bode, Nyquist and Nichols methods 

give indirectly information regarding the transient response. 

Gain margin, GM, is a measure of the additional gain which a system 

can tolerate with no change in phase and remaining stable. Phase 

margin, PM, is the additional phase shift that can be tolerated 

with no gain change and the system remaining stable. Experience 

has shown that acceptable transient response will require PM > 30°, 

and GM > 6db. A correlation between frequency domain and time 

domain specification is approximately given by: 

damping ratio ~ 0.01 PM , 

% overshoot + PM = 75 , 

rise time x closed-loop bandwidth in 
rad/sec ~ 0.45 x 2TI . 

(A. 11) 

(A.12) 

(A.13) 

The previously presented terms are defined in Figures 

A.4, A.5 and A.6. 
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Figure A.4 - OVershoot in the Step Response 

odb~--------------~---r------~W 

_18d'L---------I-~~----I·W 

Figure A.5 - Bode Plot 

IMI 

o Wp ~ Frequency 

Figure A.6 - Gain Characteristic of a 
Closed-Loop System 
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A.3.4 Satisfactory Frequency Response 

It implies such things as satisfactory bandwidth, magnitude of 

resonance peak, Mp, and its frequency, phase margin and gain margin. 

Therefore, the methods used to assess these quantities are Nyquist, 

Bode and Nichols charts. 
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Chapter II 

Morphology of Structural Control 

2.1 PRELIMINARY REMARKS 

When considering structural control, a clear definition of that 

type of control should be given'first. As already stated in 

Chapter 1, in the sense of this book, structural control is meant 

to be control of the structural deformation resulting from the 

effect of external loading to which the structure is being subjected. 

There are of course broader interpretations of the term 

"structural control": one may include automatic control of the 

temperature and of the air condition in a building, control of the 

building as a whole with respect to its respective position towards 

a certain line of action of an external agent, like sunshine, wind, 

etc., and in the broadest sense control of the lay-out of the struc

tural components as to accommodate the structure to variations of 

functional requirements. 

However, here, in order to establish a clearly defined 

task, only deformation control will be considered. Such restric

tion is quite acceptable, as this kind of control is indeed funda

mental and essential. 
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There remains still the question why one would treat 

structural control as a discipline distinct from automatic control, 

which is well developed with respect to its foundations in physics 

and its mathematical methodology. Is it not a more or less trivial 

affair to apply the concepts and methods of classical control theory 

to just one more of the many objects already subjected to control? 

Not quite. From the theoretical and mathematical point of view, 

a structure, which is to be controlled, is a rather complicated 

and involved entity. It is for example, imperative that the person, 

who is to deal with deformation control of a structure, is quite 

familiar with the theory of structural dynamics. Alone this need 

to include structural dynamics in the considerations of structural 

control justifies that structural control is dealt with separately 

in order to warrant that structural dynamics is broadly enough 

taken into account. Yet, there is another, more important reason 

why structural control must be seen as a more or less independent 

branch of control theory: the occurrence of continuous structural 

elements which require methods capable of functioning in the pre

sence of "distributed parameters". In classical control theory, 

it is mostly assumed that the system to be controlled has a few 

degrees of freedom only. Even, if one would discretize a structure, 

one would have to admit a large number of degrees of freedom, and 

this would cause noticeable difficulties when applying the methods 

of classical control theory. But, if one would ever decide to deal 

with the structure as a system of continuous elements, what the 

structure actually is, classical control theory would not provide 

much help, as methods to deal with continuous objects have not 

been developed broadly enough in control theory as it presently 

stands. It is therefore quite reasonable to take up the question 

of the control of continuous objects in the context of structural 

control. In spite of some excellent work done for example by 

J.L. Lions on the optimal control of systems governed by partial 

differential equations [2.1], there remains the task to translate 
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findings of a theoretician into a formulation which allows appli

cation to practice. Also, when adjusting theory to practice, pro

blems may come up, which may require extensions of the already 

existing theory, the need of which the theoretician may not have 

been able to perceive. Hence, there remains still much work to be 

done that requires devoted and to a degree exclusive dedication to 

structural control. In this context one must also realize that 

structural control poses special problems with respect to the dis

tribution of sensors, the choice of appropriate actuators and of 

control devices that are specifically able to provide control 

forces adequate to affect huge structures. Finally, in the presence 

of large inertia forces, the possibility of time-gap occurrence in 

the behaviour of the controlled structures may have to be taken into 

account more urgently than when dealing with other kinds of control 

systems. 

2.2 ON THE BASICS AND THE ACTUAL NATURE OF STRUCTURAL 
CONTROL PROBLEMS 

In order to be able to properly deal with upcoming problems of 

structural control, one must have a clear notion of the actual 

nature of such problems. In the following, an analysis of this 

nature shall be performed. This analysis will be concerned with 

a very fundamental and crisp formulation of these problems as to 

enable one to see the essential and characteristic features of 

structural control. Some familiarity with functional analysis 

[2.2] is recommended. 

Let the structure be described by a linear operator D. 

This operator includes all the features of the structure which 

come into play when the structure is exposed to an external input, 

a perturbation, f. The response of the structure, i.e., its 

deformation caused by the perturbation, shall be denoted by Yo. 
Then, one has 
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Oyo = f , (2.1) 

as the operator equation of the system. Actually, systems are 

limited in extension and are supported at their boundary B. There

fore, one has to add to (2.1) the boundary conditions 

U[Yo]B = 0 , (2.2) 

in order to describe the behaviour of the structure fully. In 

(2.2) U is a "vector" of operators on Yo, and, for a description 

of the situation at the boundary, the quantities U[yo] have to be 

taken at the boundary B of the structure. For the sake of simpli

city, homogeneous boundary conditions have been assumed in (2.2). 

This is fairly justified as such homogeneous conditions are very 

common in practice. 

Concerning the operator 0, it is assumed that it possesses 
- 1 

an inverse U 

and 

The inverse exists if 

m > 0 , (2.3) 

(2.4) 

Then, the deformation response of the structure caused by the 

perturbation is obtained explicitly as 

- 1 
Yo = 0 [f] . (2.5) 

Such explicit representation of y is given very commonly in a form 

in which 0- 1 is an integral operator involving Green's function G. 

This Green function satisfies the boundary conditions in (2.2) so 

that also the solution Yo in (2.5) satisfies automatically the pre

scribed boundary conditions. 

Assume, the response y of the structure to the perturba

tion f were not satisfactory. Then, the idea of control may be 
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brought into play. Let u be the control. By virtue of u, (2.1), 

(2.2) change into 

Dy + u f , U[y]B = 0 . (2.6) 

In (2.6), it has tacitly been assumed, that control is restricted 

to the structure as such. However, in a more general case, there 

could as well be a control action at the boundary. That possibility 

has for example been pointed out in [2.1]. 

The control u is again considered to be an operator. 

Therefore, there are many possibilities to choose a control. For 

this reason, control cannot be seen to be a well-defined mathema

tical problem. Control is in general a design problem and as such 

an "art". This means, one may in most of the cases not be able to 

"calculate" a control. One may have to base the "design" of a 

control on previously gained experience. Therefore, "trial and 

error" approaches to control, as they are often proposed in 

Chapters 3 and 4, are quite acceptable. 

Firstly, let the perturbation f be predictable. Then, 

u = Af , (2.7) 

is a possible choice for the control, where A is an appropriate 

operator. Using (2.7) in (2.6) yields 

Dy + Af = f , U[y]B 0 , 

which can be rearranged to read 

Dy = (E-A) f , U[y]B 0 (2.8) 

This is an open loop control system as pointed out in 1.5.1. In 

(2.8), E is the unit operator. Also, it becomes obvious from 

(2.8) why (2.6) and (2.8) have been written in terms of y and 

not yo. Referring to (2.8) it is clearly seen that the solution 

cannot be Yo any more but must be different from Yo, which is 
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indicated by writing y instead of Yo, since the right hand side 

in (2.1) is different from that in (2.8). 

The main goal of the control designer must be two-fold: 

a solution to (2.8) should exist, and the response of the con

trolled structure, y, should satisfy certain requirements. That 

means, the designer faces the existenae and the perfo~anae require

ments. Specifically, with respect to the performance requirements, 

something must be said here. In classical control theory, certain 

specific requirements have been established like steady-state 

accuracy, satisfactory transient response, and stability of the 

controlled response. No doubt, these are very reasonable require

ments. However, they are also rather special ones. If investigatin! 

the nature of control in principle, one should be much broader 

minded and not follow dogmatic postulates justified in some narrow 

sense only. The right attitude would be to prescribe to y, as it 

is provided by (2.8), broad requirements which may follow from 

some actual practical situations, not overlooking yet the fundamental 

requirement for stability. 

Since 0- 1 is supposed to exist, there is no problem to 

determine y using (2.8). One obtains 

- 1 
Y = 0 [(E-A) f] (2.9) 

Hence, there is no existenae problem. 

Concerning the performanae problem, let (2.9) be written 

as 
- 1 

Y = Yo - 0 [Af] , (2.10) 

which is possible when using (2.5) in (2.9). Hence, one has 

- 1 
Yo - Y = 0 [Af] . (2.11) 

One may consider the expression Yo - y to be a measure of perform
anae. By assigning to this measure of performance a specific mean

ing, one creates a performance criterion which may be used for the 
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determination of the operator A. Although one may create in this 

way possibly a mathematically well-defined procedure for the calcu

lation of A, the fixing of A continues to involve much arbitrariness, 

as the performance criterion is to some extent already arbitrary. 

No question though that it should contain certain features which 

at least guarantee that the mathematical problem, from which A is 

finally to follow, does have a solution. 

Assume, A could be determined properly. Then, derive 

from (2.11) the relationship 

(2.12) 

Correspondingly, (2.5) yields 

which leads to 

p < 1 , (2.13) 

where p is an appropriate constant smaller than one. Using (2.13) 

in (2.12) yields 

(2.14) 

If, for example, one would require that 

Llr:Y.til < E 
~ 

(2.15) 

should hold, where E were a prescribed number, one would have intro

duced a performance criterion, which when satisfied, would also guar

antee stability of the controlled structure if the response Yo of 

the uncontrolled structure were stable. 

Inequality (2.15) together with (2.14) leads to a condi

tion for operator A, if one would combine the two inequalities in 
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the form 

(2.16) 

As a consequence, one would have for the norm of A the inequality 

II A II < Ep . (2.17) 

This is of course a very vague condition for A, and it becomes 

obvious that control problems, involving an unknown operator to be 

determined, are usually undeterminant problems. This fact confirms 

what has been said earlier: control problems require an experienced 

designer rather than a sheer mathematician. The experience may have 

been gained by earlier having applied trial and error procedures 

with an appropriate amount of attention and understanding. 

Secondly, feedback control shall be considered. In that 

case, 

u = Ay , (2.18) 

holds for the control u, where A is again some operator to be 

appropriately determined. However, as before, restriction to 

linear operators shall be observed. 

Using (2.18) in (2.6) yields 

Dy = f - Ay , U[y]B = 0 (2.19) 

Since it had been postulated that D- 1 exists, the operator equation 

in (2.19) can be rewritten to read 

so that one finally has 

Yo . (2.20) 
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Let it be assumed that the inverse (E+D-1A)-1 exists. 

Then, the response y of the structure becomes 

This result emphasizes two facts: First, by virtue of the control 

that had been chosen, the original nature of the structure speci

fied by D has been noticeably changed by the introduction of the 

operator A. Consequently, the actual nature of the controlled 

structure is quite different than that of the uncontrolled struc

ture. As a result of this change, the controlled structure may 

mathematically have been transferred from one class (for example 

self-adjoint) to a quite different one (for example nonselfadjoint). 

Hence, facts which held firmly for the original structure, for 

example: concerning the eigenvalue spectrum of the structural 

operator, conservativeness of the structure, symmetry, may have 

become invalid for the controlled structure. Thus, great care 

has to be exerted when dealing with the controlled structure. 

Increased attention has to be paid to the existence and stability 

problems. Specifically, a modal approach to the solution, which 

may have been quite adequate for the original problem (2.1), (2.2), 

may be invalid for the control problem (2.19). The last mentioned 

incidence of the modal approach becoming inapplicable to the con

trolled structure is something which can happen quite possibly to 

continuous structures. Therefore, there is again a reason to study 

structural control on its own merits, as for most of the control 

problems encountered in mechanical and electrical engineering, 

this phenomenon of inappropriateness of the modal approach seems 

not to have had much importance. 

One may interpret (2.21) as the problem of mapping y 

into prescribed images yo. In this way, one would look at the 

performance question in the broadest sense. And one would also 

have defined the design problem of the control in the most general 

manner. The generality of such design problem again points out how 
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much, as before in the case of open-loop control, this prob lem is 

undeterminate. Hence, all that has been said before about the 

design of a control remains valid also here. 

A minimum performance criterion, that could be derived 

from (2.21), might read 

m>1.(2.22) 

In that case, stability of the response of the original structure, 

Yo, would automatically imply stability of the response of the 

controlled structure, i.e., y. Moreover, the "magnitude" of the 

response y, i. e., II y II, would always be below the "magnitude" of 

the original structure's response, i.e., I Iyol I. That is certainly 

a desirable and satisfactory situation. 

From (2.22) follows 

which implies 

1 
< -
-m (2.23) 

(2.24) 

The last condition guarantees existence of a solution to problem 

(2.20). Hence, one is facing the pleasant fact that the performance 

criterion is in complete agreement with the existence requirement. 

Since 

(2.25) 

conditions (2.24) and (2.25) combined yield the inequality 

(2.26) 

Consequently, 

(2.27) 
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follows from (2.27), which by virtue of 

leads to 

Since operator D was supposed to have an inverse, 

must hold. Set 

1 ;a 
]l 

£ 
]l 

]l > 0 , 

E: < 1 . 

Using (2.30) in (2.29) yields 
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(2.28) 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

IIAII ~ (m~l)]l , (2.31) 

which can be viewed as a requirement on operator A. Again, one 

has in that way obtained a design criterion for operator A and 

thus for the control u. Yet, it is as before in general a vague 

criterion only. Consequently, the design of the control remains 

also now more an "art" than a well specified mathematical problem. 

In summary, the morphology of the structural control 

problem can be described as follows: Based on certain predetermined 

requirements concerning the structure's performance, an operator 

A has to be found which may be either an operator on the perturba

tion (open-loop system) or on the structure's response (feedback 

system). In both cases, one is facing an undeterminate problem 

in the first instance, as the prescribed requirements make up a 

"vector" in mathematical terms, while the unknown quantity appears 

as an operator, e.g., a matrix. In order to make the control 

problem solvable, further conditions have to be introduced, for 

example, so-called optimization criteria. Since choosing these 
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additional conditions depends on the skill and experience of the 

engineer concerned, control is not only a mathematical but to a 

great extent a design problem. 

Depending on the nature of the chosen control operator 

A, the task to specify the control can become mathematically more 

or less difficult. The operator can for example be chosen to be 

simply a function involving a single undetermined parameter. In 

such a case, the problem of optimal control degenerates into an 

ordinary extremum problem of analysis leading to an optimal value 

of that parameter. Another possibility were to make the operator 

A indeed a true operator but of a certain predetermined structure, 

for example an integral operator with a Green function to be deter

mined etc. In that way, a certain amount of indeterminacy involved 

in A can be removed a priori. However, one should not overlook that 

an undesirable consequence of adding conditions to the control pro

blem in order to facilitate the calculation of A may be that the 

problem may become unsolvable. Therefore, an eminent task of the 

engineer is to pay attention to the problem of the existenae of a 
solution to the control problem right at the beginning of the 

calculations. 

2.3 EXAMPLES 

(i) Consider a string of length ~ as shown in Figure 2.1. The 

string is elastically supported at x = 0 and has a simple support 

at x =~. The partial differential equation describing the trans

versal oscillations of the string reads 

v v" (2.32) 

At time t = 0, the string is assumed to be in its trivial equili

brium condition. Hence, 

v(x,t) = 0 for t o (2.33) 
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must hold. In accordance with the support at the right end of 

the string, 

V(X,t) = 0 for x = 9., (2.34) 

is also to be required as one of the boundary conditions. The 

boundary condition at the left end of the string is to be chosen 

so as to provide frequency control of the string's oscillation. 

For that purpose, set 

[Av] = 0 
x=o 

(2.35) 

Figure 2.1 

The control is determined by means of the operator A. In many 

cases, as it will be done here, certain assumptions on the nature 

of A will be made a priori so that the amount of effort needed to 

specify operator A in a definite matter according to the performance 

criteria imposed on the system is minimal. In doing so, one must 

be careful not to set up conditions which would rule out a solution 

to the problem at all. 

Let the operator A be chosen as 

A=~-KE 
dX ' 

(2.36) 

where E is the unit operator and K the yet undetermined spring 

constant of the elastic support at x = o. With (2.36) in (2.35) 

one has 
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v'(O,t) = Kv(O,t) , (2.37) 

as the second boundary condition. 

Assume the solution to (2.32) to be of the form 

v(x,t} = ~(t}~(x) . 

With (2.38) in (2.32) one obtains 

which yields 

where w is an appropriately chosen constant. 

and 

From (2.39) follows 

•• 2 
~ = -w ~ , 

~" = - ( Z)\ , 

~ = Asinwt , 

~ = sin ~ (x-a) , 
c 

(2.38) 

(2.39) 

(2.40) 

(2.41) 

where A is an arbitrary amplitude and a is a yet undetermined 

constant. 

By virtue of (2.38), (2.40) and (2.41), the solution to 

equation (2.32) becomes 

v(x,t} = Asinwt sin ~ (x-a) . c 
(2.42) 

Condition (2.33) is immediately satisfied by (2.42). In 

order to satisfy condition (2.34), which by virtue of (2.42) reads 

Asinwt sin ~ (JI,-a) = 0 , 
c 

one has to require that 

w c (JI,-a) = mT , n 1,2,3, ... 

(2.43) 

(2.44) 
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holds. In other words, the frequency w of the string's oscillation 

must be 

n7Tc 
w = JI.-a (2.45) 

Now, condition (2.37) shall be used in order to determine 

together with an appropriate performance requirement the control 

quantity K. When K is prescribed, also the spring at the elastic 

support of the string is prescribed, since K is, as already men

tioned the "spring constant". 

As the performance requirement choose the condition that 

the string oscillates with a certain given frequency w*. From 

(2.45) it follows that then the quantity a is equal to 

a* J/.w*-n7Tc 
w* 

By virtue of (2.46) and (2.45), (2.42) becomes 

( ) A . n7TC . n7T ( *) 
v x,t = Sln JI.-a* tSln JI.-a* x-a . 

Using (2.47) in (2.37) yields 

n7T . n7TC n7Ta* KA' n7TC . n7Ta* 
JI.-a* ASln JI.-a* tcos JI.-a* = - Sln JI.-a* tSln JI.-a* 

and 

n7T n7Ta* 
K = - JI.-a* ctg JI.-a* 

Yet, from (2.46) follows 

n7T w* n7Ta* JI.w*-n7Tc 
JI.-a* = c JI.-a* = c 

Hence, 

K 
w* J/.w*-n7Tc = - c ctg c 

(2.46) 

(2.47) 

(2.48) 

(2.49) 

(2.50) 

is the value that must be assigned to the control parameter K in 

order to guarantee that the string oscillates with the desired fre

quency w*. 
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In this example it has been shown that sometimes one can 

formulate a control problem in such a way that for a prescribed 

performance requirement one has a simple and well determined condi

tion by which the control can be specified. In subsequent examples, 

more sophisticated situations will be considered. 

(ii) A beam of uniform cross section is subjected to a load 

p(t,x), where t is the time and x the coordinate along the axis of 

the beam. If ~ is the beam's mass density per unit length, a its 

flexural rigidity, and w(x,t) the beam's lateral deflection, the 

transverse vibrations of the beam are described by 

~w + cx.w"" = p(t,x) , U[w]B = 0 (2.51) 

In (2.51) , 

a2w w'''' a4w w at 2 
, ax4 , 

and U[w]B = 0 are the conditions of the "boundary" of the beam, 

i.e., at x = 0 and x = ~, where ~ is the length of the beam. For 

a more compact presentation of the problem introduce the operator 

o = a2 a4 
~ at2 + a ax. ' (2.52) 

so that (2.51) can be replaced by 

Ow = p(t,x) , U[w]B = 0 (2.53) 

Equations (2.53) govern the uncontrolled response w of the beam to 

the load (perturbation) p. 

In order to adjust this response, let a control 

u = Aw (2.54) 

be introduced, where A is an operator yet to be determined. Let 

the control of the beam be implemented by setting 

Ow = p + eu , U[w]B = 0 , (2 .~55) 
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where C is another yet undetermined operator. Using (2.54) in 

(2.55), and rearranging, one has 

(D-CA)w = P , U[wlB 0 (2.56) 

Let the notation 

D - CA = D* (2.57) 

be proposed. Then, (2.56) changes into 

D*w = p , U[wlB = 0 (2.58) 

Comparing (2.58) with (2.53) shows clearly that controlling a system 

is essentially redesigning a given system characterized by an opera

tor D into a new system with operator D* so that the response of 

(2.58) to a perturbation p may become different, hopefully more 

agreeable, than that of (2.53). Hence, it has again come out very 

clearly, that control is essentially a design problem and may in a 

first attempt not even be a "properly posed" one, mathematically 

speaking. 

Let a few, very simple possibilities for the choice of 

the operators C and A be considered. First, choose C = E. Then, 

let be 

(i) Aw Emw m = m(x) , (2.59) 

so that 

CAw = EAw = Aw = mw (2.60) 

With (2.60) in (2.56), and observing (2.52), one obtains 

(\l-m)w = aw"" = p , (2.61) 

i.e., the beam undergoes a change in inertia. 

(ii) Aw Ekw"" , k k (x) , (2.62) 

so that 

CAw _ EAw Aw kw"!! . (2.63) 
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With (2.63) in (2.56), and observing (2.52), one has 

j.lW + (a.-k)w"" = p , (2.64) 

i. e., the beam suffers a change in stiffness. 

(iii) Aw Ecw c const , (2.65) 

so that 

CAw:: EAw Aw = cw (2.66) 

Substituting (2.66) in (2.56), and observing (2.52), yielus 

)lW + cw + a.w"" = p , (2.67) 

i.e., the beam is now a damped one. 

Obvious ly, all these controls affect the frequency of 

the beam's vibration. I f these frequencies \Vere prescribed 

a priori, one could interpret the control prob lem for this beam as 

being the so- called "inverse" prob lem in the theory of vibrations. 

This problem consists in designing a beam for a predetermined set 

of frequencies. 

In view of that fact one may no\V conclude that control 

is in the broadest sense of this term an "inverse" problem: If 

the "regular" problem consists in determining the output caused 

by a given perturbation for a system characterized by a given 

operator, then the "inverse" problem, i.e., the control problem, 

consists in determining the operator of the system for a prescribed 

output caused by a given perturbation. 

The inverse problem is of course more difficult than the 

regular problem as it is not well-posed a priori and requires 

adding appropriate conditions in order to make the problem well

posed posteriorily. It is the specific task of the control designer 

to provide these additional conditions. 
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(iii) As before a beam may in an uncontrolled state be repre

sented by 

Dwo = P , U[wo]B = 0 , p = p(x) 

Let it be assumed that the operator D has the inverse 

- 1 
D 

J/, 

f G(x,l;) 
o 

dl; , 

where G is a Green function. Then, from (2.68) follows with 

(2.69) 

Wo 
- 1 

D P 
J/, 

f G(x,l;)p(l;)dl; 
o 

(2.68) 

(2.69) 

Introducing the passive control u = Aw, and changing for an imple

mentation of the control equation (2.68) into 

Dw = P + Cu Dw = P + CAw , U[w]B 0, 

one has finally for 

CA = F , 

the control problem 

Dw=p+Fw, U[w]B = 0 . 

Making use of the inverse D- 1 in (2.70), one arrives at 

- 1 - 1 
W = D P + D Fw 

Yet, by virtue of (2.68), 

- 1 
D P = Wo • 

Hence, (2.71) can be rearranged to yield 

- 1 
w-wo = ~w = D Fw. 

(2.70) 

(2.71) 

(2.72) 

(2.73) 
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With (2.69), one can rewrite (2.73) as 

9-
6w = f G(x,s)Fw(s)ds (2.74) 

o 

This relationship is to be used to determine the control operator 

F for a prescribed performance measure 6w. 

Without changing the morphology of the control problem, 

it may yet be simplified for the following considerations by 

setting 

Fw = A¢(X)W , (2.75) 

where A is a parameter and ¢(x) a yet undetermined function. Then, 

(2.73) yields 

w 
- 1 - 1 

AD ¢w + D P . (2.76) 

With (2.69) and (2.72), equation (2.76) can be rewritten to read 

9-
w(x) - A f G(x,s)¢(s)w(s)ds wo(x). (2.77) 

o 

This is a relationship which is of the nature of an integral equa

tion [2.4]. 

Assuming that p is given, Wo represents a known function. 

Moreover, setting 

G(x,s)¢(s) = K(x,s) , 

equation (2.77) changes into 

9-
w(x) - A f K(x,s)w(s)ds wo(x). 

o 

(2.78) 

(2.79) 

If the kernel K(x,s) were known and the response w(x) of the beam 

were to be determined, equation (2.79) would represent a Fredholm 

integral equation of the second kind. However, in the case of 

control, the problem is different: Wo is known, w is prescribed 

and the kernel K together with the parameter A are to be determined. 
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For this purpose, apply to (2.79) one of the formulas 

of approximate integration transforming (2.79) into the system of 

equations 
n 

w(xj ) - k~l AkAK(xj'~k)w(~k) = WO(Xj ) , j 1,2, ... ,n . (2.80) 

In (2.80), the ~ are certain constants prescribed by the integra

tion formula. 

Setting 

w(x.) - wo(x.) = b. , 
J J J 

the system of equations changes into 

n 
~ AkK(x. '~k)w(~k) = b. , 

k=l J J 
1,2, ... ,n . 

Let now the (nxn) block diagonal matrix 

A 

A = 

I 
AI 

I ____ 1 ____ _ 

o 

I I 
I A I 
I I 

----~----_1 
I I 
I A I 
I I 
----- ...... 

o 

I 
I 
IA 
I 

(2.81) 

(2.82) 

(2.83) 

be defined for which the A-blocks are the (lxn) matrices (row

vector) 

A (2.84) 
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Moreover, let the (n2x l) matrix (column-vector) 
A 

Kll 

~12 
A 

K In 
1(21 

A 

I( 1(22 
Kjk K(X j '~k) j,k 1,2, ... ,n, (2.85) 

K 2n 

R nl 
K n2 

R nn 

and the (nxl) matrix (column-vector) 

b = 

be introduced. Then, the system (2.82) assumes the form 

A K 
(n><n2) (n2><1) 

b 
(nxl) 

(2.86) 

(2.87) 

It clearly represents a linear, inhomogeneous system of n equations 

for the n2 unknowns K ... Hence, it becomes obvious that one is 
~J 

confronted with the "ill-posed" problem of an undetermined system 

of equations [5]. 

Let the "augmented" [nx (n2+1)] matrix 

w = [~:!'?J (2.88) 

be introduced. Let r A be the rank of A and rw that of W. If 
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the system (2.87) has at least one solution. But since r A < n2 , 

there will even be an infinite set of solutions for (2.87). Thus, 

there exists one condition for the prescribed output w(x), which 

for the design of the control must be taken into account, and that 

is (2.89). 

In order to make the control problem well-posed so that 

there exists a unique solution for the unknowns Kjk , one must add 

further conditions to (2.87), for example the linear programming 

conditions: 

n n 
maximize: Z L: L: PJ'kKJ'k 

j=l k=l 

and satisfy the requirement: 

R' k > 0 , J -
j,k = 1,2, ... ,n . 

(2.90) 

Of course, other conditions than (2.90) may be chosen. It is at 

this point, where skill and experience of the designer has bearing 

on the appropriateness of the control problem formulation. 

Here, again, the complexity of the problem can be reduced 

by making additional assumptions about the operator that is to be 

determined. Assume for example that there exists an appropriate 

complete, orthonormal system ¢i(x) of coordinate functions which 

may be true by virtue of the nature of the uncontrolled system. 

Then, 

w(x) - wo(x) = L: c.¢. (x) 
. l l 
l 

(2.91) 

may hold, where the ci are prescribed quantities if the controlled 

response w(x) is being specified to the designer. 

Again, by virtue of the nature of the uncontrolled system, 

the kernel K may have the form 

¢i(x)¢i(O 
L:----- (2.92) 
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where the Ki are undetermined quantities on which the structure of 

the system depends. 

Yet, 

Let 

With (2.91) and 
!I, 

(2.92) in (2.79), one has 

~. (x)~. (1;) 
L C1'~1'(X) = A f L 
i 0 i 

1 1 w (I;) dl; 
K. 

1 

according to (2.91) , 
!I, !I, 

f w (I;) ~ . (I;) dl; c. + f W 0 (I;H . (I;) dl; 
o J J o J 

!I, 

f Wo (I;H· (I;)dl; e. 
o J J 

Then, (2.93) changes into 

c.+e. 
L c.~.(x) = A L ~ ~.(x) , 
. 1 1 . K. 1 
111 

[ 
c.+e.] 

L c. - A ~ ~. (x) = 0 • 
. 1 K. 1 
1 1 

The last relationship can only hold true if 

A(e.+c.) 
1 1 

C. 
1 

(2.93) 

(2.94) 

(2.95) 

(2.96) 

(2.97) 

(2.98) 

is satisfied. Condition (2.98) specifies the control: for given 

A, ci ' and ei , the Ki are to be determined using (2.98). Once 

the quantities Ki have been found, the system's parameter are pre

scribed, and the control problem is solved. 

2.4 THE MODAL APPROACH 

Consider the control problem 

~w + Dow = p(t,x) + Fw , U[W]B 0, (2.99) 
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which is slightly more general than (2.70) insofar as it involves 

two variables, t and x. In (2.99), the operators Do, F, and U are 

assumed to act on x only. 

Let a complete set of orthonormal coordinate functions 

Yi(x) be generated by means of the auxiliary problem 

(2.100) 

Assume, the problem (2.99) is such that the expansion 

w(x,t) = ~ f.(t)y. (x) 
.11 
1 

(2.101) 

holds, in which the fi(t) are modal amplitudes and the Yi(x) are 

the modes [2.6]. 

Substituting in (2.99) w by (2.101) yields 

J.l ~ f.y. + ~ fi DoY i = P + ~ F(f.y.) (2.102) 
. 1 1 . .11 
1 1 1 

Let Galerkin's method be applied to (2.102) . Then, one has 

J [J.l ~ f.y, + ~ f.A.y.] y.dS1 = J py.dS1 + J ~ F(f.y.)y.dS1, (2.103) 
n ill i 111 J S1 J S1i 11 J 

j = 1,2, ... ,n . 

The perturbation p is supposed to have the Fourier 

series 

Moreover, set 

4> .. = J F(f.y.)y.dS1. 
1J S1 1 1 J 

(2.104) 

(2.105) 

Under those circumstances, and observing the orthonormality of the 

coordinate functions, the system of equations (2.103) can be 

brought into the form 
n 

A.f. 
J J 

P. (t) + ~ <PiJ· (fi ) , 
J i=l 

1,2, ... ,n . 
(2.106) 
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With that, one has obtained a system of ordinary, coupled differ

ential equations for f(t). At the same time, one can say that one 

has discretized the originally continuous structure, so that one 

is facing the control problem of a system with n degrees of free

dom. Having arrived at this conclusion, one may assume that the 

further procedure is a simple one: all that is left is to apply 

classical control theory methods to (2.106). But, at this point, 

one realizes immediately that complications do arise, as predicted, 

if n is a large number: For example, if optimal control theory is 

applied to (2.106), one is led to a matrix Riccati differential 

equation of high order for the determination of the control, which 

can cause insurmountable difficulties. 

The stability problem connected with (2.99) is related to 

~w + (Do+F)w = 0 , U[w]B = 0 (2.107) 

Assume that the operators Do and F are such that the solution to 

(2.107) has the form 

iwt 
w(x, t) = e y(x) , (2.108) 

where w is a frequency. With (2.108) in (2.107), one can derive 

U[y]B = 0 . (2.109) 

Using the coordinate functions Yi generated by (2.100), 

one can set 

y L a. y .. 
. l l 
l 

(2.110) 

With (2.110), and applying Ga1erkin's method, one obtains from 

(2.109) the system of algebraic equations 

_~w2a. + L a. f [(Do+F)y.]y.dQ 
J i l Q l J 

o . (2.111) 
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Setting 

J [(Do+F)y.]y.dn = Pk' , n 1 J J 
(2.112) 

one can rewrite (2.111) to obtain 

n 
L: (-].lW2 0 .. +p .. )a. = 0 

i=l 1J 1J 1 
1,2, .•. ,n . (2.113) 

Since there must be a nontrivial solution for the ai' it follows 

from (2.113) that 

det(-].lw2 o .. +p .. ) 
1J 1J 

o i,j 1,2, ... ,n , (2.114) 

must be satisfied. Equation (2.114) is an algebraic equation of 

the n-th order for the quantity w2 • It follows from (2.108) that 

for stability, the wf, i = 1,2, .•. ,n, must all be positive, real. 

Now, one realizes another difficulty caused by the modal 

approach: not only may it be cumbersome to solve (2.114) for w2 

in the case of large n, but also, one may have to face the fact 

that by virtue of operator F, the determinant in (2.114) may not 

be symmetric. Then, complex solutions for w2 cannot be excluded. 

As a result, instability by flutter can occur, [2.7], [2.8]. In 

that case the flutter phenomenon may turn up for a frequency of 

a certain very high order, while all the frequencies of an order 

smaller than that one correspond to (stable) vibrations. Let the 

discretization of the actually continuous system as shown have led 

to n degrees of freedom, and, therefore, to the algebraic equation 

(2.114) which is then of the n-th order. Let all the quantities 

w~, i = 1,2, ... ,n, have been obtained as positive, real quantities, 

but let the determinant in (2.114) not be symmetric. Then, one 

cannot safely claim stability: the possibility is given that 

W., j > n, leads to flutter. Thus, the modal approach is deficient 
J 

for unsymmetric, i.e., nonselfadjoint problems, as it does not 

allow one to detect whether higher modes, which have not been 
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considered in the calculations, might after all cause instability 

by "spillover". 

The conclusion must be, that one should avoid the modal 

approach in the case of continuous systems, if, as a consequence 

of the control, the system has become nonselfadjoint, or if one 

i~ not able to safely exclude nonselfadjointness. One should 

instead strive for closed form solutions and for global statements 

on stability. Under such circumstances, new approaches to the 

control problem have to be developed. How that can be done, will 

be reported in Chapter 5. 

In spite of these cautioning statements, the modal 

approach will be applied throughout in Chapters 3 and 4. This can 

be justified by the fact that the controlled systems may still be 

selfadjoint, in which case flutter is ruled out and the modal 

approach remains admissible. Also, one may claim that dangerous 

modes may be of such a high order that they will possibly not be 

excited, thus causing no difficulties. Then, results provided by 

the modal approach are fairly reliable. Finally, the modal ap

proach may reveal important features of the problem at least 

approximately, and certainly easily. One has therefore good rea

sons not to exclude an application of the modal approach completely. 

In fact, in the following Chapters 3 and 4, modal approach will 

be used extensively. 
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Chapter III 

Automatic Active Control of 
Simple Span Bridges 

3.1 MATHEMATICAL MODELS OF SIHPLE SPAN BRIDGES 

A bridge is a very complex system. Its analysis is rather involved 

for the following reasons: 

(1) It is difficult to analyse the combined action of stringers 

and road slab in the presence of dynamic loading. 

(2) The vehicle, which is passing on the bridge inducing the 

dynamic loading, is also a very complex system with multi-degrees 

of freedom, thus complicating the analysis. 

(3) The bridge has infinite degrees of freedom, and as many 

of the vibrational modes as possible should be considerE,d. 

(4) Many unknown variables are introduced into the analysis 

by the moving vehicle such as the vehicles' position with respect 

to the centre line of the bridge, its speed, its axle spacing and 

the uneveness of the road slab. 

Many investigations, experimentally and theoretically, 

have been carried out in order to identify the bridge behaviour 

and to correlate the theoretical results with experimental data 

[3.1-3.4]. These investigations have shown the bridge to be repre

sentable in terms of a mathematical model which allows some 
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simplifications, thus easing the theoretical analysis. Among such 

admissible simplifications [3.5] are the following. 

(1) The bridge is regarded as a single beam with a rigidity 

equivalent to that of the combined system of floor, stringers and 

main girders. 

(2) Only the fundamental mode of vibration is considered, and 

all higher modes are neglected. 

(3) The vehicle is represented by a system with a few degrees 

of freedom only, e.g., as a constant force moving with constant 

speed, or as spring and unsprung masses moving with constant or 

accelerated speed, etc. 

(4) The weight of the vehicle is applied at the vehicle's 

mass centre rather than at the wheels' point of contact with the 

bridge floor. 

The first assumption produces a small error only if the 

bridge is relatively narrow and the vehicle is positioned on the 

centreline of the bridge. The second assumption is permissible 

for most purposes since the higher modes contribute little to the 

deflection of mid-span. However, the effect of higher order modes 

is mainly responsible for human discomfort, and by neglecting it, 

the public confidence in the structure may be jeopardized. The 

third assumption may cause an essential error since the vehicle 

has actually many degrees of freedom, and it is uncertain which 

model may represent the vehicle properly. The fourth assumption 

is valid as long as the ratio of the bridge's span to the vehicle

axle spacing is greater than 5 [3.5]. 

In the past, vibration and safety problems have been 

overcome by using structural material abundantly in order to keep 

the bridge heavy in weight. However, in view of the modern trend 

towards the building of long-span bridges, those traditional tech

niques to deal with vibration and safety problems are unsuitable 

and uneconomical. The purpose of this chapter is to illustrate 

how automatic active control techniques can be used to suppress 
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the vibration and to guarantee the safety of simple span bridges 

even in the case of light-weight structures. 

Based on the results of Section 1.5 in Chapter 1, some 

control mechanisms for the control of simple span bridges are 

proposed. One of these mechanisms is explicitly analysed in this 

chapter. Active control of one mode and then of many modes of 

vibration using classical control and modern control design methods 

is discussed. The effect of the modes' interaction on structural 

stability and the stabilization of the structure is shown in 

numerical examples. 

3.2 ACTIVE CONTROL MECHANISMS IN BRIDGES 

It has been shown in Section 1.5 that control of a structure can 

be implemented by generating a system of control forces. These 

forces are provided by auxiliary structural elements such as 

masses, tendons (springs), or dampers. Using each of these elements, 

it is shown in this section how a control mechanism can be designed. 

3.2.1 Control through Auxiliary Masses 

A system of mass blocks can be supported by springs between the 

main girders of the bridge, as shown in Figure 3.1. Control devices 

at each mass, which are supported by the cross girders, generate 

two opposite forces. One of these forces is absorbed by the auxi

liary mass, and the other force is applied to the cross girder. 

The forces applied to the cross girders are the ones which bring 

about the control of the structural response. The springs which 

support the auxiliary masses should be designed in such a way that 

some energy is dissipated. For this purpose, one may connect these 

springs with dampers. The control devices must be designed such 

as to supply the appropriate control forces. 
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SECTION 
A-A' 

Figure 3.1 - Simple Span Bridge Controlled by Auxiliary Mass 
Absorbers 

3.2.2 Control through Auxiliary Tendons 

Tendons provide suitable means for the control of most structures 

[3.10]. For a simple span bridge, the control mechanisms shown 

in Figure 3.2 are suggested. The bridge shown in Figure 3.2(a) is 

controlled by a central control which results from tensioning the 

tendons. The bridge shown in Figure 3.2(b) is controlled by two 

syn~etrical control forces, whereas the one shown in Figure 3.2(c) 

is controlled by two sy~etrical control moments. One should note 

that tendons provide the control forces by either being in tension 

or in compression. 

CONTROL FORCE CONTROL FORCE 

t t t 
~ LK:::J (//'h 

'TENDON (SPRING) 

(b) (a) 

TENDON (SPRING) 

CONTROL MOMENT 

\ / 
LS~ r n 

\TENDON (SPRING) 

(c) 

Figure 3.2 - Simple Span Bridge Controlled by Auxiliary 7endons 
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3.2.3 Control through Auxiliary Dampers 

A system of dampers (dashpots) may be installed in some hangers of 

the suspension bridge. Control devices will generate control forces 

by the dampers through velocity response. An illustration of the 

mechanism is given in Figure 3.3. 

DASH POT 

CONTROL 
DEVICE 

Figure 3.3 - Simple Span Bridge Controlled by Auxiliary Dampers 

3.2.4 Control using Aerodynamic Appendages 

Also, a system of appendages can be installed along the mid-portion 

of the bridge. The appendages can be deployed or folded automa

tically in order to control the bridge against torsional instability. 

This mechanism is shown in Figure 3.4. 

3 B B B 3 3 ~ 
"'APPENDAGES 

DEPLOYED Figure 3.4 - Appendage Mechanism 

In order to keep the presentation in the beginning as 

simple as possible, only tendon control shall be considered in 

this chapter. In fact, control mechanisms involving tendons can 
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be implemented in practice. Moreover, tendons have already fre

quently been used in the static control of structures. In general, 

one may use any of the various types of control mechanisms, as shall 

be shown in Chapter 4, or a combination of them in order to achieve 

a desirable control. 

3.3 ACTIVE CONTROL BY CLASSICAL CONTROL METHODS 

Classical control methods are mainly based on trial and error pro

cedures using graphical or theoretical analysis. In order to pro

vide a simple insight into the control problem, first these methods 

will be used in this section while more modern methods will be con

sidered in the following sections. 

3.3.1 Equation of Motion of the System 

Consider a simple span bridge with constant flexural rigidity EI 

and span L under a concentrated load P of constant magnitude, 

which moves with a constant speed v. Secondary effects coming 

from the inertia of the moving mass, from the control force, and 

from the uneveness of the road slab shall be investigated later. 

The equation of motion of the structure shown in Figure 3.5,neg

lecting internal damping, is given by the equation 

(3.1) 

in which m is the mass per unit length; 0 is the Dirac delta func

tion; y is the transverse deflection; x is the distance measured 

from the left support and x = vt is the position of the load from 

the left support. 

The mechanism shown in Figure 3.6 allows only a control 

of the sag. Therefore, the bridge is not being dampened efficiently. 

In order to improve the control effect, the arrangement shown in 

Figure 3.7 is proposed. In this mechanism, the central cable is 
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controlling the sagging deflection whereas the outward cables con

trol the hogging deflection. Using spring control instead of tendon 

control will eliminate the above problems, and therefore the mechan

ism shown in Figure 3.8 is used throughout this chapter. 

x = vt x 
L 

Figure 3.5 - Simple Span Bridge under Concentrated Moving Load 

I .. a 
-\ \ ... a -I 

A- i CABLE i I~ ~ 
e:=:::J 

SERVOMECHANISM 

-I I" L 

Figure 3.6 - Moment Control by Tendons 

~~ __ -ie:=:::J==3-C_A_B_L_E~~OMECHANISM 
SERVOMECHANISM 

Figure 3.7 - Force control by Tendons 

, CONTRO~ SPRING J 

Figure 3.S - Moment Control by Spring 
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Using the free body diagrams of Figures 3.9 and 3.10, 

the following equation of motion is obtained: 

!'L h EI dX 4 + m dt 2 = Po(x-vt) + M(t)o'(x-a) - M(t)o'(x-L+a), (3.2) 

in which 0' is the first derivative of the Dirac delta function, 

a is the distance between post and support, and M(t) is the control 

moment. 

M(t ) 
pO) 

e v MO) 

x 

x = vt 

y 

Figure 3.9 - Free Body Diagram 

Figure 3.10 - Deformed Shape of the Bridge 

Assuming very rigid posts, as shown in Figure 3.10, the 

control moment is obtained as 

M(t) SR.t.(t) = SR.[u(t)+R.y' (a,t)-R.y' (L-a,t)] (3.3) 

in which u(t) is the displacement of the spring caused by active 

control; S is the stiffness of the spring; t.(t) is the active and 

passive displacement of the spring; and R. is the post's length. 
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The first term between brackets on the right hand side 

of equation (3.3) represents the active elongation or shortening 

of the spring, and the other two terms represent the passive elonga

tion or shortening due to the beam's deformation. 

The solution of equation (3.2) is assumed to be given by 
00 

y(x,t) = E ¢j(x)Aj(t) , 
j=l 

(3.4) 

in which Aj(t) is the generalized coordinate of mode j; and ¢j(x) 

is the characteristic function of mode j. 

The functions ¢.(x) are to be chosen such that they 
] 

satisfy the boundary conditions. A possible choice for ¢. (x) is 
] 

for example 

¢. (x) 
] 

sin jnx 
L 

(3.5) 

Substituting equation (3.4) into equation (3.2) and 

applying an integral transformation, one arrives at the following 

mode equations: 

•• 2 2P. nvt 4SJL n na 
A1(t)+w1A1(t) = mL Sln L - m L cos L [u(t)+JLy' (a,t)-JLy' (L-a,t)], 

in which 

4SJL 3n -- - cos 
mL L 

~ sin 2nv t 
mL L 

2P . 3nv - Sln -- t mL L 

3na L [u(t)+JLy'(a,t)-JLY'(L-a,t)] , 

K 1,2, ... ,n . 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

Equations (3.5) - (3.8) indicate that by applying synune

trical control moments with respect to the centreline of the beam, 
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the second mode, and in general each even mode is uncontrolled. 

In order to control the even modes as well, a careful study is 

required for determining the best position for the application of 

the control moments. This shall be done at the end of this chapter. 

The control device to be used in this section is the 

servomechanism which was presented in Section 1.6.1. The equa

tions of motion of a servomechanism augmented by a deflection 

sensor, velocity sensor and acceleration sensor, respectively, and 

neglecting the time constant T, are, respectively, given by 

~(t) + Kcu(t) adK y(x ,t) c c (3.10) 

~(t) + Kcu(t) a K y(x ,t) v c c (3.11) 

~(t) + Kcu(t) = a K y(x ,t) a c c , (3.12) 

in which Xc is the position of the sensor on the bridge; ad = Td/Kf , 

a = T /Kf , and a = T /Kf . v v a a 

3.3.2 Control of the Fundamental Mode of Vibration 

Let, for the present, the contributions of the second and of higher 

order modes be neglected. The design of the control devices will 

be based on considering the first mode only. The results will 

enable one to check the validity of the assumption that high order 

modes can be neglected and that only the fundamental mode of vibra

tion must be considered. 

For one mode, equation (3.4) becomes 

y(x,t) = sin ~x AI(t). (3.13) 

Substituting equation (3.13) into equation (3.6) one 

obtains 

Al (t)+W!AI (t) = 2P sin 1TV t _ 4SR, :!!. cos[1Ta u(t)+2R, :!!. cos 1Ta Al (t)] . 
mL L mL L L L L 

(3.14) 
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Investigating equation (3.14), one arrives at the con

clusion [3.6] that, if u(t) is a function of Aj(t), damping is 

induced to the bridge. Mass and stiffness can also be modified if 

u(t) is chosen as a function of Aj(t) and Aj(t), respectively. Let 

now Laplace transformation be applied to equation (3.14). Con

sidering zero initial conditions one has 

-A 2 2] 2P 'ITv/L 4S9., 'IT 'ITa [- 'IT 
j(s) [s +Wj = mL s2+('ITv/L)2 - mL I cos ~ u(s)+29., I cos 'ITa - ] ~ Aj(s) . 

(3.15) 

For the sake of brevity, the following constants are 

defined for the odd modes 

B. 4S9., j'IT cos j'ITa (3.16) 
J mL L L 

c. 29., i'IT cos j'ITa (3. 17) 
J L 

The active control u(s) can be introduced using any of 

the equations (3.10) - (3.12). Equation (3.15) can now be repre-

sented by the block diagram shown in Figure 3.11. 

R(S)=O 

+ 

Figure 3.11 - Block Diagram Considering One Mode 

The design is carried out using the classical transfer 

function method. The simplicity of this method is well known from 
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the design of one-degree-of-freedom systems [3.7]. By definition 

[3.8], the forward, feedback, and closed-loop transfer functions 

are obtained, respectively, from Figure 3.11 as 

- 1 
G(s) = S2+W2 ' 

1 

H(s) 

P (s) 
Al (s) _ G(s) 
F(s) - l+G(s)H(s) 

(3.18) 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

Consider for the sake of simplicity the following data: 

L 100 ft, a = 10 ft, £ = 3 ft, P 20 kips, EI = l2xl0 10 lb.in2, 

m = 0.3lb.sec2 /in2 , v = 60 ft/sec, 5 ~ 62.5 kips/in, and Xc = L/2. 

With these data one obtains the following results: 

maximum static deflection at mid-span = 6 in. 

first mode 
natural frequency,Wl 

45£ IT ITa 
ili"L Leos L 

4.334 rad/sec. 

-2 
62.246 sec 

(3.21) 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

The closed-loop trans fer functions of the three sys tems 

are obtained from equation (3.20) as 

s3+K s2+29.95s+K (29.95+62.24ad) , 
c c 

(3.24) 

s3+K s2+(29.95+62.24a K )s+29.95K ' eve c 
(3.25) 

p (s) 
a s3+(K +62.24K a )s2+29.95s+29.95K ' c cae 

(3.26) 

in which the subscripts pes) indicate the type of sensor; Pd stands 

for deflection sensor, P for velocity sensor, and P for accelera-v a 
tion sensor. 
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The characteristic equation [3.8] of each system is given 

by the denominator of its closed-loop transfer function. For deflec

tion, velocity, and acceleration sensor systems, the characteristic 

equations are, respectively, given by 

S3+ K s2+29.9Ss+K (29.9S+62.24ad) = 0 
c c (3.27) 

S3+ K s2+(29.9S+62.24K a )s+29.9SK 0 
c c v c (3.28) 

s3+(K +62.24K a )s2+29.9Ss+29.9SK = 0 
c c a c (3.29) 

The design is now carried out with the intent of satis

fying certain criteria. These criteria involve in the first place 

the requirement for dynamic stability. Other design requirements 

are an appropriate damping ratio, minimwn steady state error, 

minimum sensitivity, etc. [3.7,3.8]. 

3.3.2.1 Stability Requirement 

The stability of a one-degree-of-freedom time-invariant system 

can be checked by using a variety of methods (see Appendix A). 

Herein, the stability is checked by using the Routh criterion [3.8]. 

According to it, a stable system exists if the sign of the first 

column in the Routh-table is not changing. The Routh-tables for 

the three systems with the conditions of stability are shown in 

Tables 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3, respectively. 

3.3.2.2 Damping Requirement 

Introducing damping to the structure is an important objective. 

The damping ratio should be as large as possible in order to sup

press the vibration of the structure quickly. Therefore, a para

metric study is to be carried out in order to find the best combina

tion of the controller's parameters, and to obtain maximum damping. 

In this context, the root-locus method [3.7,3.8] is applied. In 
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root-locus form (see Appendix A), the characteristic equations 

(3.27)-(3.29), respectively, become 

Kc [s2+(29.95+62.24ad)] 

1 + s3+29.95s o , (3.30) 

K [s2+62.24a s+29.95] 
c v 

1 + ~---so3-+~29~.9~5~s~------- o , (3.31) 

(3.32) 1 + 

K [(1+62.24a )s2+29.95] 
c a 

-:::.--s-3.-+-;:2'""9,.....~8-;:-5.:...s ------ = 0 . 

Table 3.1 - Routh-Table of the System with Deflection Sensor 

53 1.0 29.95 

52 K Kc (29.95 + 62.24"d) c 
51 -62.24"d 0 

50 Kc (29.95 + 62.24"d) 

The system is stable if Kc > O. and -0.481 < a.d < 0 

Table 3.2 - Routh-Table of the System with Velocity Sensor 

53 1.0 (29.95 + 62.24,,) 

57 K 29.9SK 
c c 

51 62.240. 
v 

sO 29.95K 
c 

The system is stable if Kc > 0, unO. I},V :.. () 

Table 3.3 - Routh-Table of the System with Acceleration Sensor 

1.1I 

(K + 62.24" K ) 
cae 

51 (29.95 + 62.24,,)1(1 + 62.24,,) 

sO 29.95K 
c 

Tlw system is stable if Kc ;.. 0, and eta;" 0 

29.95 

29.95K 
c 
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The best values of the variable a are found by trial and 

error, and the results are 

-0.35 

0.104 

0.044 

(3.33) 

(3.34) 

(3.35) 

The root-loci for the three systems were computed [3.9] 

and are plotted in Figures 3.12, 3.13 and 3.14, respectively. The 

design parameter Kc for the three systems is chosen to be 6.53, 

12.67 and 1.736, respectively. These are the values necessary to 

obtain a constant damping ratio of 0.43 for the three systems so 

that a comparison of their behaviour is possible. 

ROOT LOCUS OF SYSTEM I : 

DEFLECTION SENSOR 
__ Kc {S2+ (29.95 + 62.24 ad)} 

G H = S (S2+ 29.95) 

SERVOMECHANISM IS 
ill I) + Kc U (I ) • ad Kc Y (i-' I) 

WHERE ad • - 0.35 

K=co -5 -4 -3 -2 
FEASIBLE 

Figure 3.12 - Root Locus of System with 
Deflection Sensor 

4 
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" , 
',<?", 

Vt~ 
,.o~ 

ROOT LOCUS OF SYSTEM 2, '.l'~1-
VELOCITY SENSOR ,<I' 

'·0 Kc (S 2+62.24 av$ + 29.95) 

GH = S(S2.29.95) '~9 
SERVOMECHANISM IS 

u(tl+Kcult) =- avKc V(t·tl 
WHERE cr v ., 0.104 

K=co -5 -4 -3 -2 
FEASIBLE 

, , , , ., , 

Figure 3.13 - Root System of 
Locus with Velocity Sensor 
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8 

4 

3 

ROOT LOCUS OF SYSTEM 3, 

ACCELERATION SENSOR 
__ Kc{(1+62.24ao)s2+29.95} 
GH = S(S2+ 29.95 ) 

SERVOMECHANISM IS 

u(t)+Kcu(t) =-aa K,:'; (t·tl 

WHERE ao =- 0.044 

Kc 
Kc" 1 +62.24 a o 

4 -3 
FEASIBLE REGION 

Figure 3.14 - Root Locus of System 
with Acceleration Sensor 

3.3.2.3 Steady State Error Requirement 

The steady state error [3.7] is involved in another criterion which 

should also be applied when using classical methods. The error 

between the input R(s), and the output of the feedback loop, 

H(s)Y(s), is obtained from the block diagram of Figure 3.15 as 

E (s) = _R~(~s~) __ 

l+G(s)H(s) 

The steady state error, ess ' is defined (see Appendix A) by 

e ss lim L-1[E(s)] = lim [sEes)] 
t->co 

(3.36) 

(3.37) 
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For the present case, in which R(s) = P(s) , R(s) is given by 

R 2P 1fv/L 
(s) = mL s2+(1fv/L)2 (3.38) 

R(S) 

y 

Figure 3.15 - Feedback Control System 

One finds that the steady state error is zero. However, 

one has to check the effect of standard inputs such as the unit 

step input function, the unit ramp input function, etc., [3.8,3.9]. 

Studying the effect of the unit step input function, one finds that 

the velocity and acceleration sensor systems will yield a better 

performance than the deflection sensor system, since the steady 

state errors are, respectively, given by 

I 
2.3 (3.39) e 

+~ 
= , 

sSd I wI (C 1+Cl.d) 

I = 0.627 (3.40) e 
Bl ss I v + w2 Cl 

1 

I 0.627 e 
Bl ss I + a w2 Cl 

1 

3.3.2.4 Sensitivity Requirement 

Sensi ti vi ty is defined as the effect of small changes in 

the system's parameters on the system's performance. These changes 

could happen due to aging, change of the environment, or any other 
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natural influence. The sensitivity of the system due to plant's 

parameters variations is given [3.8] as 

3P(s) G(s) 

3G(s) pes) 

1 
(3.42) 

The above equation indicates that, as G(s)H(s) increases 

in magnitude, the sensitivity is reduced. With respect to changes 

in the feedback loop's parameters, the sensitivity is 

3P(s) ~ = -G(s)H(s) 

3H(s) pes) l+G(s)H(s) 
(3.43) 

Equation (3.43) indicates that when G(s)H(s) is large, 

the sensitivity approaches unity, and any changes in H(s) will 

directly affect the system's response. Therefore, the system is 

sensitive to any changes in the feedback parameters, and it is 

recommended that the feedback components be maintained continuously. 

3.3.2.5 Controlled System's Response 

The controlled response of the three systems in the time domain 

can be obtained by taking the inverse Laplace transform of equations 

(3.24-3.26), i.e., 

-1 - -
Al(t) = L [P(s)F(s)] , (3.44) 

in which F(s) is the applied disturbance given by equation (3.38). 

The time domain response of the deflection at mid-span 

of the three systems is plotted in Figure 3.16. Investigating 

the respon$e of the three systems, one arrives at the conclusion 

that the vibration decays very fast as a result of introducing 

active damping to the structure. The transient response of the 

velocity and acceleration sensor systems is much smaller than the 

uncontrolled response, and a reduction of more than 50 percent 

can be observed. On the contrary, the transient response of the 
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deflection sensor system is larger than that of the uncontrolled 

response. Therefore, it is not recommended to use a deflection 

sensor in this case. 

.= 16 

z 
<X 
0.. 12 
(f) 

I 
Cl 
:;:!; 8 

~ 
z 4 
0 
i= u 
LIJ 0 
...J 
IJ.. 
LIJ 
Cl 

-4 

-8 

UNCONTROLLED 
DEFLECTION SENSOR 
VELOCITY SENSOR 
ACCELERATION SENSOR 

3.6 t (sec) 

Figure 3.16 - Deflection at Mid-Span for Three Systems 

The improved response resulting from the use of velocity 

and acceleration sensors instead of a deflection sensor (whereas 

the three systems have the same damping ratio) is credited to the 

increase in stiffness of the system resulting from introducing 

active stiffness. This conclusion is drawn from an investigation 

of the new poles' locations comparing them with their original 

locations in Figures 3.12 to 3.14. The above results indicate 

that active damping is not the only important factor in the control 

of the structure's response, but active stiffness and active mass 

effects are such factors as well. 

The ram displacement of the servomechanism, u(t), is 

obtained by solving for u(t) from equations (3.10) to (3.12). For 
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example, the velocity sensor control system's equation is obtained 

from equation (3.11) as 

~(t) + K u(t) 
c 

a K Al (t) 
V C 

Solution of equation (3.45) is given by 

~(t) 
-K t t. -Kc(t-T) 

= e c u(t o) + f avKcA1(t-T)e dT 
o 

(3.45) 

(3.46) 

The ram displacement of the three control systems is 

shown in Figure 3.17. One can observe that the ram response of 

the deflection sensor system is not practical, whereas it is within 

practical limits for velocity and acceleration sensors systems. 

3 
c:: 

2 

-:I 
I-
Z 
UJ 
:::E 
UJ 0 
U 
<t 
...J a.. 

-I IJ) 

0 

:::E -2 <t 
a: 

-3 

-4 

1.6 

DEFLECTION SENSOR 
VELOCITY SENSOR 
ACCELERATION SENSOR 

3.4 3.8 

Figure 3.17 - Ram's DispZaaement Response 

4.2 t(sec) 

Finally, the control moment is evaluated from equation 

(3.3). Part of this moment is generated by the active control, 

and the other part is produced by the passive deformation. The 

total moment is plotted in Figure 3.18, from which one can conclude 

that it is not economical to use a deflection sensor. 
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Figure 3.18 - Control Moment Response 

3.3.2.6 Summary and Conclusion 

87 

4.0 !(sec) 

The numerical examples presented in Section 3.3.2 have shown the 

effectiveness of the feedback control in suppressing the vibration 

of the simple span bridge. Al though only one mode of vibration has 

been considered in the analysis, the approach presented so far has 

given a first insight into the treatment of the control problem. 

The controller design was carried out by one of the classical 

control theory design methods (root-locus method). This method 

allows information about how much damping and stiffness is being 

introduced to the structure by the control. 

The results obtained are interesting from the practical 

point of view. They have shown that, in general, by means of 

active feedback control, damping and stiffness of the structure 

can significantly be increased. It has also been shown that 

active damping should not be considered as the only important factor 
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for improving the structure response but that active stiffness is 

such a factor as well. Moreover, it has been shown that the type 

of sensor is very important for reaching a desirable structural 

response. That happens because the sensor is the main device for 

the feedback of that information on the basis of which the control 

device generates the control force. 

3.3.3 Control of Three Modes of Vibration 

Considering the first three modes of vibration, the deflection of 

section x, and the slope at x = a and x = L-a are given by 

y(x,t) (3.47) 

y' (a, t) 
1T 1Ta Aj (t) 21T 21Ta A2 (t) 31T 31Ta A3 (t) I cos + - cos + - cos 

L L L L L 
(3.48) 

y' (L-a, t) -1T 1Ta 21T 21Ta A2 (t) 31T 31Ta A3 (t) L cos L Aj (t) + cos cos 
L L L L 

(3.49) 

respectively. 

Substituting equations (3.48) and (3.49) into equations 

(3.6) and (3.8), one arrives at 

(3.50) 

(3.51) 

The second mode equation is given by equation (3.7), and 

it will not be written here since it is not controlled. In order 

to substitute for u(t) in equations (3.50) or (3.51), equation 

(3.50), for example, is multiplied by K , and the result is added 
c 

to the differentiated equation (3.50). This differentiation is 

with respect to time. For the deflection sensor system one has 

, 
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(3.52) 

Similarly, equation (3.51) becomes 

- B3[adK (Aj(t)-A3(t))+cjK Aj(t)+C3K A3(t)+CjAj(t)+C3A3(t)] , c C c 
(3.53) 

whereas Xc = L/2 has been substituted in equations (3.47) and 

(3.10). 

Introducing the following state variables: Xj(t) = Aj(t), 

X2 (t) = Adt), x3 (t) = Aj (t), X4 (t) = A3 (t), Xs (t) = A3 (t), and 

X6(t) = A3(t), and using ~. = jTIv/L, one may express equations 
J 

(3.52) and (3.53) in matrix form as 

. 
~(t) = ~~(t) + I ' (3.54) 

in which ~(t) is a 6xl state vector. The matrix ~ and the vector 

I are, respectively, given by 

0 1 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 0 

2 2 -K -B1 (-CY. dKc +Kc c3) -B1 c3 -KcW1-B1(CY.dKc+KcC1) -wI-B1C} c 

~d 0 0 0 0 1 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

-B3 (CY.dKc +KcC1) 0 2 2 -K -B3 c 1 -K w3-B3K (-CY. +c3) -wr B3c3 c c d 

(3.55) 

c 
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0 

0 

2P 
[K sin nIt + n l cos nIt] 

F mL c (3.56) 
0 

0 

2P [K sin n3 t + n3 cos n3t] mL c 

Similarly, the matrix ~v of the velocity sensor system 

and the matrix ~ of the acceleration sensor system are, res

pectively, 

0 1 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 0 

-K (wI+B1cl) 2 -K -B 1KcC3 -B 1 (-avKc +c 3) 
A c -wI-B 1 (avKc +c 1) c 
-v 

0 0 0 0 1 

0 0 0 0 0 

-B 3Kcc l -B 3(avKc+cd 0 -Kc(w~+B3c3) -w2_B (-a K +c ) 3 3 v C 3 

(3.57) 

0 1 0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 0 0 

2 2 
-Kc-B1aaKc -Blc3 BlaaKc -Kc(Wl+BlCl) -wI-Blcl -BI KcC3 

A -a 
0 0 0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 0 0 1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

-i< 

-B3 KcCl -B3 Cl -B3aaKc -K (w~+B3C3) c -w~-B3C3 -Kc+B3aaKc 

(3.58) 
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The solution of equation (3.54) is given [3.12] by 

t 
!(t) !(t-to)!(to) + J !(t-T)~(T)dT 

to 
(3.59) 

in which !(t) is the transition. matrix. There are a number of 

methods [3.121 available to evaluate this transition matrix. 

However, a solution for X(t) has been obtained by numerical 

integration, using a Runge-Kutta routine. 

3.3.3.1 Controlled Systems' Responses 

The three systems have been analysed for the same design parameters 

determined previously. The result was that each system is unstable 

and cannot be used to control the bridge vibration. To check the 

stability of the system, one has to check the eigenvalues of the 

closed loop matrix. The closed loop matrices for the three systems 

deal t l'ii th herein are, respective ly, :'\i' ~v' and; . The responses 

of the three systems and their eigenvalues are displayed in 

Figures 3.19,3.20 and 3.21, respectively. 

DEFLECTION SENSOR 

.= FOR 3 MODES 

z 12 
REAL IMAG 

<t a.. 0.0815 39 . 519 
(f) 0.0815 - 39. 519 , 
Cl 8 
~ 

-I. 775 3.917 
-1.775 -3 . 917 
-6.53 0 

ti 4 
- 3.14 0 

Z 
0 
~ 
u 0 
W 
...J , (sec) 
U. 
W 
Cl -4 

Figure 3.19 - Deflection Response During Deflection Sensor 
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Figure 3.20 - Deflection Response Using Velocity Sensor 
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Figure 3.21 - Deflection Response using Acceleration Sensor 

Arrextensive parametric study of the behaviour of the 

three systems has led to the conclusion that the position of the 

sensor relative to the control force position plays a role which 

is not less important than that of the controller's parameters 

in establishing a stable system. In fact, by inserting the sensor 

at the control force location, and measuring the rate of rotation 

at this location, the systems become stable. 
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3.3.3.2 Design of the Control System using a Servomechanism 

A new design was carried out to determine the servomechanism para

meters. One recalls that a servomechanism enables one to change 

the stiffness and damping in the structure simultaneously. The 

sensors are now located at the control moment positions. They 

measure the difference in the rate of rotation of these positions. 

In this case, the servomechanism's equation is given by 

or 

~(t)+K u(t) 
c 

K a [Y'(a,t)-y' (L-a,t)]/~ c v 

in which Cj is given by equation (3.17). 

(3.60) 

Performing the same calculations as in Section 3.3.3.1, 

the closed-loop matrix Av becomes 

0 1 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 0 
uK uK 

-K (Wi+B1c1) -wt-B1 (c1+c 1 ~) -K -B 1KcC3 -B 1 (c 3+c 3 ~) c ~ c J!, 
A -v 0 0 0 0 1 

0 0 0 0 0 
uK uK 

-B3 Kcc2 -B3(C1+C1 ~) 0 -Kcw~-B3Kcc3 -W3- B3 (c 3+c 3 ~) J!, J!, 

(3.61) 

In order to illustrate high damping to the structure, 

the parameters a = 11 ft, Kc = 12.67 and av = 22.5 were chosen after 

some trials. The response of the controlled bridge considering the 

three modes as well as the bridge's response when considering only 

one mode are plotted in Figure 3.22. The passive control response 

(no active control) and the eigenvalues of the closed-loop matrix 

~v are also displayed in Figure 3.22. One can observe that not much 

difference exists between the controlled behaviour of the structure 

considering one mode or three modes of vibration. 

0 

0 

0 

0 

-K c 
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Figure 3.22 - Deflection Response using Servomechanism 

It has been noticed that increasing the magnitude of the 

variable a increases the active stiffness of the structure. For v 
example, considering av 80 improves the stiffness of the structure 

but it reduces, to a certain extent, the active damping. The res

ponse of the structure in this case, as well as the eigenvalues 

of the closed-loop matrix ~v' are displayed in Figure 3.23. 
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Figure 3.23 - Deflection Response using Servomechanism 
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3.3.3.3 Design of the Control System using a 
Proportional Controller 

95 

This controller, as outlined in Section 1.6.2, amplifies the mea

sured response. The active control in this case, using the same 

type of measurement as in the previous section, is given by 

u(t) = K [y' (a, t)-y' (L-a, t)] /,1', . 
c 

(3.62) 

It is noticed that the active control provided by this 

controller introduces only damping to the structure if the struc

ture is a one-degree-of-freedom system. Considering now seven 

modes of vibration, equation (3.62) becomes 

K 
u(t) = ,l',c [CjAj(t)+C3A3(t)+csAs(t)+C7A7(t)] (3.63) 

Substituting into equations (3.6) to (3.8) yields 

(3.64) 

(3.65) 

(3.66) 

(3.67) 
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Using the following state variables: XI(t) = AI(t), 

X6(t) As(t), X7(t) A7(t), and xs(t) = A7(t), one may express 

equations (3.64) to (3.67) in matrix form as 

~V'~(t) + ~(t) , (3.68) 

in which ~(t) is the state vector of dimension 8xl. The matrix 

~v and vector ~(t) are, respectively given by 

A = -v 

0 0 

-w~-BICI 
KcCl 

-Bl-9,- -Blc3 

0 

-B3 c l 

0 

-Bscl 

0 

-B7c l 

0 0 

KcCl 2 
-B 3-9,- -w3- B3c 3 

0 0 
KcCl 

-Bs-9,- -Bsc3 

0 0 
KcCl 

-B7-9,- -B7c 3 

2P [ R(t) = - 0 mL 

0 0 0 0 0 
KcC) 

-B l-9,- -Blcs 
KcCs 

-B l-9,- -Blc7 
KcC7 

-Bl-9,-

0 0 0 0 0 
KcC3 

-B3-9,- -B3 CS 
Kccs 

-B3-9,- -B3 C7 
KcC7 

-B3-9,-

0 0 0 0 
KcC3 2 

-Bs-9,- -ws-Bscs 
Kccs 

-Bs-9,- -BsC7 
KcC7 

-Bs-9,-

0 0 0 0 
K cC3 Kccs 2 Kc C7 

-B 7-9,- -B7 c S -B 7-9,- -Wr B7 c 7 -B 7-9,-

o o o 

Solution of Equation (3.68) is obtained by numerical 

integration, or by using equation (3.59). The deflection at mid

span is obtained from 

y (LI 2, t) (3.69) 

The design was chosen as to provide high damping to the 

structure. The parameter Kc is found, after trials, to be Kc = 30. 

The deflection response as well as the eigenvalues of the closed 

loop matrix ~v are displayed in Figure 3.24 where also the effect 

of damping on the structure's response is compared with the 

passive controlled response. Investigating the eigenvalues of the 
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system, one arrives at the conclusion that the interaction between 

the modes of vibration is affecting the stiffness of each mode, 

even in the presence of a proportional controller. That again 

leads to the conclusion that active damping is not the only factor 

which improves the structure's response, but that active stiffness 

is also such a factor. One should note that the interaction of 

vibrational modes increases the stiffness of some modes and de

creases the stiffness of others. Therefore, one has to include 

as many modes as possible for a representation of the structure, 

in order to be sure of the stability of the system. 

c: 

z 12 
it 
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0 8 
~ 
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Figure 3.24 - Deflection Response using Proportional Controller 

3.3.3.4 Summary and Conclusions 

It has been shown that when designing a control system, one should 

include as many vibrational modes as possible. It may turn out 

that the design of the control system for a system approximated as 

a one-degree-of-freedom system is unsafe. Such failure of the 

control system can be attributed to the unavoidable interaction of 

the various modes. 
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Factors affecting the stability of the controlled system 

are the controller's parameters, the type of measurement, and the 

relative position of the sensor with respect to the control force 

position. 

A conclusion from the previous examples is that locating 

the sensor at the control force position and a proper measurement 

matching the type of control force, as well as a proper design of 

the controller's parameters, ensures the stability of the controlled 

system. This conclusion is logical because the feedback signal 

generated by the controller intends only to control the sensor's 

measurement, since the controller does not have any information 

about the response at other locations. 

It has also been shown that once a stable controlled 

system has been obtained, not much difference exists between the 

response considering one mode and considering a number of modes. 

A proportional gain controller may only introduce damping or stiff

ness for a one-degree-of-freedom system. For multi-degrees-of

freedom system, the interaction between modes may increase or de

crease the stiffness of various modes. Therefore, active control 

may cause a detrimental effect on the structure if the control 

system was not designed properly, and if only a few modes of vibra

tions were considered to represent the structure. In order to show 

how to design the control system properly, modern control design 

techniques are illustrated and used in the next sections. 

Modern design methods consist of optimal control methods 

[3.13,3.14], the modal control method [3.15], and the pole assignment 

method [3.12]. An application of optimal control and pole assign

ment methods to the bridge treated in the previous section is 

shown in the following, using numerical examples. 

3.4 ACTIVE STRUCTURAL CONTROL BY POLE ASSIGNMENT METHOD 

It has been demonstrated in the previous section that the classical 

control design methods consist mainly in forcing the closed-loop 
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poles to be suitably located in the s-plane. These locations are 

obtained by specifying certain items like damping ratio, stability, 

sensitivity, etc. In designing single-input, single-output systems, 

the classical control design methods.provide a fast and appropriate 

design. However, in designing multivariable systems, a trial and 

error process has been used in order to obtain an acceptable con

trolled response. 

The pole assignment method provides the design of the 

feedback components of a multi variable, linear, time-invariant 

system in a systematic way such that the designed closed-loop 

poles' locations, and hence a satisfactory response, is obtained. 

In order to ease the understanding of the examples, a brief sum

mary [3.12] of the method and the related concepts is given now 

rather than in an appendix. In this summary, some unnecessary 

details which are not appropriate for structural systems have been 

modified or omitted. The work presented in this section is depen

dent on results obtained from the previous section. One of these 

results is the fact that a sensor should be located at the control 

force's position in order to warrant a stable system. Another 

result is that the rate of rotation at the control moment's posi

tion should be measured in order to introduce damping to the 

structure, as well as to match the type of the control forces 

which are to ensure the stability of the structure. 

3.4.1 The Pole Assignment Method 

The pole assignment method is mainly depending on the complete 

controllability and/or observability of the open-loop system. 

An open-loop system is defined, in general, as 

x A X + B U (3.70) 

y = ex, (3.71) 
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in which X is the state vector of dimension nxl; ~ is the input 

vector of dimension rxl; r is the output vector of dimension mxl; 

and ~, Band C are time-invariant matrices of appropriate dimensions. 

3.4.1.1 Controllability 

A linear system is said to be controlled at to if it is possible 

to find some control signals which will transfer the initial state 

~(to) to the origin at some finite time tl > to. If this is true 

for all initial times to and all initial states ~(to), the system 

is said to be completely controllable. If the system is not com

pletely controllable, then for some initial states no control sig

nals exist which can drive the system to the zero state. 

The easiest and more general approach to check the con

trollability of a time-invariant linear system is to check the 

matrix 

p = [~ A B ~n-l~] (3.72) 

If it has rank n, then the system is completely controllable. 

3.4.1.2 Observability 

A linear system is said to be observable at to if ~(to) can be 

determined from the output function r(to,tl), where tl > to. If 

this is true for all to and all ~(to), then the system is said to 

be completely observable. If a system is not completely observable, 

then the initial states ~(to) cannot be determined from the avail

able output, no matter how long the output is being observed. 

A linear time-invariant system is completely observable 

if the matrix 

(3.73) 

has rank n, where C and A are, respectively, the conjugate complex 

of C and A. 
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3.4.1.3 Design Procedure 

If the linear time-invariant system is completely controllable and 

observable, the eigenvalues of the matrix ~ are always the poles 

of the system. The eigenvalues mayor may not represent the poles 

of a system which is not completely controllable or observable, 

depending on the pole-zero cancellation in the transfer function. 

The pole assignment method has been developed for completely con

trollable and observable systems, where the specified poles are 

set to be the eigenvalues of the closed-loop system. It has been 

proved [3.17-3.19] that if and only if the open-loop system (~and 

~) is completely controllable, then any set of desired closed-loop 

poles (eigenvalues) can be implemented by using a constant state 

feedback gain matrix. 

At this state, one has to differentiate between state 

feedback and output feedback. Generally, a state feedback is an 

ideal system, where all the state variables are measured and used 

in the feedback signals. An output feedback is the usual practical 

system, where the feedback signal is generated from the output 

which is a linear combination of the state variables, i.e., 

y = C X. However, it is advantageous to study the design of state 

feedback since an estimator (observer) [3.20] could be designed to 

estimate the state variables from the available output, and hence 

a state feedback can be used. Simulation diagrams for state 

feedback and output feedback are shown in Figures 3.25 and 3.26 

respectively. 

-----,Kc~----------~ 

Figure 3.25 - State Feedback 

~
(f) U +x • 

+_ B + C y 

A 

L-----~Kc~--------------~ 

Figure 3.26 - Output Feedback 
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3.4.1.4 Design of State Feedback 

From Figure 3.25, the control vector U is obtained as 

U=R-!c~, (3.74) 

in which R is the input vector of dimension rx1; !c is the state 

feedback gain matrix of dimension rxn; and U = R in the case of 

zero feedback. 

Substituting equation (3.74) into equation (3.70), the 

closed-loop system is obtained as 

. 
X (A - B K )X + B R . - --c--- (3.75) 

The eigenvalues of the closed-loop system are determined 

from 

X(A) = IAI - A + B K I = 0 -n - --c (3.76) 

in which A are the eigenvalues; In is the identity matrix of dimen

sion nxn; and X(A) is the characteristic equation of the closed

loop system. 

Solution of equation (3.76) gives the eigenvalues Ai' 

i l,2,3, ... ,n, of the closed-loop system. For a completely con

trollable system, these eigenvalues represent the poles of the sys

tem. In the following, it is shown how to determine !c such that 

the poles can be obtained in a specified way. 

Equation (3.76) can be written as 

X(A) = IAI -AI' II +(AI _A)-IB K I 
-n- -n -n- --c 

t,(A) • I I +<1>(A) B K I = 0 , -n- --c 
(3.77) 

in which 6(A) is the characteristic equation of the open-loop 

system and <1>(A) = (AI _A)-l is the transition matrix in the s-plane, 
- -n-

except that A replaces the Laplace variable s. 
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For a specified pole Ai' equation (3.77) becomes zero 

if a row or a column of L!.n+!(\)~.!S.c] is set to be zero. This 

is the way to determine.!S.c' For each specified pole, a column or 

a row from [I +<I>(A)B K ] is made equal to zero. Thus, a system of -n- --c 
equations is obtained. The complete controllability of the closed-

loop system ensures that it is always possible to find a set of 

independent equations to determine.!S.c' In order to show the com

putation scheme, a column is now chosen to be zero. 

Equation (3.77) can be written as 

(3.78) 

in which lr is the identity matrix of dimension rXr. 

Equation (3.78) was obtained using the determinant iden

tity [3.12]. For the i th pole \, the j th column of equation (3.78) 

becomes 

e. + K t.(A.) = 0 , 
-J -c-J ~ 

in which e. is the jth column of I ; and t. = [<I>(A)B] .. 
-J -r -J - - J 

(3.79) 

Repeating equation (3.79) for each pole Ai' i = 1,2,3, 

... ,n, and assuming that these poles are distinct, the following 

relationship is obtained 

[e· l ', e. 2 ,'----.J, e. ] + K [t. l CA1),'1jJ.2(A2) ,'-----', 1jJ. (A)] 0 
-J -J -In -c -J -J -In n 

The matrix K is now obtained as 
-c 

(3.80) 

It is worthwhile to note that the matrix !c is not unique, 

because it depends on the choice of the columns in equation (3.78). 

However, the matrix ensures the existence of the required poles. 

Note also that the state feedback gain matrix !c does not alter 

the controllability of the open-loop system [3.12], if the system 

is as described in Figure 3.25. 
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3.4.1.5 Design of Output Feedback 

The control vector U is obtained from Figure 3.26 as 

U = R - K' C X , 
- - -<:--

(3.82) 

in which ~ is the output feedback gain matrix, and C is a con

stant matrix of dimension mXn. 

Substituting equation (3.82) into equation (3.70) yields 

. 
X (3.83) 

The eigenvalues of the closed-loop system are obtained 

from 

"E"(A) = IAI - A + B K' CI = 0 . -n - --c- (3.84) 

Using a similar approach as in Section 3.4.1.4, equation 

(3.84) can be written as 

"E"(A) = I'lCA) • II +CPCA)B K' ci -n- --c- I'lCA) • I I +C CPCA)B K'I -m -- --c 

1'1 (A) • II +K' C cp(A)BI = 0 . -r -c - - - (3.85) 

The number of linearly independent columns which can be 

obtained from the matrices [~!(Ai)~]' i = 1,2,3, ... ,n, will never 

exceed the rank of ~ [3.22]. In fact, it has been shown in [3.21] 

that if the open-loop system (~,~) is completely controllable, and 

if ~ has rank m, where m ~ n, then only m out of the n eigenvalues 

of the closed-loop system can be arbitrarily specified such that 

the nonsingular mXm matrix [~!(Ai)~]' i = 1,2,3, ... ,m, can be 

formed. For the pole Ai' the jth column of [!r+~~!(A)~] is 

e. + K'1/!!.(A.) = 0, 
-J -<:-]1. 1 

in which 1/!!. 
-]1. 

[C cpCA. )B] .' 
- - 1 - J 

(3.86) 
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Repeating equation (3.87) for each of the m poles, one 

finally has 

[e· l ,' e· 2,'-----,' e. ] + K' [1jJ!1(Ad,'1jJ!2(A2),' -----,'1jJ! (A )] = 0 . -J -J -Jm -c J J Jm m 
(3.87) 

The output feedback gain matrix K' is now obtained from 
-c 

- 1 
K' -[e. l :e. 2,'-----,'e.]. ['Ii!1(Al):1jJ!2(A2),'-----:1jJ! (A)] • -c -J -J -Jm L J -J -Jm m 

(3.88) 

The matrix ~ ensures the existence of m poles out of 

the n poles. Therefore, there is a possibility that the remaining 

(n-m) poles become located in the right half of s-plane, making 

the system unstable. That depends entirely on the choice of the 

columns from 1jJ!. (A.) and the specified m poles. However, for a 
-J~ ~ 

completely observable and controllable system, it is always possible 

to transform the output feedback into a state feedback by using 

another dynamic system called the observer [3.20]. It is worth

while to note that the output feedback gain matric ~ does not 

alter the controllability or observability of the open-loop system 

[3.12], if the system is described as shown in Figure 3.26. 

3.4.1.6 Design of the Observer 

The observer is nothing more than an estimator to estimate the 

state variables from the available output. Hence, a state feedback 

gain matrix can be designed as described in Section 3.4.1.4. The 

input to the observer depends on r and ~, and its output should be 

a good approximation to the states !(t). The dynamic equation of 

an observer is given by 

x (3.89) 

A 

in which X is an approximation of the state vector !; ~ is a con-

stant matrix of dimension nxn; ~ is a constant matrix of dimension 

nxm; and Z is a vector of dimension nX1. 
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The error, ~Ct), between the exact state ~Ct) and the 

approximated state RCt), is given by 

~ 

~(t) = ~(t) - ~(t) . (3.90) 

Differentiating equation (3.90) and substituting from 

equations (3.70), (3.71) and (3.89), one has 
~ 

i(t) !(t) !(t) = A X + B U - A X B C X - Z -c- -c- -
~ 

(~ ~9~- A X + B U - Z (3.91) -c-

Letting ~ = ~~, and ~ A - ~~, equation (3.91) 

becomes 

~~(t) . (3.92) 

If all the eigenvalues of ~ have negative real parts, 

then equation (3.92) is asymptotically stable, and the error 

~(t) + 0 as t+oo. Therefore, for the design of an observer, the 

following conditions must be satisfied: ~ = ~~; ~ = ~ - ~~; 

and ~ must be asymptotically stable. 

If the open-loop system is completely observable, then, 

it is always possible to find a ~ which will yield any set of 

desired eigenvalues for~. To specify the eigenvalues of ~, 

one has to try to minimize the time delay for R =~. Experience 

indicates that a good design is obtained if the observer's poles 

are selected to the left of the desired closed-loop state feedback 

poles as shown for example in Table 3.4 and reference [3.12]. The 

eigenvalues of the observer are given by 

III -A I = III -A+B C I -n c -n --c- o , 

lleA) • II +C <!J(I)B 1=0 , ---rn - - -c (3.93) 

in which I is an eigenvalue of the observer. 
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Table 3.4 - Eigenvalues of Observer and Structure 

Eigenvalues of controlled structure Eigenvalues of observer 
(>..) (5:) 

Real Imaginary Real Imaginary 

-3.5 3.0 -5.0 3.0 

-3.5 -3.0 -5.0 -3.0 

0.0 17.339 -6.0 17.339 

0.0 -17.339 -6.0 -17.339 

-4.0 36.0 -8.0 36.0 

-4.0 -36.0 -8.0 -36.0 

Equation (3.93) holds if any row or column of 

[';1l+~ !(A)~] is set to zero. The complete observability of the 

system guarantees that n linearly independent rows can be selected 

from the rows of ~ !(I). For the ith row and the kth pole one has 

becomes 

e. + 1jJ. (Ik)B = 0 , 
-~ -~ .-c 

(3.94 ) 

For the eigenvalues I k , k 1,2, ... ,n, equation (3.94) 

The matrix B is obtained from 
-c 

o . 
(3.95) 

13 
-c 

- T T - -1 T 
-[1· 1 (Ad :1jJ.2(A2) :-----:1jJ. (A )T] [e· l :e· 2:-----:e.] . 

1 -~ -111 n -~ -~ -111 

(3.96) 

A simulation diagram for the overall system is shown in 

Figure 3.27. The overall system becomes of order 2n, and the design 
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procedure consists in determining K and B so that the required 
-c -c 

system performance is being ensured. According to the separation 

principle [3.12], the other n eigenvalues can be specified so that 

matrix ~ is determined. Such a procedure is justified since the 

eigenvalues of the overall system are the sum of the eigenvalues 

of the observer and the eigenvalues of the closed-loop system. 

y 

Figure 3.27 - Simulation Diagram of an Observer 

3.4.2 Application of the Pole Assignment Method 

Structural response is considered to be coming from vibrational 

modes. Each vibration mode can be described by an equation of the 

form mx + Kx = r(t), in which ret) is the input force for that 

mode. Fortunately, it is always possible to find an input force 

(control force) which will drive both, the deflection and the 

velocity of the mode to zero in a finite amount of time. That 

means each one-degree-of-freedom system is completely controllable. 

To show this, using the pole assignment concepts, the above equa

tion is written in state form as 

x A X + B U (3.97) 
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in which 

• T 
X = [x x] ; U = ret); 

The controllability matrix P is given by 

P = [
0 1J [B'A B] = m 

-.-- 1 - 0 
m 

(3.98) 

which has rank 2. Therefore the system is completely controllable. 

It can also be shown that the above system is completely 

observable. Suppose, for example, the deflection x(t) is being 

measured. Then the output equation is 

y = c X = [1 (3.99) 

Hence, the observability matrix is 

(3.100) 

which has rank 2. Therefore the system is completely observable. 

However, the above results mayor may not hold for multi

degree-of-freedom systems due to the interaction between vibrational 

modes and if the feedback components are different from those pre

sented in Figures 3.25 and 3.26 in such a way that they affect the 

controllability of the closed-loop system. 

3.4.2.1 Example 1 

The open-loop system of the bridge considered in Section 3.3.1 is 

obtained by assuming a zero control moment M(t). Hence, one has 
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Al (t) + w1A I (t) = !~ sin~lt 

A2(t) + W~A2(t) = !~ sin~2t 

A3(t) + W~A3(t) = !~ sinn3t 

A (t) = w2A (t) = 2P sinn t 
n n n mL n 

(3.101) 

in which n. = jTIv/L, has been used. 
J 
Using the state variables Xl = AI, X2 = AI, X3 = A2, 

X4 A2, Xs = A3, X6 = ;"3, etc., equation (3.101) can be expressed 

in a matrix form like equation (3.97), where for three modes 

o 1 0 0 0 0 

-wt 0 0 0 0 0 

000 1 0 0 
A = B 

o 0 -w~ 0 0 0 

00000 1 

o 0 0 0 -w~ 0 

000 

1 0 0 

000 

010 

000 

001 

U 

2P . I'l 

mL S1n "1 t 

2P . 
mL S1n 112t 

The controllability of the open-loop system is obtained, 

using equation (3.72) in the form 

000 1 0 0 0 0 2 o -WI 0 0 o o If o -WI 0 o 
1 o 0 0 0 o o o o o o 0 

o 0 0 0 1 o 0 0 0 
P 

2 o -w2 0 0 o o 
o 1 o 0 0 0 o o o o o o 

o 0 0 0 0 1 000 0 2 o -w3 0 0 0 o 0 -W~ 

o 0 1 o 0 0 0 2 4 o -w3 0 0 0 0 0 w3 0 0 0 
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Since ~ has rank 6, the open-loop system is completely 

controllable. Let the measurement be taken at x = a when measuring 

the rate of rotation at this position. The output in this case is 

given by 

y Y'(a,t) 
• n na· 2n 2na· 3n 
A1(t) L cos ~ + A2(t) L cos --L- + A3(t) L cos 

3na 
L 

y C X 

in which c! = (ljn/l)cos(jna/L), and 1 is the post's length. 
] 

(3.102) 

From Figure 3.28, the output will actuate the automatic 

gain controller~. It is reL[uired to find K~ such that some 

assumed pole locations arc actually determined. Since only one 

output signal is available, and therefore the rank of C is one, one 

is allowed to specify only one pole. A simulation diagram of the 

overall system is shown in Figure 3.28. 

y 

Figure 3.28 - Simulation Diagram of the System 

The vector ~(t) for the closed-loop system is obtained 

from Figure 3.28 as 

U(t) = R(t) - B. (K' C X + C.X) , (3.103) - - -] --c - - -]-

in which ~(t) = ~(t) for the open-loop system; and ~j and ~j are, 

respectively, given by 
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[B 1 0 T (3.104) B. B 3] , 
-] 

C. [Cl 0 0 0 C3 0] (3.105) 
-] 

Investigating the simulation diagram of Figure 3.28 and 

comparing it with the output feedback of Figure 3.26, one finds that 

the controllability of the closed-loop system of Figure 3.28 may 

be lost as a result of B .. That is true because, as shown in 
-] 

equation (3.104), the second mode is always uncontrolled, B2 0, 

and it should be ignored during the design such that it does not 

impair the calculations. However, since in this example only one 

measurement is being obtained (this case is similar to that of refer 

ence [3.l6]),only one independent equation results and the calcu

lations are without any problem. 

The eigenvalues of the closed-loop system are obtained 

as 

IAI - [A+B(-B.K'C-B.C.)] I = 0 , 
-n - - -]-c- -]-] 

(3.106) 

The transition matrix !(A) is obtained as 

At 2 t 2 t 3 
_<P(t) = e- = I +At+A - + A 3 - + 

-n - - 2! - 3! 
(3.107) 

in which ~2, A3 are, respectively, given by 
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-wi 0 0 0 0 0 o -wi 0 0 0 0 

0 -wi 0 0 0 0 w4 
1 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 -w~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 -w~ 0 0 
A2 and A3 

0 0 0 -w~ 0 0 0 0 w4 
2 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 -w~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 -w~ 

0 0 0 0 0 -w~ 0 0 0 0 w4 
3 0 

Hence, the transition matrix is given by 

~ (t) 
(3.108) 

This matrix can easily be written in a closed form as 

cos wIt sin wIt 
0 0 0 

wI 

-wI sin wIt cos Wl t 0 0 0 

0 0 cos w2t 
sin w2t 0 0 

~(t) W2 (3.109) 
-W2 sin w2t cos w2t 0 

0 0 0 cos w3t 
sin w3t 

W3 

0 -W3 sin w3t cos w3t:. 
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Taking Laplace transform of equation (3.109) and insert

ing A instead of s, one has 

A 1 0 0 0 0 
AL+WL 

1 
AL+WL 

1 
2. A ~ 0 0 0 0 

A2+w2. 
1 

A2.+w2 
1 

0 0 A 1 0 0 
A2.+W~ A2.+W~ 

~ (A) 2 (3.110) 
0 0 ~2_ A 0 0 

A2+w~ ),2+w~ 

0 0 0 0 A 1 

A2+w~ A2+w~ 

2 

0 0 0 0 -w3 ), 

A2+w 2 
3 

),2+w2. 
3 

Substituting into equation (3.106), the following terms 

are obtained 

C CPU)B B. - - --] 

C. CPU) BB. 
-J- -J 

(3.111) 

(3.112) 

Using the data of Section 3.3.2, one has w1 18.79, 

w~ 1522.02, Bl = 63.154, B3 = 102.51, Cl = 0.1173, C3 = 0.2878, 

c~ cl/2, and c1 = C3/2. Substituting these data in equation 

(3.106) and assuming that the required pole is supposedly located 

at -5.0, i. e. , Al = -5.0, one arrives at the condition 

1. 0 + (-0.01908 K~) + 0.27493 = 0 (3.113) 
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The gain K~ is found to be 66.8. The response of the 

system as well as the closed-loop eigenvalues are displayed in 

Figure 3.29. It can be seen that -5.0 is one of the eigenvalues, 

moreover, the system is asymptotically stable. However, these 

results may not always be obtained, and there is a possibility that 

the system becomes unstable if the remaining eigenvalues are in 

the right half of s-plane. In order to overcome this dilemma, 

an observer may be used to estimate the state variables, as will 

be shown in Section 3.4.2.3. In the next section, the previous 

example will be solved by considering seven modes of vibration 

10 /~\ 
{ \ 

8 
I \ 

I \ 

c: I \ 

I \ 
6 I \ 

z I \ 
« I \ a.. 
(J) 

4 I \ 
I I \ Q I \ 
~ I 
~ 2 I 

/ 
z / 
0 
i= 0 

0.4 0.8 1.2 U 
ILl 
..J 
lJ.. -2 ILl 
a -- CONTROLLED 

- - - UNCONTROLLED 
-4 

\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

DESI GN OUTPUT FEEDBACK 

K : 66.8 CONSIDERING 3 MODES 

DAMPING RATIO", 1.0 

REAL 

- 5. 00 
-7.535 
-12.62 
-12.62 

{-, 
I \ 
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I \ 
I \ 
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I \ 
I \ 
I \ 
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2.8 \ 3.2 t (sec) 
\ 

\ / 
\ I 
\ I 
\ I 
\ I 
\ / '_I 

\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

' .... 
Figure 3.29 - Deflection Response for Three Modes 

3.4.2.2 Example 2 

Let the measurement be taken at x = a and x = L-a, such that the 

difference in the rate of rotation at these positions is considered. 

The output in this case, considering seven modes of vibration, but 

disregarding the even modes is 
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y = y' (a, t) -y' (L-a, t) = [0 Cl 0 .s. 0 Cs 0 ~] X r- 9, r- 9, -

y = C X (3.114) 

From Figure 3.28, one has 

!:!.(t) = ~(t) - B.(K'C X + C.X) 
-J ~- - -J-

(3.103) 

In the present example, matrix ~, matrix ~, and vector 

~(t) are respectively, given by 

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

-wt 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 -w~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

A = B 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 -w~ 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 -w~ 0 0 0 0 1 

R(t) 
2P 

[sinrll t sinrl3t sinrlst sinrl7t]T 
mL 

Repeating the same calculations of the previous section, 

the terms 

C <I>(;\)B B. - - --J 

in equation (3.106) become 

(3.115) 

(3.116) 
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Assuming again that the required pole location is -S.O, 

substitution into equation (3.106) leads to 

1 + (-0.03933 K~) + 0.2831 = 0 (3.117) 

The gain K~ is found to be 32.64. This gain is approxi

mately one half of the gain obtained in the previous example. That 

difference in gain is caused by the doubling of the sensor's gain 

in this example as compared to the one in the previous example. More

over, beyond doubling this gain as compared to the gain in the 

previous example, 7 modes of vibration instead of the three modes 

are considered. The system response, as well as the eigenvalues 

are displayed in Figure 3.29. Again one finds that -S.O is one 

of the eigenvalues, and the system is asymptotically stable. 

3.4.2.3 Example 3 

The output feedback systems designed in Sections 3.4.2.1 and 

3.4.2.2 were asymptotically stable. However, these results might 

not always be obtained, since only a number of poles less than the 

order of the system is specified. In order to overcome this problem, 

one may use an observer to estimate the state variables from the 

available output, and hence use the state feedback. The design of 

an observer and state feedback, as well as the controlled response 

are shown in this section. 

Assuming that the output is again given by equation 

(3.102) the observability matrix, equation (3.73), is 
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I 2 I 4 I 6 

0 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 
R, R, R, 

I 2 I I 4 
E.l. 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 
R, R, R, 

I 2 I 4 I 6 
0 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 

R, R, R, 

9 (3.118) 
I 2 I I 4 

£.2. 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 
R, R, R, 

I 2 I 4 I 6 

0 .::.£a 0 ~ 0 ~ 
R, R, R, 

I 2 , I 4 
.£3.. 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 
R, R, R, 

which indicates that the system is completely observable. 

The simulation diagram, using an observer, is shown in 

Figure 3.31. The design process consists in determining the 

matrices ~ and !c such that the desired eigenvalues of the overall 

system are obtained. The eigenvalues of the observer are located 

a little farther to the left than the eigenvalues of the controlled 

structure. These eigenvalues are assumed as shown in Table 3.4 (see 

p. ). The eigenvalues (0,17.339) and (0,-17.339) were chosen in 

this specific form because it is known a priori that the second mode 

is uncontrolled. The remaining eigenvalues of the controlled 

structure were assumed with the intent of obtaining a damped struc

ture, but with no interest in increasing the stiffness of the 

system (note the reduction in stiffness of the first and third 

modes as compared with the corresponding modes of the original 

system). 

The eigenvalues of the observer are obtained from equa

tion (3.93) which can be written as 

lI(};) • II +<I>("5:)B cl 
--fl - -c- o . (3.119) 
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From equations (3.102) and (3.110), the term f!("X) is 

given by 

c;I ] 
R,(I2+W~) 

(3.120) 

Substituting I in equation (3.120) by each of the Ai' 

i 1,2,3, ..• ,6 of Table 3.4, the matrix C ~(I.) is formed from 
- - 1 

the rows given by equation (3.120). The matrix ~ is found from 

10 

B 
c: 

z 
~ 

6 

en 
I 4 0 

::!; 

t« 2 

z 
0 

0 i= 
u 
LIJ 
...J 
tb -2 
0 

-4 

-6 

1 

1 

1 

1 
+ ~~(\)~c 

1 

1 

,-, 
I \ 

I \ 
I \ 

I \ 
I \ 

I \ 
I \ 
I \ 

I \ 
I \ 

I \ 
I \ 

/ \ 
/ \ 

I. \ 
0.4 O.B 1.2 \ 

\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

-- CONTROLLED \ 

--- UNCONTROLLED 
\ 
\ 
\ 

0, 

2.0 

I 
/ 

\ I 
-' 

-249.76 

8716.88 

-166.28 
B -c 5384.96 (3.121) 
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\ 

Figure 3.30 - Deflection Response for Seven Modes 
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R (t) 
y 

Figure 3.31 - Simulation Diagram of the Structure and the Observer 

To design the state feedback gain matrix ~, the vector 

U is obtained from Figure 3.31 as 

U (t) = R (t) - B. [C . X + K X] , - - -] -]- -e- (3.122) 

in which X is equal to the approximated state vector coming from 

the observer. 

Substituting equation (3.122) into equation (3.97), the 

closed-loop system is defined by 

X A X + ~[~(t) B. (C . X + K X)] 
-] -]- -e-

X = (~ - B B.C. - B B.K )X + B R(t) , (3.123) - -]-] - -]-e - --

in which X ; X is assumed to hold; and C. is given by equation 
-] 

(3.105). 

from 

The eigenvalues of the closed-loop system are obtained 

!'l(/..) !'leA) 

fi:(/..) = !'l(/..) • III + C.1>(/..)B B. + K 1>(/..)B B.I -]- - -] -e- - -] o .(3.124) 

The terms in equation (3.124) are calculated from equa

tions (3.104), (3.105) and (3.110) to be 
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(3.125) 

[ Bl ABI 
q, (A) B B. = , 2 +w2 '2 +w2 ° - - -J A 1 A 1 

(3.126) 

Substituting for each of Ai' i = 1,2, •.. ,6 from Table 3.4 

the matrix £~!(A)~~j' j = 1, •.. ,2 can be formed from the columns 

of equation (3.126). However, that matrix is singular due to the 

third and fourth zero rows. That happened because the closed-loop 

system is not completely controllable as a result of including the 

second mode, B2 = 0, in the system's equations. This emphasizes 

the fact that the controllability of the closed-loop system should 

be checked if the system is in a different configuration than that 

of Figures 3.25 or 3.26 [3.26]. 

The design is continued while omitting the second mode 

equations in the previous process. In this case, the matrix 

£~!(A)B Bj , j = 1, ... ,4 becomes 

Bl Bl Bl Bl 

A2+w2 
1 1 

A2+w2 
2 1 

A2+w2 
5 1 

A2+w2 
6 1 

B1Al B1A2 B1 A5 B1 A6 

A2+w2 A2+w2 A2+w2 A2+w2 
1 1 2 1 5 1 6 1 

~ (3.127) 
B3 B3 B3 B3 

A2+lU2 
1 3 

A2+w2 
2 3 

A2+w2 
5 3 

A2+w2 
6 3 

B3 Al B3 A2 B3 A5 B3 A6 

A2+w2 
1 3 

A2+w2 
2 3 

A2+w2 
5 3 

A2+w2 
6 3 

Substituting into equation (3.124) yields 

° .(3.128) 
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The gain matrix !c is found to be 

K c [-0.155 0.096 -1.78 0.087] . (3.129) 

Investigating the elements of !C' one finds that the 

first and third elements are negative, and therefore they reduce 

the stiffness of the system. On the other hand, the second and 

fourth elements are positive and therefore they introduce damping 

to the structure. The deflection response of the controlled bridge 

of this case is shown in Figure 3.32. 
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Figure 3.32 - Deflection Response Using an Observer and 
and State Feedback 

3.4.3 Summary and Conclusion 

A general description of the design of a control system by one of 

the modern design techniques and the application of this technique 
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to control a simple span bridge is given. The pole assignment 

method proved to be straightforward and provides a design complying 

with the required performance of the system. The advantage of 

this method as compared with the trial and error (classical) 

method and modal control method is obvious as the pole assignment 

method was simple and general in the examples studied. 

Although pole assignment method and modal control method 

[3.16] have the same objective, which is to enforce direct changes 

on the modes of the structure, the pole assignment method is 

superior insofar as it enables one to change any number of modes 

in any desired form. 

The checking of the observability and/or controllability 

of the open-loop and closed-loop systems is the main key for con

trolling these modes. Without checking these criteria, a design 

of an output or a state feedback might be impossible if the closed

loop system is uncontrollable. Therefore, checking the controlla

b ili ty of the open-loop and closed-loop system, before the design, 

provides information on how well the structure can be controlled, 

and if the locations of the control forces are useful or not. 

A numerical example was presented in Section 3.4.2.3 to illustrate 

this point, which was not apparent when using the modal control 

method [3.16] for controlling the stiffness of only one mode. 

The pole assignment method has also shown that using the 

output variables as control variables may destabilize the system, 

especially if the number of these variables is less than the order 

of the system. Using an observer was useful in transforming the 

output feedback into state feedback, and hence controlling the 

stability of the system. 

The results obtained in controlling the bridge in this 

section confirmed the results developed in the previous section. 

These results again are: the sensor must be placed at the control 

force position and must measure the same type of response produced 

by the control force in order to warrant the stability of the system. 
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Not much difference in response exists when considering seven modes 

or three modes of vibration. Active feedback control was useful 

in dampening the vibration of the structure. 

3.5 ACTIVE STRUCTURAL CONTROL BY OPTIMAL CONTROL METHODS 

It has been assumed in the previous sections that the supplied 

control energy is unlimited. A comparison of the consumed energy 

with the practical consumption is usually done after the process 

of design. However, from the economical and system's response 

point of view, one should strive for the best controlled response 

warranting the consumption of a minimum amount of energy. The 

problem then turns out to be an optimization problem, and optimal 

control design methods must be used to solve the problem. 

The optimal control problem is presented herein either 

as a regulator problem, which may lead to a closed-loop control, 

or as a tracking problem which may lead to a combination of closed

loop and open-loop control. The interest in this section will 

be focused on techniques which provide· a feedback control. 

It will be shown that regulator and tracking problems 

are suitable for an application to optimal feedback control of 

civil engineering structures. It will become apparent that the 

tracking problems is the most suitable design method and provides 

the best control response if and only if the applied disturbance 

is known a priori. On the other hand, the regulator problem is 

used whenever the disturbance applied to the structure is uncertain 

or unpredictable. 

3.5.1 The Optimal Control Problem 

The dynamic behaviour of a system may be described by the following 

state equation: 
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!(t) = ~(t)!(t)+~(t)Q(t)+i(t) , (3.130) 

in which! = !(t) is an n-vector representing the state of the 

system; Q = Q(t) is an r-vector of the control variables; ~(t) 

and ~(t) are matrices of appropriate dimensions; and d = i(t) is 

an n-vector representing the disturbance. 

The output or measurable variables to be controlled are 

expressed as 

.'£(t) (3.131) 

in which Y = ret) is an m-vector representing the measurable varia

bles, and f(t) is a matrix of an appropriate dimension. 

The design of optimal control devices is done in such a 

way that certain specifications concerning the dynamic behaviour 

of the controlled system are satisfied. Such specifications in

clude requirements on the transient response, stability, steady 

state error, and/or reduced parameter sensitivity. An objective 

or cost function (performance index) is usually defined in terms 

of these design specifications. The minimization of such a cost 

function leads to an optimal control strategy. For the sake of 

obtaining easily a closed form solution for the optimal control, 

the objective function is chosen to be a quadratic function of 

the form 

J 
1 T 1 t f T 

[.'£(tfH~J ~o[Y(t1-~] + - f H.'£(t)-S(t)] Qo(t) [.'£(t)-.§.(t)] 
2 P 2 to 

+ QT (t)~(t)Q(t) }dt , (3.132) 

in which ~o, Qo(t), and ~(t) are weighing matrices of appropriate 

dimensions; ~ is the desired steady state response; .§.(t) the desired 

transient response; to is the initial time; and t f is the final 

time of control. 
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The matrices ~o, and Qo(t) must be at least positive 

semi-definite, in order to ensure "a well-defined finite minimum 

for J" [3.14]. The matrix ~(t) must be positive definite because 

~- I(t) is required to exist for a finite solution. A justification 

of the above conditions imposed on the weighing matrices follows 

from the conditions which are sufficient to ensure at least a 

locally optimal solution, [3.14, p. 763]. The choice of the ele

ments of the weighing matrices, however, is a major problem of 

optimal control theory. To ease this problem, these matrices are 

usually chosen to be diagonal with relatively large values for 

elements corresponding to variables for which a strong control of 

their magnitude is desired [3.13]. 

The minimization of the objective function, equation 

(3.132), subjected to equations (3.130) and (3.131) is referred to 

as a "tracking problem", since a control is desired such that the 

output variables track the vectors ~ and ~(t). If~, ~(t), and 

~(t) are null vectors then the control problem is called a "regula

tor problem", since the steady state and transient responses are 

desired to be zero. 

The necessary conditions for an optimal solution of the 

tracking or regulator problem may be obtained by using the calculus 

of variation which involves the concept of a Hamiltonian [3.13]. 

For the tracking problem, the Hamiltonian is defined as 

1 T T 
~) + "2 Q ~ Q + ~ (~ ! + ~ Q +~) , 

(3.133) 

in which ~ = ~(t) is an n-vector denoting the co-state variables or 

Lagrange multipliers. 

For a minimum of J given by equation (3.132) and sub

jected to the constraints given by equations (3.130) and (3.131), 

it is necessary ([3.13,3.14]) that 

x = A X + B U + d X (3.134) 
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aH T 
.&. = au = ~!:!. - B A = 0 • 

127 

(3.135) 

(3.136) 

The optimal control is obtained from equation (3.136) as 

(3.137) 

Substituting equation (3.137) into equation (3.134), 

equations (3.134) and (3.135) become 

(3.138) 

T 
~(tf) = f ~o [f !(tf)-~] . 

(3.135) 

For a regulator problem in which a = ~ = ~ = 0, equations 

(3.138) and (3.135) become 

Xo (3.139) 

(3.140) 

Equations (3.138) and (3.135), or equations (3.139) and 

(3.140) are called a two-point-boundary-va1ue-prob1em (TPBVP). 

That is so, because one of the boundary conditions is specified at 

initial time and the other one at terminal time. An obvious dif

ference between equations (3.138), (3.135) and equations (3.139), 

(3.140) is that equations (3.138) and (3.135) are nonhomogeneous 

vector differential equations, whereas equations (3.139) and (3.140) 

are homogeneous differential equations. On the other hand, whereas 

equations (3.138) and (3.135) provide control to track ~, ~, and 

~(t), the control provided by equations (3.139) and (3.140) is of 

a general type and brings the system to zero state. 
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Since the objective in controlling a civil engineering 

structure is likely to strive for zero transient and steady state 

responses, it becomes obvious that the regulator problem is directly 

applicable to the control of civil engineering structures, whereas 

the tracking problem needs some trivial modifications. The appli

cation of both problems is shown later in Section 3.5.3. 

3.5.2 Solution of the optimal Control Problem 

The simultaneous solution of equations (3.138) and (3.135) or equa

tions (3.139) and (3.140) gives the optimal control strategy in 

open-loop type, i.e., without feedback. There are several numerical 

techniques available to obtain such a solution. Some of these 

numerical techniques are based on the use of a transition matrix 

[3.13], on gradient methods [3.23], on dynamic programming [3.24], 

and other methods [3.25]. 

Closed-loop control is based on the feedback of the out

put or state variables. However, since the output feedback is also 
T - 1 

subjected here to some restrictions (e.g., [ff] should exist), 

the interest will be focused on using optimal state feedback con

trol. In such cases, an observer [3.13,3.26] is required to esti

mate the state variables by using the available output. 

To take, to a certain extent, advantage of the closed

loop control, the solution of equations (3.138) and (3.135) is 

assumed to be a combination of closed-loop and open-loop control. 

That can be done by assuming the co-state variable ~(t) to be a 

linear combination of the current state !(t) and the determined 

state ~(t) in the range to to t f • The variable ~(t) is assumed in 

the form 

~(t) ~(t)!(t) + 3.(t) , (3.141) 

in which P = ~(t) is an nxn symmetric matrix called "Riccati matrix"; 

and 3. = 3.(t) is an n-vector which accounts for the desired responses 

~ and ~ and the disturbance i(t). 
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The optimal control signal of the tracking problem is 

then obtained by substituting equation (3.141) into equation 

(3.137) yielding 

-1 T 
~(t) = -~ ~ P(t)!(t) + ~XT(t) , (3.142) 

- T 
in which ~XT(t) = -~ ~ ~(t) is an external control [3.27] sup-

plied to the system without dependence on the current state of the 

system. Hence, it is of the open-loop type. 

Substituting equation (3.141) into equations (3.138) and 

(3.135) enables one to determine f(t) and ~(t) from the following 

differential equations: 

-P P A + ATp P 
-1 T ~TQ f f(t f ) fT~of B R B P + --- --

(3.143) 
p d + (~T_f ~ ~-I~T)q fTQo.§. ~(tf) 

T 
-~ -f ~o~ 

(3.144) 

If~, .§.(t) , and ~(t) are null vectors, as in the case 

of the regulator problem, only the Riccati matrix differential 

equation, equation (3.143), must be solved for f(t), since ~(t) 

in this case is a null vector. This is true because the TPBVP for 

regulator problems is homogeneous, and in order to satisfy the 

terminal conditions given by equation (3.140) one has to assume 

.0.(t) = f(t)!(t) (3.145) 

The optimal control of the regulator problem is then 

~(t) (3.146) 

which is only depending on the current state of the system. Hence, 

it is a closed-loop type. 

Many numerical techniques are available for computing 

f and ~ [3.27,3.28]. For example, since f(t) is a symmetric matrix, 

only a set of n(n+l)/2 independent equations can be derived from 
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equation (3.143). Using backward numerical integration, one can 

obtain ~(t). Once ~(t) has been determined, equation (3.144) is 

integrated backward to yield ~(t). 

One has to note that the preceding results are only 

applicable to linear, time-varying or invariant systems. For 

nonlinear systems one has to go through a process of linearization 

and iteration in order to determine the exact nominal state around 

which the system is linearized. 

3.5.3 Numerical Applications 

The bridge considered in this chapter is investigated here again, 

by optimal control techniques. For the sake of completeness, the 

equations of motion are given, considering the first three modes, 

as 

(3.147) 

(3.148) 

in which c. = 2tjn/L cos (jna/L); B. = 4Stjn/mL2 cos (jna/L); and 
J J 

S is the spring's constant. The second mode equation has not been 

written since it is uncontrolled. 

Denominating the state variables as Xl(t) = A1(t), 

X2(t) = A1(t), X3(t) = A3(t), and X4(t) = A2(t), equations (3.147) 

and (3.148) can be represented by the simulation diagram shown in 

Figure 3.33. 

It is assumed that the observer has been designed as in 

Section 3.4.2.3 or in any other way [3.13]. The task of the 

designer is then to design the optimal control Q* as to guarantee 

a controlled response in a desirable fashion. From Figure 3.33, 

the activating signal Q(t) follows as 

U(t) = R(t) - B.[C.X(t) + U*(t)] , - - -J -J- - (3.149) 
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in which _R(t) is an input vector and C. is given by 
-] 

C. = [Cl 0 C3 0] . 
-] 

Figure 3.33 - Simulation Diagram for Optimal State Feedback 
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(3.150) 

Equations (3.149) and (3.150) can now be written in 

the state form as 

!(t) = A X(t) + ~~(t) . (3.151) 

Substituting equation (3.149) into equation (3.151) one 

has 

!(t) = ~!(t) + ~~* (t) + i(t) , (3.152) 

in which A = A-B B.C., B = -B B., 
--{: - - -]-] --{: - -] 

i(t) = ~ ~(t), while ~, ~, B. , 
-] 

and ~(t) are respectively given by 

0 1 0 0 0 0 

-wi 0 0 0 1 0 [ ::j. 2P [ 'in O,t J A = B B. ~(t) = mL 
0 0 0 1 0 0 -] 

SIn Q3t 

0 0 2 0 0 1 -w3 
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Again, the output is the difference in the rate of change 

of the two posts' positions. The output is expressed as 

ret) ~ ~(t) = [0 ~1 0 ~3 ] ~ • 

The objective function is taken in the same form as in 

equation (3.132). Since the rank of C is unity, the matrices ~o 

and Qo are of dimensions lxl. The dimension of ~(t) is also lXI, 

since only one control signal is supplied to the structure. The 

final control time t f is taken to be three seconds since the time 

required for the vehicle to traverse the bridge is L/v 1.67 

seconds. However, one may also find the minimum final control time 

by modifying the optimization problem [3.13,3.27]. 

3.5.3.1 Application of the Regulator Problem 

It has been mentioned that the feedback control supplied by using 

the regulator problem is of closed-loop type and it does not 

depend on the characteristic of the applied disturbance. That 

means the vector ~(t) will be omitted in equation (3.152). Applying 

the same steps as in Section 3.5.1 and 3.5.2, one obtains the 

Riccati matrix differential equation 

-£(t) P( ) ~T~o~ _ t f = (3.153) 

The Riccati matrix £(t) in equation (3.153) is of the 

dimension 4X4. However, due to its symmetry, only ten of its 

elements need to be computed. These elements are indicated in the 

following scheme: 

P(l) 

, , Symmetric 

P(2,l)", .!'~2,,2)"', 
.. ... Symmetric 

P(~)'",P(3)" 

P(3,1) P( 4) 

, , 
peS)"~, P(6) ", 

" ' (3.154) 

P (4,1) P(?) 
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To integrate backwards, the time variable in equation 

(3.153) is changed into t = tf-T. The variable VeT) = ~(tf-T) is 

used, and therefore equation (3.153) becomes 

~(O) (3.155) 

The initial conditions for the ten differential equations 

derived from equation (3.155), using the arrangement shown in 

equation (3.154), are 

V 1 (0) 0.0 Vs (0) 0.0 V9(0) 0.0 , 

:2 

Vz (0) 0.0 V6(0) 0.0 V 1 0 (0) So(~3 ) 
:2 (3.156) 

V3 (0) So(~l ) V7 (0) 0.0 

V4(O) 0.0 va(O) = S (C 1X C3 ) oR.' 

Observing equations (3.155) and (3.156), one concludes 

that the optimal control solution is depending on the matrices 

~o, ~o, and~. Therefore a number of trials must be performed in 

order to find the best values for these matrices yielding a rea

sonable controlled response and minimum energy consumption. The 

quality of the design is checked by investigating the controlled 

response of the structure under the effect of a prescribed distur

bance. Therefore, equation (3.152) is used in order to find the 

effect of that disturbance on the state of the system in the pre

sence of the assumed control. 

Integrating the ten differential equations simultaneously, 

and using the initial conditions in equation (3.156), one is able 

to determine ~(T) from to to t f . Reversing the order of the time, 

the original Riccati matrix ~(t) is obtained. The optimal control 

is now calculated from 

(3.157) 
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The current state !(t) is not known yet, and therefore 

one is unable to determine the active control before determining 

the current state. The current states are calculated by substi

tuting equation (3.157) into equation (3.152) which yields 

(3.158) 

Integrating equation (3.158) forward up to t f , and con

sidering zero initial conditions, yields the state !(t) from to to 

t f . These states can then be substituted into equation (3.157) for 

determining the active control response of the spring, or the ram's 

displacement. The ram's displacement must be within practical 

bounds, having also the cost of control in mind, etc., in order to 

make it acceptable. A simulation diagram is shown in Figure 3.34. 

Figure 3.34 - Simulation Diagram of Regulator ~roo&em 

The deflection, velocity, and acceleration at mid-span 

of the bridge, respectively, are calculated from 

y(f' t) = Xl (t)-X3 (t) , (3.159) 

. ( L 
Y2" t) = X2 (t) -X4 (t) , (3.160) 

"(L Y2" t) = [Y(f ' t) - Y(~ , t-h) J Ih , (3.161) 
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in which h is time step of integration and is determined approxi

mately as 0.01 of the time constant of the system. 

The complete response of the deflection at mid-span, 

y(L/2,t), and the ram's displacement, u*(t), for several trials 

using different values of Qo, ~o, and ~ are shown in Figures 3.35 

and 3.36, respectively. It can be deduced from Figure 3.35 that 

increasing the magnitude of Qo has the effect of decreasing the 

deflection response of the system, but on the other hand, the 

energy consumption increases. The behaviour of system No.4 is 

the best of those obtained in these trials since the effect of 

damping consists apparently in preventing oscillations and enforcing 

a decaying motion. 

The deflection at mid-span, y(L/2,t), ram's displacement, 

u*(t), and acceleration at mid-span, y(L/2,t) for other trials 

are shown in Figures 3.37 to 3.39, respectively. The first obser

vation to be mentioned is that by increasing ~, the active control 

u*(t) decreases, but the transient response increases. Another 

observation is that a significant increase in Qo results in 

decreasing the transient response, but the damping effect on the 

free response becomes very weak. From observing the responses of 

the active control u*(t), and the acceleration y(L/2,t) one con

cludes that systems No.1 and 2 in Figure 3.37 are of an acceptable 

design. 

3.5.3.2 Application of the Tracking Problem 

A desirable objective in the control of civil engineering structures 

is to have a zero steady-state and fast decaying transient responses 

of the output variables. That objective can be expressed by setting 

~ = ~(t) = ~ in equation (3.132). If the applied disturbance is 

known a priori and formulated in the state equation, e.g., equa

tion (3.152), the co-state variable ~(t) must be assumed in the form 

of equation (3.141). This fact can further be certified by writing 
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the two-point-boundary-value problem of this example, which is 
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z 2 
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Figure 3.35 - Deflection Response using Regulator Control 
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Figure 3.36 - Ram's Response using Regulator Control 
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Figure 3.37 - Deflection Response using Regulator Control 
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It is noticed that equations (3.159) and (3.160) are 

still nonhomogeneous differential equations due to the presence of 

the disturbance in the state equation. Therefore, they have the 

same type of solution as equations (3.138) and (3.135). In this 

example, equations (3.143) and (3.144) become 

(3.161) 

(3.162) 

A solution to equations (3.161) and (3.162) is obtained 

by backward integration, as outlined in the previous section. The 

active control is calculated from 

(3.163) 

-1 T 
The closed-loop control part [~ ~~(t)!(t)] cannot be 

found until the current state X(t) has been determined. However, 

the open-loop part [~-l~~(t)]-iS determined once the vector ~(t) 
has been evaluated from equation (3.162). This control is stored 

[3.29] and only supplied to the system whenever the sensor indicates 

that the system needs the external control. On the other hand, 

the closed-loop control part is implemented by developing the time

varying gain matrix (automatic gain controller) R- 1BTp(t) in the - -c-
feedback loop as shown in the simulation diagram of Figure 3.40. 

Substituting equation (3.163) into equation (3.152), 

the current state of the system is obtained by the forward integra

tion of 

!(to) = ~ .(3.164) 

The deflection at mid-span, y(L/2,t), total active con

trol u*(t), external active control, uEXT(t), and the acceleration 
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at mid-span y(L/2,t), for systems No.1 and 3 of Figure 3.37, are 

shown in Figures 3.41, 3.42, 3.43 and 3.44, respectively. Comparing 

the deflection of the two systems in Figure 3.37 with that of 

Figure 3.44, one finds that the deflection is reduced in the 

tracking problem as compared to that in the regulator problem. How

ever, the reduction is not significant. 

-1 T 
!!EXT = -~ .!!C S. ( I ) 

Figure 3.40 - Simulation Diagram of Tracking Problem 
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Figure 3.41 - Deflection Response using Tracking Control 
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Observing equation (3.164), one concludes that a good 

design for the vector ~(t) may lead to an excellent controlled 

response. In fact, one might eliminate completely the effect of 

the disturbance by equating i(t) with the term [~~-l~~(t)] in 

equation (3.164). However, this leads to an inconsistent set of 

equations which is unsolvable. This is caused by the difference 

between the characteristic of the distrubance and the control 

moment. This fact can be investigated by looking at equations 

(3.147) and (3.148). It is noticed that the disturbance for each 

mode is both time-varying and distinct, whereas the control moment, 

its time-varying function, is the same for each mode. Therefore, 

it is impossible to find a control moment, M(t), which would cancel 

the effect of the moving load without requiring that the control 

moment moves as the load does. That means M(t) and o(x-vt), in 

equation (3.2) must be functions of the same type [3.30]. 

However, it is possible to supply an external control 

which would eliminate the forcing function of only one of the 

modes. This becomes clearer by writing the two terms d(t) and 

[B R-1BTq(t)] in detail as 
~- ~-

!!.(t) o T 2PsinQ3t ] /mL , 

(3.165) 

o 2 T B1B3q2(t)+B3q.(t)] /R . 
(3.166) 

Equating equations (3.165) and (3.166) term by term, 

one has 

(3.167) 

B1B3 q2(t) n () R + R q. t (3.168) 

A unique solution for q2(t) and q.(t) from equations 

(3.167) and (3.168) is not possible as mentioned before. However, 
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one may satisfy the single equation (3.167) in order to eliminate 

the forcing function of the first mode, which is well-known to con

tribute predominantly to the response. Assuming q4(t) to be zero, 

the function q2(t) is evaluated from equation (3.167) as 

() 2PR . n 
q2 t = mLBt sLn"lt (3.169) 

The state equation, equation (3.164), can now be written 

in the following modified form: 

o 

o 
o 

2P( . n B3 · n ) mL sLn"3 t - ~ sLn"lt 

(3.170) 

in which the first mode is unloaded, whereas the third mode has 

become subjected to a modified forcing function. 

The previous results could not be realized by Schorn 

[3.31], in his example as he dealt with one mode only. He designed 

the control system to eliminate the forcing function of the first 

mode, and therefore he obtained zero controlled response. But the 

effect on the higher order modes could not be verified as they had 

been neglected. That emphasizes the conclusion obtained in the 

previous sections that as many modes as possible should be included 

in the design. 

The deflection at mid-span, y(L/2, t), the total active 

control, u*(t), external active control, uEXT(t), and the accelera

tion at mid-span, y(L/2,t), for the above special case, are shown, 

respectively, in Figures 3.41, 3.42, 3.43 and 3.44, where the 

above system is denoted by "system with special g,(t)". As compared 

with systems No. 1 and 3 in the same figures, it can be noticed 

that the best behaviour is that obtained for the above system. 

However, the system with special g,(t) requires a larger control 

energy than the other two systems. 
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3.5.4 Summary and Conclusions 

The optimal control problem was presented in Section 3.5 either as 

a regulator problem or as a tracking problem. When feedback con

trol strategy was the concern, it was taken into consideration 

that the regulator problem provides a closed-loop control and the 

tracking problem provides a combination of closed-loop and open

loop control. Both problems have been applied to the optimal con

trol of the bridge considered in the previous sections. It has been 

shown that if the disturbance is known a priori and included in 

the state equation, then the tracking problem is the most suitable 

design method and usually provides the best controlled response. 
Since, in general, the a priori form of the disturbance is known 

for the civil engineering structures, it is recommended to use the 

tracking optimal control problem. The external control \.auld then 

be designated to eliminate the expected disturbance, \,'hereas the 

closed-loop control takes care of any fluctuation of the actual 

disturbance about the expected one. On the other hand, for struc

tures, whose disturbance (forcing function) cannot safely be 

predicted, the closed-loop control provides the active stiffness 

and damping for a proper control of such structures. 

It has been shown that in order to obtain an excellent 

controlled response by using the tracking problem, the function 

representing control force and disturbance must be of the same 

type. Also, it has been shown that as many vibrational modes as 

possible must be included in the design. 

As a general conclusion, it can be stated that the optimal 

control law depends mainly on appropriately specifying weighing 

matrices and the solving of a Riccati matrix, if feedback control 

was preferred. It became obvious from the previous examples that the 
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two main problems in optimal control are the appropriate specifica

tion of the weighing matrices, which may require a long trial 

process, and the solving of a Riccati differential equation, which 

becomes cumbersome for an equation of a high order. These two 

difficulties lead to the conclusion that the use of optimal feedbacl 

control should better be restricted to low order systems or to 

structures whose equations of motion can be approximated by a 

limited number of modes. 

3.6 STUDY OF SECONDARY EFFECTS 

In the previous sections, the bridge was represented by an idealizec 

smooth simple beam loaded with a constant load which is moving 

with constant speed. The effect of inertia coming from the moving 

load, the effect of the normal force caused by the control mechanisTI 

and the effect of the uneveness of the bridge deck on the controllec 

response, have been neglected. To check the effect of these factor~ 

(inertia; normal force; uneveness) on the controlled response of 

the structure obtained in the previous sections, these factors 

will now be added to the same control system designed previously 

disregarding such effects. It is believed that studying the influ

ence of these factors in this way gives better information than 

designing a new control system accounting for these factors. The 

optimal control systems designed and recommended in Section 3.4.3 

are therefore used in the following analysis. The structure's 

equations of motion will only differ from the ones previously used 

insofar as the factors mentioned above are included. To obtain 

good information on the influence of these factors, the effect of 

each of them will be studied separately. 

In reality, a bridge is subjected to many kinds of moving 

loads. In order to make this study feasible and applicable, the 

controlled response of the bridge under different kinds of moving 

loads compared with its uncontrolled response will be investigated. 
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The kinds of loads that will be taken into account are a harmonic 

load moving with constant speed, a distributed load moving with 

constant speed, a constant load moving with accelerated speed, and 

a constant load moving with decelerated speed. An investigation 

of the effect of these types of loading enables one to judge 

whether the design of the suggested control mechanism of Section 

3.4.3.1 remains acceptable or not. It has been shown in Section 

3.4 that the tracking problem provides excellent results under the 

condition that the applied forcing function is known a priori. 

Unfortunately, this condition is not satisfied for bridge structures. 

Therefore, one has to use the closed-loop control which provides 

the damping and stiffness needed for controlling the structure in 

the presence of the uncertainty regarding the applied load which 

may have to be expected. 

3.6.1 Inertia Effect of the Moving Load 

By considering the inertia of the moving load, the equation of 

motion of the system shown in Figure 3.45 is obtained as 

EI ~ + m ~ = p - - ~ O(x-vt)+M(t)O' (x-a)-M(t)O' (x-L+a) a2 a2 [ p a2 ] 
ax4 at 2 g at 2 ' 

(3.171) 

in which g is the acceleration due to gravity. 

x= vt 

L 

Figure 3.45 - Inertia Force of Moving Mass 
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A solution for equation (3.171) is assumed in the form of 
00 

y(x,t) = L sin j~X AJ.(t) , 
j=l 

(3.172) 

in which the function sin(jTIx/L) was chosen to satisfy the boundary 

conditions. 

Substituting equation (3.172) into equation (3.1 71), 

and applying the sine integral transformation [3.34], one obtains, 

for three modes, the following equations: 

(3.173) 

A.2(t)+W~A2(t) 

(3.174) 

in which B. = (4S£jTI/ mL 2)cos(jTIa/ L) for odd modes; c . = (2£TIj / L) 
J J 

cos(jTIa/L) for odd modes; w2 = (jTI/L)4EI/m; n. = jTIv/L; and 
J J I 

M(t) = S[u(t)+£y'(a,t)- £y' (L-a,t)] have been used. 

Equations (3.173) to (3.175), are not in a suitable 

form for the conversion into the general form of a state equation. 

One has, therefore, to apply some manipulations to the above 

equations. Equations (3.173) to (3.175) can be written in shorter 

forms as 

al-B 1 [c 1A1 (t)+C3A3(t)+U(t)] 

(3.176) 
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(3.177) 

a3 IAI (t) +a32A2 (t) + (1 +a3 3)A3 (t) +W~A3 (t) = a3-B3 [c IAI (t) +C3A3 (t) +u(t)] , 

(3.178) 

in which a .. = (2P/mLg)sin(S1. t)sin(S1. t); and a. = (2P/mL)sinS11. t. 1J 1 J 1 
The above equations can also be brought into a matrix 

form as 

[~l (t)] A* A2 (t) 

A3 (t) 

[
fAl (t)] 

+ 1ll!A2 (t) 

W3A3(t) 

in which the matrix A* is l (l.a,,) 
(2.* = a2 I 

a31 

(3.179) 

given by 

al2 al3 

(1+a22) a" j (3.180) 

a32 (1+a33) 

The inverse of the matrix A* is assumed to be in the 

form of 

A* 
b 13] 
b 23 , 

b 3 3 

(3.181) 

in which b .. is the element (i,j) of Adj((2.*), and DET is the deter-
1J 

minant of A*. 
- 1 Multiplying equation (3.179) by (2.* ,one obtains 

[ .. ] [2] [] [J 
Al(t) wlAl(t) al B) 

~2(t) + ~*-l W!A2(t) = ~*-l a2 _ ~*-l 0 [clAl(t) + 

A3(t) w3A3(t) a3 B3 
(3.182) 
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Equation (3.182) can now be written in the first order 

state equation form. Considering XI = AI, Xz 

X4 = Az , Xs = A3, and X6 = A3, equation (3.182) becomes 

~3 (t) 

~4 (t) 

~s(t) 

X6 (t) 

D~T [(bllal + b I2 a2 + b l3 a 3) - (BIb ll + B3b l3) 

2 
(cIXI + c3XS + u) - (wIbIIXI + W2b I2X3 

D~T [(b2I a1 + b22 a2 + b23a 3) - (B 1b 21 + B3b23 ) 

(C1X1 + c3XS + u) - (wlb 21x1 + W2b22X 

2 
+ W3b 23 X S)] , 

DiT [(b31 a 1 + b32a2 + b33a 3) - (B1b31 + B3b 33) 

(C1X1 + c3XS + u) - (Wib31X1 + Wib 32X3 

2 
+ W3b 33XS)] , 

(3.183) 

Equation (3.183) represents a time-varying linear system, 

since the variable b .. is time varying and multiplied by X(t). 
1J -

Observing the second mode's equation, it becomes apparent that the 

second mode has become coupled with the other modes, which was not 

the case when the inertia effect was neglected. 

3.6.1.1 Uncontrolled Response 

The uncontrolled structure's response, including the inertia 

effect, is obtained by assuming BI = B3 = 0, in equation (3.183). 

The uncontrolled response of deflection at mid-span is plotted in 

Figure 3.46 together with the uncontrolled response, neglecting 

the inertia effect. The uncontrolled response of acceleration at 
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mid-span for both, considering or neglecting the inertia effect, 

is also plotted in Figure 3.47. It is obvious from the figures 

that the effect of inertia on the deflection and acceleration 

responses is noticeable and should be included in the design. 

-- CONSIDERING INERTIA EFFECT, 3 MODES 
- - - NEGLECTING INERTIA EFFECT, 3 MODES 

10 
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-6 

Figure 3.46 - Uncontrolled Response of Deflection at Mid-Span 
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Figure 3.47 - Uncontrolled Response of Acceleration, 20 Kips 
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Since inertia depends on the mass of the vehicle, another 

investigation for a heavier vehicle, which weighs 30 kips instead 

of 20 kips, was carried out. The deflection and acceleration at 

mid-span, for this case, are shown respectively in Figures 3.48 

and 3.49. It is noticed that the difference between the uncon

trolled response considering or neglecting the inertia effect is 

relatively bigger than in the case when the load was 20 kips. 

This indicates that the ratio "weight of the vehicle versus weight 

of the bridge" is a factor which is significant for the magnitude 

of the inertia effect. 

3.6.1.2 Controlled Response using a Regulator Control System 

It has been shown, in Section 3.4, that the optimal feedback 

control law is u(t) = _R-IBTp(t)X(t), in which ~(t) is the Riccati 
- -c-

matrix. This formula is written more explicitly, in this section as, 

u(t) [(BIP2+B3P7)Xl+(BlP3+B3Pa)X2+(BlPS+B3P9)Xs+(BlPa+B3Plo)x6]/R 

(3.184) 

The Riccati matrix ~(t) used here is the same one which 

was recommended in Section 3.4.3.1 to obtain a favourable design. 

This matrix is developed by considering the weighing matrices 

Qo 1000, ~o = 100, and R = 1. 

The active controlled response, including inertia effect, 

is obtained by substituting equation (3.184) into equation (3.183). 

Deflection and acceleration at mid-span are obtained as 

y (~ , t) = Xl (t)-xs (t) , (3.185) 

.. ( L t) = ~2(t)-~6(t) " [Y ( ~ t ) - Y ( ~ , t-h)] /h , y -
2 

(3.186) 

in which h is the time step of integration. 
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Figure 3.48 - Uncontrolled Response of Deflection, P = 30 Kips 
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Figure 3.49 - Uncontrolled Response of Acceleration, P = 30 Kips 
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Integrating equation (3.183) forward, considering zero 

initial conditions, enables one to determine the state !(t). The 

deflection at mid-span, acceleration at mid-span, and the ram's 

displacement, for P = 20 kips, are plotted respectively in Figures 

3.50 to 3.52. For P = 30 kips, the deflection at mid-span, accel

eration at mid-span, and ram's displacement are, respectively, 

shown in Figures 3.53 to 3.55. In both cases, for P = 20 kips and 

for P = 30 kips, it is concluded that the difference in the response 

when including or neglecting the inertia effect is negligible. How

ever, that difference increases when increasing the weight of the 

moving load, as can be concluded from comparing Figures 3.50 to 

3.52, respectively with Figures 3.53 to 3.55. 
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Figure 3.50 - Controlled Response of Deflection by Regulator 
Control, P = 20 Kips 
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Figure 3.53 - Controlled Response of Deflection by Regulator 
Control, P = 30 Kips 
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Figure 3.54 - Controlled Response of Acceleration by Regulator 
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Figure 3.55 - Active Control Response by Regulator Control, 
P = 30 Kips 

3.6.1.3 Controlled Response using a Tracking Control System 

ISS 

It has been shown in Section 3.4.3.2 that the optimal control law 

provided by using the tracking method is expressed as 

u(t) = _~-1~~(t)~.ct)_~-1~.9..ct), in which ~(t) is a vector which 

provides the external control. The above formula is expressed as 

(3.187) 

The vector ~(t) used here is the special ~(t) which 

eliminates the forcing function of the first mode, i.e., q2(t) and 

q4(t) in equation (3.184) are given by 
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qz(t) 
2PR . n 
mLB! s1n"lt 
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(3.188) 

(3.189) 

The Riccati matrix ~(t) is the same as that used in the 

previous section. Substituting equations (3.187) to (3.189) into 

equations (3.183), one can obtain !(t) by integrating forward 

equations (3.183). The deflection at mid-span, acceleration at 

mid-span, and ram's displacement, for P = 20 kips are shown, 

respectively, in Figures 3.56 to 3.58. Considering P = 30 kips, 

the controlled response of deflection at mid-span, acceleration 

at mid-span, and ram's displacement are plotted, respectively, 

in Figures 3.59 to 3.61. From these figures, one concludes that, 

also for the tracking problem, the difference in the controlled 

responses including or neglecting the inertia effect is not signi

ficant. The controlled response for P = 30 kips is also shown in 

Figures 3.59 to 3.61, using a control system designed to track a 

load of P = 20 kips only. The significant difference in the con

trolled responses, of this case and the case in which the control 

tracks P = 30 kips, indicates that one has to know the exact 

applied load in order to control the structure properly. However, 

good results may still be obtained if the forcing function is known 

at least statistically. 
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3.6.2 Normal Force Effect 

The control mechanism used in the previous sections introduces a 

normal force N(t) between the posts of the beam as shown in 

Figure 3.62. This normal force will affect the equation of motion 

of the beam and subsequently its response. Considering a small 

segment of the beam as shown in Figure 3.63, the equation of motion 

is obtained by studying the equilibrium of moment and vertical 

forces. The equilibrium of moment reads 

-dM + V·dx + N ~ dx = 0 ax (3.190) 

in which V is the shear force, y is the deflection at section x, 

N is the normal force and M is the moment at section x. 

M(t) ( ) 
( N t J,L 

L 

Figure 3.62 - Normal Force Caused by the Control Mechanism 

M V ( t,----, M+dM 
I I N ~ 
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Figure 3.63 - Free-Body Diagram Considering Normal Forces 
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Using the principle of d'Alembert, one has 

(3.191) 

in which m is the mass per unit length, and t is the time. 

Using equations (3.190) and (3.191), and since M(x) 

-EI(a 2 y/ax 2 ), one arrives at [3.35,3.36] 

(3.192) 

which describes the equation of motion of free vibration. 

The equation of motion of the controlled structure, 

shown in Figure 3.62 is then given by 

EI ~ + N(t) a2 y + m ~ = Po(x-vt)+Mo' (x-a)-M(t)o' (x-L+a) ax4 ax2 at 2 
, 
(3.193) 

in which it is assumed that N(t) is constant between the posts 

at any instant. 

Equation (3.193) is only valid at sections between x = a 

and x = L-a. Therefore, an approximate solution is assumed in the 

form of 

y(x,t) 
00 

" . j TIX A ( ) 
L.. Sln -L- J. t 

j=l 
(3.194) 

in which the function sin (jTIx/L) was chosen to satisfy the boundary 

conditions and the compatibility conditions at x = a and x = L-a. 

The normal force N(t) is evaluated for three modes as 

(3.195) 

in which S is the stiffness of the spring; c. 
J 

(21jTI/L)cos(jTIa/L) 

for odd modes. 

Substituting equation (3.195) into equation (3.193) and 

applying the sine integral transformation, one obtains, after some 

manipulations, for three modes 
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in which D. = (j2n2S)/(mL2). 
J 
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2P . n 
mL Sln"2 t 

(3.196) 

(3.197) 

(3.198) 

Invesitgating equations (3.196) to (3.198) one concludes 

that these equations have become simultaneous nonlinear differential 

equations. That was not the case when the normal force was neg

lected. The design of a control law for nonlinear systems is very 

cumbersome. The analysis in this section will show how significant 

the error using a control system designed for an approximate linear 

system, neglecting the normal force, and applying that control 

system on the actual nonlinear system, considering the normal force, 

may be. 

3.6.2.1 Passive Control Response 

The passive controlled response is obtained by considering u(t) 0 

in equations (3.196) and (3.198). Passive control response of 

deflection at mid-span, and of acceleration at mid-span, considering 

and neglecting the normal force, are shown respectively in 

Figures 3.64 and 3.65. From these figures, it is concluded that 

the normal force has a slight effect on the passive controlled 

response. 

3.6.2.2 Active Control Response using a Regulator Control System 

. 
X6 = Aa, equations (3.196) to (3.198) can be written in the state 

form as 
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Figure 3.64 - Passive Controlled Response of Deflection 
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Figure 3.65 - Passive Controlled Response of Acceleration 

The closed-loop controlled system is obtained by substi

tuting the control u(t) of equation (3.184) into equations (3.199). 

The states of the system at any instant are obtained by integrating 

equations (3.199) forward with time and assuming zero initial con

ditions. Deflection and acceleration of mid-span are obtained by 

using equations (3.185) and (3.186), respectively. The active 

control response of deflection at mid-span, acceleration at mid

span, and ram's displacement are, respectively, shown in Figures 

3.66 to 3.68. From these figures, it is concluded that the effect 

of the normal force on the controlled response is trivial and 

hardly noticeable. These results indicate that in some cases, 

representing a nonlinear system by an approximated linear system 

for designing the control system, may give satisfactory results. 

Since designing a control for nonlinear systems is difficult and 

time consuming, it is recommended to design the control for an 

approximate linear system and then check the effect of neglecting 

the nonlinearity on the controlled response [3.37]. 
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3.6.2.3 Active Control Response using a Tracking Control System 

Substituting equations (3.187), (3.189) into equations (3.199) 

will result in a structure controlled by a closed-loop and a special 

open-loop control. Deflection at mid-span and acceleration at 

mid-span are plotted, respectively, in Figures 3.66 to 3.69. It is 

also concluded in this case that the effect of the normal force on 

the controlled response is negligible. Again, these results are 

attributed to the fact that the closed-loop control is found to be 

a function of the system's actual response and not to be a pre

determined control. 

3.6.3 Effect of Uneveness of the Bridge Deck 

In the previous section, it has been assumed that the lateral dis

placement of the vehicle is the same as that of the bridge. In 

such a case, the vehicle is represented by a constant force (un

sprung weight) equal to the vehicle's weight, as shown in Figure 

3.70. However, for an accurate analysis one has to consider the 

vehicle as an independent dynamic system, which may be represented 

by an undamped O.D.O.F. system (sprung mass), as shown in Figure 

3.71. In this case, the load applied to the bridge is given by 

pet) = K[Vl(t)-y(x,t)]+m g , v (3.200) 

in which K is the stiffness of the tires, mv is the mass of the 

vehicle, x is the position of the vehicle from the left support, 

g is the acceleration due to gravity, and Vl(t) is the vertical 

displacement of the vehicle. 

Consider now the bridge being in its undeformed state 

as shown in Figure 3.72. Let the uneveness of the bridge surface 

be represented by the function rex). The applied load on the 

bridge is then given by 

pet) = K[vl(t)-r(x)]+m g v 
(3.201) 
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Figure 3.70 - Smooth Bridge Deck with Moving Load 
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{f$mvvl 
1 p y 

I. X .1 
Figure 3.71 - Smooth Bridge Deck with Sprung Mass 

~ K Vl 

f X=x 

Figure 3.72 - Undeformed Irregular Bridge's Deck 

The applied load, taking in addition the deflection of 

the bridge into account, Figure 3.73, is 

pet) = K[vj(t)-r(x)-y(x,t)]+m g v 
(3.202) 

Therefore the equations of vertical motion of the vehicle 

and the bridge are 

EI ~:~ + m ~:; = K[vj(t)-r(x)-y(x,t)]O(x-x)+mvgo(x-x) 

+M(t)o'(x-a)-M(t)o'(x-L+a) . 

(3.203) 

(3.204) 
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Fi~e 3.73 - Deformed Ir~eguZa~ B~idge'B Deck 

A solution is assumed in the form of 

00 

y(x,t) = ~ sin j~X AJ.(t) . 
j=l 

169 

(3.205) 

Substituting equation (3.205) into equation (3.204), 

and applying the sine integral transformation, one obtains, for 

three modes, the following relationships: 

Al+WIAl = ;~ [vl(t)-r(x)-AlsinQ1t-A2sinQ2t-AgsinQgt]sinQ1t 

2m g 
+ m~ sinQlt-Bl[C1Al+CgAg+u(t)] , 

A2+W~A2 = ;~ [vl(t)-r(x)-AlsinQ1t-A2sinQ2t-AgsinQ 3t]sinQ2t 

2m g 
v . n 

+ ~ sln"2t , 

Ag+w~A3 = !~ [vl(t)-r(x)-AlsinQlt-A2sinQ2t-A3sinQ3t]sinQgt 

2m g 
+ m~ sinQ3t-B3[C1Al+C3A3+U(t)] , 

(3.206) 

(3.207) 

(3.208) 

(3.209) 

in which x = vt is the position of the vehicle measured from the 

left support, Q. 
J 

jTIv/Lj and B., c. have previously been defined. 
J J 
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The uneveness of the bridge deck is in general a random 

quantity. However, in order to simplify the present analysis, 

one may assume the uneveness to be deterministic, e.g., a harmonic 

wave. A stochastic analysis will be considered in the next 

section. The assumed profile, which is shown in Figure 3.74, is 

expressed as 

2TIX ) - cos --
t I ' 

in which hand tl are explained in Figure 3.74. 

Figure 3.74 - Uneveness ProfiZe of Bridge's Deck 

(3.210) 

Denominating XI = AI, X2 = AI, X3 = A2, X4 = A2, Xs = A3, 

X6 A3, X7 = VI, and Xs = ~I' equations (3.206) to (3.209) can thus 

be written in the state form as 

~2(t) 

X2, 

-wlXI + !~ [x7-r(vt)-xlsin~lt-x3sin~2t-xssin~3t]sin~lt 
2m g 

+ m~ sin~lt-BI[clxl+csxs+u(t)], 

~s(t) X6, 
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~6(t) = -W~X5 + ~~ [x7-r(vt)-xlsin~lt-x3sin~2t-x5sin~3t]sin~3t 

2m g 
+ m~ sin~3t-B3[CIXI+C3X5+U(t)] , 

Xs (t) 
K 
m 

v 

in which r(vt) 

mass; £1 = 4 ft. 

h [I-cos (2nvt/£I)); K 20 kips/in; mv 

The above equations will be denoted by 

~(t) 

20/g kips-

(3.211) 

in which X is the state vector of dimension 8xl, and C is a time

varying vector. 

3.6.3.1 Uncontrolled Response 

The uncontrolled response is obtained by setting B 1 = B 3 = 0 in 

equations (3.211). Integrating equations (3.211) and considering 

zero initial conditions, one can determine the state of the structure 

at any instant. The deflection and acceleration at mid-span are 

determined from equations (3.185) and (3.186), respectively. These 

responses for h = 0.25" are shown, respectively in Figures 3.75 and 

3.76. For h = 0.75", the uncontrolled responses of deflection and 

acceleration at mid-span are shown in Figures 3.77 and 3.78, res

pectively. These responses are compared with the case of h = 0 

for sprung and unsprung masses. Investigating these figures, one 

concludes that, in general, the effect of uneveness on the response 

is very significant. There is a remarkable difference in the 

acceleration between considering and neglecting the uneveness of the 

bridge deck. The amplitude of acceleration gets greater by in

creasing the uneveness depth. For example, the largest amplitude 
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of the acceleration, considering an uneveness with h = 0.25", is 

600 in/sec, whereas for h = 0.75", the largest amplitude is 1250 

in/sec2 • These two amplitudes due to uneveness are compared with 

the 120 in/sec2 for unsprung mass, and the 180 in/sec2 for sprung 

mass, when the uneveness was not present. The comparison shows 

that there is a dangerous effect due to an uneveness in the bridge 

deck on the human comfort and the safety of the structure from the 

fatigue point of view. 

-- CONSIDERING UNEVENESS = 0.25 in 
- - - NEGLECTING UNEVENESS, UNSPRUNG MASS 

c 12 _. - NEGLECTING UNEVENESS, SPRUNG MASS 
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z 8 « n. 
6 (f) 

I 
0 4 
:i 

~ 
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z 0 
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-2 
~ 

(sec) 

(.) 
-4 ~ 

...J 
u. -6 ~ 
0 

-8 

-10 

Figure 3.75 - UnaontroZZed Response of DefZeation. h = 0.25 in. 
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Figure 3.76 - Uncontrolled Response of Acceleration, h = 0.25 in. 
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Figure 3.77 - Uncontrolled Response of Deflection, h = 0.75 in. 
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Figure 3.78 - Uncontrolled Response of Acceleration, h 0.75 in. 

3.6.3.2 Active Control Response Using a Regulator Control System 

The closed-loop control law of equation (3.184) is substituted 

for u(t) in equations (3.211). The calculated states are then 

the controlled ones. The deflection at mid-span, acceleration at 

mid-span, and ram's displacement response due to the active control 

are shown for h = 0.25", in Figures 3.79 to 3.81. These responses 

for h = 0.75" are also shown, respectively, in Figures 3.82 to 

3.84. A noticeable difference in the response of deflection 

acceleration and ram's displacement exists between the cases in 

which uneveness is considered or neglected. The results of com

parison of maximum amplitudes of different cases are summarized 

in Table 3.5. 

Investigating Table 3.5 and Figures 3.77 - 3.84, one 

arrives at some conclusions: Although the controller has damped 

the vibration, the difference in the transient response between 
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considering and neglecting unevencss is still noticeable. The ram 

is oscillating very fast as compared with the cases of neglected 

uneveness. The maximum amplitude of acceleration for h = 0.25" 

is much smaller than for h = 0.75". These two amplitudes are 

much larger than those obtained when the uneveness was neglected. 
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_. - REGULATOR PROBLEM NEGLECTING 
UNEVENESS, SPRUNG MASS 

1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.8 (sec) 

Figure 3.79 - Controlled Response of Deflection by Regulator 
control, h = 0.25 in. 
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Figure J.80 - Controlled Response of Acceleration by Regulator 
Control, h = 0.25 in. 
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Control, h = 0.75 in. 
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Figure 3.84 - Aative Control Response by Regulator Control, 
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Table 3.5 - Effeat of Uneveness on Regulator Control System 

Uneveness = 0.0" 0.25" 0.75" 

uncontrolled acceleration 120 600 1250 

controlled acceleration 22 140 370 

uncontrolled deflection 10 10.25 11. 0 

controlled deflection 3.50 3.75 3.95 

ram's displacement 0.75 1.15 1. 85 

Such results indicate that the proposed control mechanism 

is not satisfactory for a control against the uneveness effect, and 

a new control system is required to account properly for uneveness. 

The fast oscillation of the ram needs further investigation to 
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confirm whether the ram's response is feasible or not. These 

two questions are recommended for future research. 

3.6.3.3 Active Control Response using a Tracking Control System 

The active controlled response using a tracking control is obtained 

by substituting equation (3.187) for u(t) in equations (3.211). The 

deflection at mid-span, acceleration at mid-span, and ram's dis

placement for both cases h = 0.25" and h = 0.75" are shown, res

pective1y,in Figures 3.85 to 3.90. The maximum amplitudes of deflec

tion, acceleration, and ram's displacement as compared with the 

uncontrolled ones are listed in Table 3.6. 
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Figupe 3.85 - Contpolled Response of Deflection by Tpacking 
Contpol, h = 0.75 in. 
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Figure 3.86 - Controlled Response of Acceleration by Tracking 
Control, h = 0.25 in. 
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Figure 3.87 - Active Control Response by Tracking Control, 
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Table 3.6 - Effeat of Uneveness on Tpaaking Contpol System 

Uneveness = 0.0" 0.25" 0.75" 

uncontrolled acceleration 120 600 1250 

controlled acceleration 8 133 355 

uncontrolled deflection 10.0 10.25 11.0 

controlled deflection 0.40 0.49 0.72 

ram's displacement 1. 80 2.05 2.90 
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From Table 3.6, it is concluded again that the effect of 

the uneveness is significant, though the controller could dampen 

the vibration. The difference in the controlled acceleration 

response between using regulator and tracking control in the pre

sence of uneveness is not noticeable. Tracking control, therefore, 

was not useful in this case since it, approximately yields the 

same control as the regulator control. However, the tracking con

trol reduces the deflection of the bridge to a greater extent than 

the regulator control. From the human comfort and fatigue point 

of view, the acceleration response is more important than deflec

tion response. Therefore, one concludes that the control designed 

with neglecting the uneveness is not satisfactory to control 

against the uneveness effect, though the control has reduced the 

uncontrolled acceleration response by about 75 percent. 

3.6.4 Stochastic Control Against Uneveness 

In this section, a control against the random uneveness of the 

bridge deck is developed. The statistical properties of the irre

gularities of the bridge deck will be used to find a stochastic 

optimal control law. A comparison between the controlled and uncon

trolled response shall be given. 

3.6.4.1 Stochastic Control Problem 

The dynamic behaviour of a linear system subjected to a random 

disturbance can be described by the following state differential 

equation: 

!(t) = ~(t)~.ct)+~(t)!:!.(t)+~.ct) ; ~(to) = ~o , (3.212) 

in which ~o is an n-vector stochastic process independent of ~(t) 

and ~(t) and ~(t) are matrices of approximate dimensions. 
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The output of the system can be expressed as 

r.(t) = ~(t)~.ct) . (3.213) 

In order to design a control law accounting for the randon 

disturbance, a model is designed so that the output of that model 

is similar in its statistics to the statistics of the disturbance 

i(t). It has been a general practice [3.13,3.38] to let the model 

be driven by white noise. The equation of motion of the model 

(filter) can be written in a matrix form as 

~(t) = ~f(tn(t)+~(t); ~(to) = ~o , (3.214) 

in which ~(t) is a p-vector representing the state variables of 

the model; ~(t) is a p-vector representing the white noise; ~o is 

a p-vector stochastic process; and ~f(t) is a matrix of appropriate 

dimension. 

The relation between the actual disturbance, i(t), and 

the model's variables, ~(t), can be expressed as 

i(t) = ~f(t)~(t) (3.215) 

in which ~f(t) is a matrix of dimension nxp. 

Equations (3.212), (3.214) and (3.215) can be combined 

to yield one single system given by 

~(to) = [ -_Xzool X = A (t)X (t)+B (t)U(t)+W (t) , -c-c-c -c--c 

in which ~(t) 

given by 

~(t) 

~(t) 

~(t) 

~f(t)l 

~f(t~ 
~T]T 

(3.216) 

(3.217) 

(3.218) 

(3.219) 
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The measurable output can also be expressed as 

[f(t) 0] . [ ~(t)l 
- ~(t) 

(3.220) 

To find an optimal control law, one has to specify an 

objective function. In the presence of random variables, an objec

tive function is considered as a function of the average response 

and control energy [3.32,3.33]. Using a quadratic objective func

tion, one may use 

j = E {t ~f L:!:.T(t)Qo(t)r(t)+!l(t)~(t)Q(t)]dt + t rT(tf)~Or(tf)} , 
to (3.221) 

in which E denotes an average or expectation; Qo(t) is a positive 

definite weighing matrix; ~(t) is a positive definite weighing 

matrix; and ~o is a non-negative weighing matrix. 

By means of equation (3.220), one can rewrite equation 

(3.221) as 

J = E {t ~: [~T (t)Q(t)~(t)+QT (t)~(t)Q(t) ]dt + t ~T (tf)~ ~(tf)} , 

(3.222) 

in which ~ and Q(t) are non-negative matrices given by 

Q(t) = fT (t)Qo (t)f(t) , 

T 
S = f (tf)~of(tf) 

(3.223) 

(3.224) 

In the presence of white noise in equation (3.216), 

and considering the objective function in equation (3.222), the 

optimal control law is given by [3.13,3.27,3.38] 

(3.225) 

in which ~(t) is a Riccati matrix of size (n+p). 

The Riccati matrix can be determined by solving the 

Riccati matrix differential equation which is given by 
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-i(t) = P(t)A (t)+AT(t)P(t) 
- -c -c -

-!:..(t)~(t)~- (t)i(t)!:..(t)+~, !:..(t f ) = ~ 

in which ~ and ~ are obtained as 

~(t) = [~(:) !J , 

= [ 
S !J S 
-

-c 
0 

The matrix P is partitioned into the following form 

[
!:..ll(t) 

pet) = 
- !:..21(t) 

(3.226) 

(3.227) 

(3.228) 

(3.229) 

in which P11(t) is of dimension nXn, P12 (t) is of dimension nXp, 

!:..21(t) = ~i2(t), and !:..22(t) is of dim:nsion pxp. 

Substituting equations (3.217), (3.218), (3.227) and 

(3.228) in equation (3.226) one has 

(3.230) 

(3.231) 

-h 1 (t) (3.232) 

(3.233) 
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Observing equations (3.230) to (3.233), one finds that 

!:ll(t) is independent of !:21, !:12, and !:22. The quantity !:ll can 

be determined by means of ~(t), ~(t), ~(t), Q(t), and~. On the 

other hand, !:12(t) and !:22(t) are dependent on !:ll(t). 

The optimal control in equation (3.225) can now be 

written as 

!!.*(t) (3.234) 

As can be deduced from equation (3.234), the optimal 

control is a combination of closed-loop control since it depends 

on !(t) , and open-loop control which depends on ~(t). The open

loop control is then dependent on the assumed model and the sta

tistics of the disturbance. If the model equation and the white 

noise intensity represent closely the actual disturbance, one may 

then control efficiently against the random disturbance. 

In structural control terminology, one may call the fore

going problem "the stochastic tracking control problem" as compared 

with the deterministic tracking control problem presented in 

Sections 3.4. 

To check the controlled response of the structure, the 

variance of the system is calculated from 

(3.235) 

in which !(t) is the variance matrix of si2e (n+p), and ~(t) is 

the white noise intensity. 

from 

The initial conditions of equation (3.235) are obtained 

T 
K(t o) = E[X (to)X (to)] - --c-c 

[
K (to) = -xx 

o K 0 (t 0)] 
--zz 

(3.236) 

in which !xx(to) is the initial condition of the structural res

ponse; and K (to) is the initial condition of the model's response. -zz 
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The variance of the uncontrolled response can be deter

mined from equation (3.235) by considering f(t) = Q. The magnitude 

of the objective function at the optimal control can be evaluated 

from [3.13] 

J . mln (3.237) 

in which Tr[---] is the trace operator, obtained from the summation 

of diagonal elements of a matrix. 

For the uncontrolled response, the objective function 

measures the structural response and can be obtained from 

(3.238) 

The variance of the applied control can also be determined 

from equation (3.225) as 

.iSuu(t) (3.239) 

This variance can be used for comparing the selected 

trials of control instead of using equation (3.237). The stochastic 

tracking control problem may be represented by the block diagram 

of Figure 3.91. 

3.6.4.2 Numerical Application 

The uneveness rex) is considered to be a Gaussian random variable 

of zero mean and variance 0 2 • The mean square value of the bridge 

uneveness can be assumed [3.39,3.40] as 

(3.240) 

in which 0 2 = 0.475 sq.in.; and 8 is the time constant 0.7759 sec. 
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Figure 3.91 - Stochastic Tracking Control Problem 

The uneveness r(vt) can be modelled by the output of the 

following first-order differential equation [3.38], 

;(vt) = - ~ r(vt)+W(vt) , (3.241) 

in which W(vt) is a white noise of intensity ~. 

In general, the co-variance function of r(vt) is given 

by [3.38] 

(3.242) 

Thus, from equations (3.240) and (3.242), the white 

noise intensity is obtained from 

202 
~=-e-' 

from which ~ = 1.22436 sq in/sec. 

(3.243) 

The mean square value of the white noise can then be 

written as 

(3.244) 

By introducing xs(t)= r(vt), equation (3.241) can be 

augmented with equation (3.212) to yield 
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x (t) 
-C 

A (t)X (t)+B U(t)+W (t) 
-C -c -c- -c 

T 
and Ac (t), in which ~(t) = [Xl X2 X 3 X4 Xs] , 

respecti vely, given by 

0 1 0 0 

2 -
(-w1-B1 C1 C-K sin 

2 
S'llt) 0 K sin Q1t 0 

A (t) 0 0 0 1 
-c 

K Q1t 0 K 0 - sin 
m m 

v v 
0 0 0 0 

where S l/e, 

B = [0 -Bl 0 0 0] T , 
-c 

T 
~(t) = [0 psinrllt 0 0 W(vt)] . 

(3.245) 

Bc' Wc(t) are, 

0 

-K sin Q1t 

0 

K 
m v (3.246) 
-6 

(3.247) 

(3.248) 

The disturbance vector ~(t) can be decomposed into a 

deterministic part and a stochastic part as follows: 

~(t) = W (t)+W (t) , 
-~ -Cl -C2 

(3.249) 

in which ~l(t) and ~2(t) are given by 

~l (t) (3.250) 

W (t) = [0 0 0 
-C2 

T o W (vt)] . (3.251) 

To control against the deterministic disturbance ~l(t), 

one may use the method presented in references [3.30] and [3.41]. 

To control against the random disturbance ~2(t), the present 

approach will be used. The optimal control, Q*(t), can be found 

if an objective function similar to equation (3.222) is specified. 

To determine the proper weighing matrices, one has to perform some 

trials. These weighing matrices will be of the form 
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1 1 1 1 0 

1 2 1 1 0 

9c Pi 1 1 1 1 0 (3.252) 

1 1 1 1 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

R [p 2], (3.253) 

1 1 1 1 0 

1 2 1 1 0 

S P3 1 1 1 0 -c (3.254) 

1 1 1 1 0 

00000 

in which PI, P2, and P3 are weighing factors. 

A Riccati matrix is obtained from solving equation (3.226). 

However, only £11 and £12 need to be determined since the optimal 

control is given by equation (3.234). Determination of £ll(t) and 

£12(t) will be done through backward integration of equations 

(3.230) and (3.231). Thus, one has (4X5/2+4) first-order differential 

equations. Matrix £ll(t) represents 10 first-order differential 

equations and £12(t) represents four differential equations. 

In equation (3.231), ~f and ff are given by 

[- B] , 

[0 o 
K T 
-] 
m v 

(3.255) 

(3.256) 

To check the efficiency of the designed control, the 

variance of the controlled deflection and acceleration of the 

bridge is compared with the uncontrolled variance. The initial 
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conditions of the whole system is considered to be of zero 

variance, e.g., 

.!5.(to) = o. (3.257) 

Using equation (3.235), one may calculate the variance 

matrix .!5.(t) , in which ~(t) is obtained from 

E[W (tl)WT (t2)] C2 C2 ~(t)O(tl-t2) (3.258) 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

yet) 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 (3.259) 

0 0 0 0 ].l 

However, since the deterministic disturbance is the 

source which causes the random disturbance, the matrix ~(t) becomes 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 p2 sin Q2t 0 0 0 

yet) 0 0 0 0 0 (3.260) 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 ].l 

The variance of the deflection and acceleration at mid

span are calculated from 

(3.261) 
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(3.262) 

in which h is the time step of integration. 

Considering the numerical data in Section 3.2, the var

iances of the deflection are plotted in Figure 3.92 and the variances 

of the acceleration are given in Figure 3.93 for both the con

trolled and uncontrolled responses. From these figures one may 

conclude that the best control for the uneveness of the bridge 

deck has been obtained. 
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Figure 3.92 - Variances of Bridge Deflections 
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The variance of the total tendon control is given in 

Figure 3.94 and that for the open-loop control is shown in Figure 

3.95. One may realize that the developed control force is within 

the range of pactical applications. In fact, by investigating 

Figures 3.94 and 3.95, one may compute the maximum variance for 

the total control force, which is approximately 97.65 kips2, and 

the maximum variance of the open-loop control force, which is 

approximately 2.343 kips2. It is evident that both values are 

within the practical limits. 
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Figure 3.95 - Variances of Open-Loop Tendon Control 

3.6.4.3 Summary and Conclusions 

In the presented example, it has been shown how a better control 

against uneveness of the bridge deck has been attained as compared 

with that of Section 3.6.3. These results put the researchers in 
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a better position for controlling efficiently flexible civil 

engineering structures, which are usually subjected to random 

loading. However, the problem of proper modelling for the random 

disturbance still needs further investigation in order to enable 

the designers to find the best model [3.42]. 

3.6.5 Effect of VapioUB Moving Loads 

The previous study was only devoted to the case of a bridge under 

a concentrated load, which is moving with constant speed. In 

reality, a bridge is subjected to different types of moving loads, 

which may even have random character. In order to make this study 

as close to reality and applicable in practice as possible, some 

moving loads which may act on the structure and its controlled 

response due to these loads are examined in this section. One has 

to notice that only the regulator control system, neglecting 

secondary effects, is used here due to the uncertainty about the 

moving loads. 

3.6.5.1 Pulsating Force Moving with Constant Speed 

This problem has been of interest in connection with the vibration 

of railway bridges due to the passage of steam locomotives [3.5]. 

The unbalanced weight on the driving wheels produces a harmonic 

force. The equation of motion of the controlled structure, in 

this case is 

()4 ()2 
EI ~ ~ + m ~ ; = Psin~ to(x-vt)+M(t)o' (x-a)-M(t)o' (x-L+a) , (3.263) 

aX at p 

in which ~ is the frequency of the pulsating force. 
p 
Resonance occurs if the frequency ~ equals the frequency 

p 
of any of the vibrational modes. Assuming that ~ is equal to the p 
first mode frequency, Wi, the three mode equations are then obtained 

after some manipulation as 
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!~ sinwltsinS"llt-Bl[C1Al+C3A3+U(t)] 

2P. . () 
mL s1nwlts1n"2t (3.264) 

!~ sinwltsinS"l3t-B3[C1Al+C3A3+U(t)] 

Transforming equations (3.264) into the state form, and 

substituting equation (3.184) for u(t) in equations (3.264), one 

is able to determine the controlled state of the structure. The 

uncontrolled response is obtained by considering Bl = B3 = O. A 

comparison between the controlled and uncontrolled responses of 

deflection and acceleration at mid-span, respectively, is given 

in Figures 3.96 and 3.97. It is shown that the effect of resonance 

is pronounced for the uncontrolled response of deflection and 

acceleration, however, the controller could stabilize the structure 

against the resonance effect. The improved controlled response is 

ascribed to introducing active damping and stiffness to the con

trolled structure. This indicates that the designed regulator 

control system can also control satisfactorily against harmonic 

moving loads. The controller response is also shown in Figure 

3.98, which indicates the feasibility of the active control energy 

used. 

3.6.5.2 Uniform Load Moving with Constant Speed 

This case corresponds to the load caused by a train moving with a 

constant speed. The train is assumed to be 300 feet long and 

moving with a speed 60 ft/sec. Therefore, the train takes 5 seconds 

to traverse the bridge. A good time estimate to accomplish the 

control is assumed to be 6 seconds, i.e., t f = 6 sec. A Riccati 

matrix must therefore be found by integrating Riccati's equation 

over 6 seconds and not over 3 seconds, as it has been done in the 

previous section. However, the results obtained indicate that 

the Riccati matrix for both cases is the same. 
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The equations of motion of the forced response are divided 

into three portions as shown in Figure 3.99. One part corresponds 

to the arrival of the train until it covers the overall span of 

the bridge. The second part corresponds to the period of time in 

which the load covers the overall span. The last part is valid 

during the departure of the train. The interval of time for each 

of the three portions is 1.67 seconds and their equations of motion 

are, respectively, given by [3.34] , 

EI ~+ a2y q[l-H(x-vt)]+M(t)o' (x-a)-M(t)o' (x-L+a) (3.265) m -- = , ax4 at 2 

a4y a2 
EI Clx 4 + m~= q+M(t)o' (x-a)-M(t)o' (x-L+a) , (3.266) at 2 

EI ~ Cl 2y qH(x-vt)+M(t)o' (x-a)-M(t)o' (x-L+a) (3.267) ax4 + m Clt 2 = , 

in which H(x) is the Heaviside unit function which is unity for 

x ~ 0, and zero for x < OJ and q is the magnitude of the load per 

unit length, assumed to be 50 1b/ft. 

Applying an integral transformation to each one of 

equations (3.265) to (3.267), one is able to determine the mode's 

equations. The three modes' equations of equation (3.265) are 

(3.268) 

in which 0 < t < 1.67. 
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The first three modes of equation (3.266) are obtained 

as 

.. 2 = ±9.. _ B1[C1A1+C3A3+U(t)] A1+w1A1 m7T 
, 

.. 2 
0 A2+W2A2 , (3.269) 

.. 2 ~- B3[C1A1+C3A3+U(t)] A3+W3A3 3m7T , 

in which 1.67 < t < 3.33. 

~ " 2m7T (cos"2t-l) , (3.270) 

~~7T (cosrl3t+l)-B3[C1A1+C3A3+U(t)] 

which are valid for 3.33 < t < 5. 

The controlled response is obtained by substituting 

equation (3.184) for u(t) in equations (3.268) to (3.270). The 

uncontrolled response is obtained by assuming B1 = B3 = O. A com

parison between the controlled and uncontrolled acceleration at 

mid-span is plotted in Figure 3.101. Investigating Figures 3.100 

and 3.101, one concludes that the controller, in this case too, was 

able to dampen the vibration and to reduce the transient responses 

of deflection and acceleration. The control energy needed to 

accomplish the control was also feasible as shown in Figure 3.102. 

3.6.5.3 Concentrated Load Moving with Decelerated Speed 

This situation occurs if there is a traffic sign at the end of the 

bridge, which causes the vehicle to decrease its velocity. It is 

assumed that the load is moving with speed v, and then stops at 

the far end of the bridge. Furthermore, it is assumed that the 

motion is uniformly decelerated. The deceleration is obtained as 

a (v}-V~)/2d , (3.271) 
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in which vf is the final speed, Vo is the original speed, and d 

is the distance. 
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Figure 5.100 - Deflection Response due to Moving Train Load 
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Figure 5.101 - Acceleration Response due to Moving Train Load 
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The distance, at any instant, from the left support is 

(3.272) 

Substituting equation (3.271) into equation (3.272), 

equation (3.272) becomes 

(3.273) 

in which Vo = v, vf = 0 and d = L have been used. 

The equation of motion of the controlled structure is 

a~y a2 y 
EI ax~ + m at 2 = Po(x-x)+M(t)o' (x-a)+M(t)o'(x-L+a) (3.274) 
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Applying the integral transformation, the three modes' 

equations are 

2P . iX1T = - sln--mL L' (3.275) 

in which x is given by equation (3.273). 

The uncontrolled response is obtained by considering 

B1 = B3 = O. The controlled response is obtained by substituting 

equation (3.184) for u(t) in equations (3.275). Since the vehicle 

traverses the bridge in 3.34 seconds, the controller was offered 

5 seconds, t f = 5, to achieve the control. However, the Riccati 

matrix was found to be the same as for t f = 3 seconds. 

A comparison between the controlled and uncontrolled 

responses of deflection, and acceleration at mid-span is shown, 

respective1y,in Figures 3.103 and 3.104. It can be concluded that 

the controller has dampened the vibration and reduced the transient 

response. The ram's displacement response is also shown in Figure 

3.105, which indicates the feasibility of control energy consumption. 

3.6.5.4 Concentrated Load Moving with Accelerated Speed 

This situation occurs in practice if there is a traffic sign before 

the vehicle enters the bridge. The vehicle starts its motion with 

zero speed. It is assumed that the motion is uniformly accelerated, 

and that the vehicle has reached the speed v at the far end of the 

bridge. The distance from the left support is then 

(3.276) 
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The three modes' equations for this case are the same as 

equations (3.275) except that x is now to be substituted by equa

tion (3.276). A comparison between the controlled and uncontrolled 

responses of deflection and acceleration at mid-span, respectively, 

is shown in Figures 3.106 and 3.107. It can be concluded that the 

controller has provided the required control to dampen the vibra

tion and to reduce the transient response. Comparing the uncon

trolled responses of Figures 3.103 and 3.104 with those of Figures 

3.106 and 3.107, one realizes that the effect of the decelerated 

motion on the response of the bridge is more severe than that of 

the accelerated motion. Therefore, it is recommended to post the 

traffic signals at the entrance of the bridge rather than at its 

exit, if the bridge is uncontrolled. The ram's displacement of 

the controller is displayed in Figure 3.108, showing its feasi

bility. 
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Figure 3.106 - Deflection Response due to Accelerated Motion 
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Figure 3.108 - Active Control Response due to Accelerated Motion 

3.6.6 Summary and Conclusions 

In this section, the effect of some factors, which have been neg

lected in the previous sections, were investigated. The effect of 

different types of moving loads on the controlled response has been 

analyzed. 

The inertia effect on the uncontrolled response was 

noticeab le, especially when the ratio "vehicle's weight versus 

bridge's weight" was increased. This leads to the conclusion that 

the inertia effect should be included in the design of bridges. 

It has been found, however, that the difference in the 

controlled response between considering or neglecting inertia was 

negligible for both regulator and tracing controlled systems. This 

shows how effective the designed control system was which depends 

on the feedback of the actual structural response. 

The normal force caused by the control mechanism had a 

slight effect on the passive control response. However, the effect 
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of the normal force on the active controlled response was trivial 

and hardly noticeable for both regulator and tracking controlled 

systems. A conclusion may then be drawn as follows: representing 

a nonlinear system (including normal force effect) with an approxi

mate linear system (neglecting normal force effect), in order to 

ease designing the control system, will give reasonable results. 

The effect of uneveness on both controlled and uncon

trolled responses was very significant. Although the controlled 

response of acceleration was equal to only 2S percent of the uncon

trolled response, the designed control system was not effective 

to warrant the desired response satisfying human comfort and safety 

with respect to fatigue failure. As a result of uneveness, the ram 

was oscillating very fast. However, it has been shown that by 

proper modelling of the uneveness, one could design a stochastic 

control capable of dampening out the bridges vibration. 

By studying the effect of different moving loads on 

the regulator controlled system, it has been found that the con

troller could dampen the vibration, and was able to reduce the 

transient response as compared with the uncontrolled response. 

Investigating the effect of an accelerated motion on the 

bridge behaviour, it was found that posting the traffic signals at 

the exit of the bridges should be avoided as the effect of deceler

ated motion on the uncontrolled response of bridges is harmful. 

3.7 OPTIMAL CONTROL AND SENSORS LOCATIONS 

In Section 3.3, it has been shown that in order to let the estimate( 

state variables converge to the actual states in a very short time, 

the observer poles must possess greater negative real parts than 

the structure poles. With this assumption, the observer requires 

a high gain which in turn increases its sensitivity to any observa

tion noise. It is necessary to design an optimal observer recon

ciling the speed of accurate estimation and the desire to keep the 

consumed energy low. 
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The optimal design methods available in the literature 

use the stochastic optimal control theory [3.13, 3.38], which 

depends on assuming the variance of observation noise and the 

variance of the applied disturbance. The observer gain is obtained 

after solving a Riccati matrix equation. The optimal observer gain 

is derived considering several trials concerning assumed variances. 

For high order structural systems this method is not practical 

because of the large dimension of the Riccati matrix equation. 

In this section, the optimal design of an observer using 

the pole assignment method is given. It shall be shown that the 

optimal observer is not only the one which is characterized by an 

optimal gain, but also by the optimal location of the sensors and 

choice of their types, the optimal location of the control forces 

and their optimal design. It is also shown that the suitable type 

of sensor and its location differs from one structure to another, 

depending on the natural frequencies and mode .shapes of the struc

ture. This result is in contrast to the general belief that the 

acceleration sensor is the one which should preferably be used in 

controlling structures. 

3.7.1 The Optimal Obsepvep 

The observer used for the system defined in equation (3.212) has 

the form [3.13, 3.38] 

Z = FZ + B Y + BU , 
- -c- - ~o , (3.277) 

in which Z is the estimated state vector given by the observer; 

r is the measurement vector; ~o is the initial observer's state 

vector; ~c is the gain matrix of the observer; and F is the 

observer's state matrix of dimension nxn. 

The measurement vector Y is given by 

Y = C X + ~2 , (3.278) 
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in which C is a matrix of dimension mxn, which represents the 

number, locations, and types of sensors; and ~2 is the observation 

noise vector of order mx1. 

The errors between the actual states X and the estimated 

states Z are espressed as 

obtains 

where 

e = X-Z . 

From equations (3.212) and (3.277) to (3.279), one 

F = A - B C -c-

~o 

(3.279) 

(3.280) 

(3.281) 

For the error ~ to decay with time, it is obvious from 

equation (3.280) that I must be asymptotically stable. Moreover, 

in order to minimize the time required for convergence towards the 

estimation, the eigenvalues of F must have larger negative real 

parts than the poles of the controlled structure, which demands a 

high gain. However, B should be as small as possible in order . -c 
to minimize the observation noise effect. One way of satisfying 

these various conditions is by using optimal control theory in 

terms of which the problem is formulated as follows: 

1 t f T 
J 1 = - J e edt = minimum, 

2 to 
(3.282) 

(3.283a) 

(3.283b) 

where t f is the unspecified terminal time to be minimized, and 

~(to) are the initial estimation errors. 

The available design methods [3.38] depend on guessing 

the variances of ~l and ~2 in order to solve for the Riccati matrix 

Q from 
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T T 
~ = ~l - QC Y2~ +.9A + ~, .Qo , (3.284) 

in which Yl(t) is the intensity of ~l' Y2(t) is the intensity of 

~z, and ~(t) is the Riccati matrix of order nxn. 

The optimal gain matrix, B , for the assumed variances -c 
Yl and Yz, and for the available measurements, f!, is obtained 

from 

(3.285) 

For high order structural systems, finding the optimal 

observer, using equations (3.284) and (3.285), is a very lengthy 

and complicated process. An easier and faster method for time

invariant structural systems is given in the next section. 

3.7.2 The Design Method 

As stated by equation (3.277) and shown in Figure 3.109, the forcing 

terms for the observer is represented by (~ and (ruD. The 

optimal observer is the one which consumes only reasonable amounts 

of energy for securing low noise. This can be achieved when all 

variables involved in (B Y) and ~) are optimal. In other words, -c-
it is necessary to aim at the optimal location of the sensors, and 

to optimize the type of sensors, the observer gain matrix, the 

control forces and their locations in order to obtain an optimal 

observer. An easy and fast approach consists in using the pole

assignment method. This method is illustrated below. 

The eigenvalues of the observer matrix F in equation 

(3.281) are determined from 

~(s) = II s-A+B CI = 0 , -n --c- (3.286) 

in which I is the identity matrix of order nxn, and s are the -n 
eigenvalues. 
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y 

u A 

Figure 3.109 - Bloak Diagram for the Observer 

Equation (3.286) can be written as 

(3.287) 

in which ~(s) is the inverse of ~s-~). 

Since the observer poles are' , in general, different than 

the structure poles, the first determinant in equation (3.287) is 

not zero for the observer poles . Therefore, the observer poles 

must satisfy the condition 

(3 . 288) 

Equation (3.288) can be written, using the determinant 

identity, as 

II +Ct(s)B I = 0 , 
~- -c (3.289) 

in which ~ is the identity matrix of dimension mXm. 

By specifying the desirable observer poles in equation 

(3.289), one can determine the optimal gain matrix B for each of thE -c 
assumed sensors types and their locations, f, as outlined in refer-

ence [3.42]. In order to detect the optimal sensors locations, and 
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subsequently the corresponding gain matrix B , the following 
-c 

quantity is to be minimized: 

213 

(3.290) 

It is obvious that the optimal gain matrix B is obtained 
-c 

when C has elements that are as large as possible. This requires 

that the sensors are placed at the most flexible locations of the 

structure since ~ depends on the deflection, velocity, or accelera

tion at certain locations. To show this, one may express B as 
-c 

in which ~lis the optimal [~c~] matrix. It is obvious that the 

elements of B decrease as the elements of ~T] increase. -c 
It has been shown however, in reference [3.43], that 

the complete observability of the controlled structure is satisfied 

when only one measurement is taken. This is, in fact, recommended 

because of the minimum cost benefit and the direct determination 

of the gain matrix ~c [3.42]. In this case, equation (3.289) 

becomes 

11.0 + C~(s)B 1 = 0 - -c 
(3.292) 

The optimal control forces and their locations have been 

investigated in reference [3.44] using the modal control theory. 

Another easier and faster method which depends on the pole-assign

ment method is considered here. The feedback control forces U 

shall be expressed by 

u = -KX , (3.293) 

in which K is the gain matrix of dimension rXn. 

Substituting equation (3.293) into equation (3.212), the 

controlled system becomes 
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. 
X (3.294) 

The eigenvalues of the controlled structure are obtained 

from the following characteristic equation: 

~(s) = lsI -A+BKI = 0 -n-- (3.295) 

In a similar analysis as given previously, the poles of 

the controlled structure should satisfy 

(3.296) 

which can be written as 

(3.297) 

Specifying the structure poles for control, the optimal 

gain matrix! can be determined for each of the assumed control 

force locations B. In order to determine the optimal control 

forces C!), and subsequently their optimal locations ~), the 

following quantity should be minimized: 

J 3 = 7 U T Udt • 
o 

It can also be replaced by 

T 
Tr[~19 . 

(3.298) 

(3.299) 

It is obvious that the optimal gain matrix!. is obtained 

when ~ has the largest elements possible. This is accomplished when 

the control forces are placed at the most flexible locations of 

the structure. To illustrate this, the gain matrix!.may be ex

pressed as 

(3.300) 

in which ~2 is the optimal [BK] matrix. It is obvious that the 

elements of K decrease when the elements of [~T~] increase. 
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When a single control force is used in controlling a 

structure, equation (3.297) shall be 

11. 0 + K¢ (s) ~ I = 0 , (3.301) 

from which the gain matrix! is directly obtained when prescribing 

the control force location. 

3.7.3 Numerical Examples 

3.7.3.1 Example 1 

The first example represents a tall building of height L, idealized 

by a cantilever as shown in Figure 3.110. The building is con

trolled by a single control force u(t). The optimal observer 

which depends on the optimal control force, its location and the 

type of location of the sensor shall be designed. 

P(Z,t) ~ u 

a 
L 

y 
Figure 3.11U - Example 1 

The equation of motion of the first two modes, Figure 

3.111, are given by 

L 
! P(x,t)¢l(z)dz+u(t)¢l(a) 
o 

(3.302) 
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L 
(ii2+w~h2)mL = f P(z,t)c/>2 (z)dz+u (t)c/>2 (a) , 

o 
(3.303) 

in which ~.(z) is the ith mode shape, a is the location of the con
~ 

trol force, w. the natural frequency of the ith mode, m is the mass 
J 

of the building per unit length, h. is the generalized coordinate 
J 

of the mode j, and P(z,t) is an applied disturbance. 

T 
O.77L 

1 
1st MODE 2nd MODE 

Figure 3.111 - Mode Shapes of Example 1 

Equations (3.302) and (3.303) can be written in the 

state space form as equation (3.212), in which A, ~ and! are 

given by 

(3.304) 

BT =.!..- [0 ~l(a) 0 ~2(a)] , - mL (3.305) 

(3.306) 

A sensor shall be placed at the distance z = b from the 

building base. The deflection sensor, velocity sensor, or 
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or acceleration sensor shall provide a signal which can respectively, 

be expressed by 

y(b,t) [<Pi (b) 0 </J2 (b) OJ! (3.307) 

[0 <h(b) 0 </J2(b)J!, (3.308) 

(3.309) 

Assuming that it is possible to apply the control force 

alternatively at L/4, L/2, 3L/4, or L, the optimal location of the 

control force and its magnitude can be determined when the objec

tive functions of equation (3.299), for the considered locations, 

are compared with each other. Table 3.7 shows this comparison for 

the specified poles and the numerical data given below. From 

Table 3.7 one reads off that the optimal control force location is 

as expected, at a = L. 

Table 3.7 - Optimal Control and Locations 

s a (mLl x~ T KxlO 
-4 

h 

0.5±J 1. 794 L 
[0 0.265 0 0.8193] [0.4348 2.195 2.146 0.398 ] 11. 574 xl0 B 

4" 
L [0 0.9249 0 1.4014] [0.1245 0.639 1. 2251 0.8178] 2.655 X I0 B 
2 

& 
3L [0 1.79170 0.265 ] [0.643 0.3247 6.63 4.32 ] 62.85 XlOB "4 

-1.0±J 12.365 L [0 2.724 0 -1.9639] [0.0423 0.2135 -0.895 -0.583 ] 1.19 xlOB 

Considering that the sensor can be placed at b = L/4, 

L/2, 3L/4, or L, the optimal gain matrix~ can be determined from 

the comparison of the objective functions of equation (3.290). 

Table 3.8 shows this comparison for the three types of sensors and 

the specified observer poles. From Table 3.8 one concludes that 

the optimal sensor location is at b L, for the three sensors, and 

that the smallest value for J 2 is the one corresponding to the case 
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when an acceleration sensor is being used. One notices that the 

B matrix, in this case, has the smallest elements. -c 

Table 3.8 - ({Jtimal Observers using Different Sensors 

S Type b !; aT 
-c J2 

L [-10.59 0 299.7 0 
I 

) [ -.99 -1.61 .024 .357) 3.7 
k 3L " [ -6.973 0 -40.5 0 ) [-1.51 -2.44 -.18 -2.65 ) 15.26 ':6 "4 

"! u .... L 
N ~~ ? [ -3.6 0 -214 0 ) [-2.94 -4.73 -.034 -.5 ) 31.26 .... 
~ L [ 0 2.72 0 -1.96 ) [-1.6 3.89 .357 -3.76 ) 31.95 
110 >-

I .. 3L .... [ 0 1. 79 0 .265) [-2.44 5.91 -2.65 27.9 ) 826.3 u "4 0 .... L ... ~ ? [ 0 .925 0 1.4 ) [-4.74 11.46 -.5 5.27 ) 181.83 

IS L [ 2.72 0 -1.96 0 ) [ 3.89 6.26 -3.76 -54.67 ) 3057.26 
N .... 

3L .. [ 1. 79 0 0.265 0 ) [ 5.91 9.53 27.9 405 ) 164929.1 '+l u "4 " .. .... L ... [ .925 0 1.4 0 ) [11.46 18.46 5.27 76.6 ) 6367.4 ., 
"2 Q 

The numerical data of this example are: L = 480 ft, 

m = 18 lb.s 2 /in2 , wt = 3.896 radrs~ w~ = 152.89 radrs~ and the first 

two mode shapes are respectively, given by 

<h (z) 

in which al = (1.875/L), and a2 = (4.694/L) . 

The final design step involves a check of the time t f , 

in equations (3.282) to (3.284), required for convergence. It 

could be necessary to compare the current terminal time t f with 

those due to alternative observer's poles, in order to find the 

optimal observer which reconciles the desire for high speed of 

convergence with the drive for optimal gain. This point shall be 

dealt with in the next example. 
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3.7.3.2 Example 2 

The second example represents a single span bridge of length L, 

flexural rigidity EI, and mass m per unit length. The bridge is 

considered to be fixed at the left support and hinged at the right 

support as shown in Figure 3.112. For a moving load P(z,t), the 

equation of motion of the nth mode is given by 

L 
(h +w2h )mL = f P(z,t)~ (z)dz+U(t)~ (a) , n n n n n (3.310) 

o 

in which wn is the natural frequency of the nth mode, hu(t) is the 

generalized coordinate of the nth mode, ~ (z) is the nth mode 
11 

shape, and a is the location of the concentrated control force. 

HHH 
~~------------------J+~~ 

fy L ~I 
Figure 3.112 - Example 2 

Considering the numerical data given below, the equations 

of motion of the first three modes, Figure 3.113, can be expressed 

in state form of equation (3.212), in which~, ~ and! are given by 

0 1 0 0 0 0 

-0.215 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 1 0 0 (3.311) 

A = 
0 0 -2.257 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 1 

0 0 0 0 -9.826 0 
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BT = ~ [0 <Pl(a) 0 <Pl(a) 0 <P3(a)] , - mL (3.312) 

(3.313) 

------ ~ 
--____ ~77r 1st MODE 

I ... 0.56 L 

~;,r ............... --=-__ -_-_-_-_:..;;;"'---:~r=;""--"""""""'~4 2 nd MODE 

Figure 3.113 - Mode Shapes of Example 2 

The munerical data of this example are: L = 200 ft, 

EI 30 x 10111b.in2, m = 100 Ib.s 2/in2, w~ = 0.215 rad 2 /sec2, 

w~ 2.2575 rari/s2, w~ = 9.8263 raJ/i, and the first three mode 

shapes are, respectively, 

<P3(Z) -(sinha3z-sina3z)+cosha3z-cosa3z 

where al = 3.927/L, a2 = 7.068/L, and a3 = 10.21/L. 

The placement of a sensor at z = b shall provide for 

deflection, velocity, and acceleration sensor, respectively, 

c 

c = [0 <P 1 (b) 0 <P 2 (b) 0 <P 3 (b)] , 

C = [-w~<Pl(b) 0 -w~<P2(b) 0 -WI<P3(b) 0] . 

(3.314) 

(3.315) 

(3.316) 
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Trying all feasible sensor locations, it was found that 

a deflection sensor should be placed at b = 0.75L, a velocity 

sensor at b = 0.65L, and the acceleration sensor at b = 0.62L. 

Table 3.9 shows the values of J 2 when the three sensors are placed 

at the most flexible locations. 

Table 3.9 - Design of qptimal Obsepveps fop Diffepent Sensops 

Case 1 2 " 3 $ 
I -3±J 0.464 -2.5±J 0.464 -2±J 0.464 .. 
5 ~ 0 

-4±J 1.502 -3.5±J 1.502 -3±J 1.502 <II ..... '" ~ 'M .. -2±J 3.135 -1.5±J 3.135 -l±J 3.135 
'" > '" 

b 0.44L 0.66L 0.75L 0.44L 0.66L 0.75L 0.44L 0.66L 0.75L 

J2"10- 3 42.79 52.28 38.31 10.86 12.62 9.599 2.65 3.15 2.339 " 0 
'M ... 

3.145 sec 3.210 sec. t f 3.50 sec. u 
~ .... 

Jl 0.001256 0.000593 0.000344 " Q 

emax 0.052 0.0296 0.0216 

b 0.47L 0.65L O.72L 0.47L 0.65L O.72L 0.47L 0.65L O.72L 

J2"1O- 3 140.1 128.9 145.8 31. 7 29.4 33.4 6.19 5.75 6.52 >.. ... 
'M 

t f 3.34 sec. 3.42 sec. 3.59 sec. u 
0 ... 
" Jl 0.004539 0.001946 0.00103 > 

emax 0.171 0.100 0.058 

b 0.51L 0.62L 0.51L 0.62L 0.51L 0.62L 

Jz"10- 3 370.5 338.85 94.8 88.7 22.23 20.74 6 
'M ... 

t f 3.01 sec. 3.275 sec. 3.55 sec. .. .. 
~ 

Jl 0.000507 0.000211 0.000103 " u 
~ 

e 0.052 0.029 0.014 max 

One notices that, for this specific example, the optimal 

locations of the three sensors are different. Also, the gain pro

vided by the deflection sensor is smaller than that provided by 

the velocity and acceleration sensors. This is mainly attributed 

to the value of WI which was less than 1.0 rad/s, such that the 

contribution of the first mode in the velocity and acceleration 

measurements is trivial. 
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The values of t f and J 1 corresponding to initial condi

tions hI = hI 0.01 are also shown in Table 3.9 for the assumed 

observer poles. A comparison of J 2 and the time t f , which is 

required for convergence towards the estimation, leads to the 

optimal observer. For this example, a deflection sensor placed 

at b = 0.75L with J 2 9.59 x 10 3 and t f = 3.21 sec will provide 

an optimal observer. 

The optimal location of a concentrated control force and 

the feedback gain of this force can be determined from Table 3.10, 

which presents the values of J 3 for the most flexible locations. 

In considering three modes in the design, the control force should 

be placed at a = 0.24L. 

Table 3.10 - optimal Control and Loaation 

S a KxlO-4 J3 xlO- 14 

0.24L [-3.28 102.35 11.97 141.04 235.71 182.32] 0.1193 
-0.1±J 0.464 

0.485L [-1.41 44.02 21.97 258.8 -293.1 -226.7 ] 0.2067 

-0.3±J 1.502 0.615L [-1.33 41. 73 -27.6 -325.31 -351.49 -271.87] 0.3058 

-O.S±J 3.135 0.84L [-2.33 72.8 -12.19 -143.67 249.51 192.99] 0.1256 

3.7.4 Conalusions 

It has been shown that the optimal observer is not only the one 

which is characterized by an optimal.gain matrix ~, but the loca

tion of sensors and their types, f, the locations of the control 

forces and their optimal design, !~, are also decisive factors 

which should be considered in the design of observers. 

In order to design an optimal observer, [3.45] the sensors 

should be placed at the most flexible locations on the structure, 

according to the sensor types. This shall provide the minimum gain 
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~ for the assumed observer poles. If the time required for con-

vergence, t f , is not short enough, one can try other observer poles 

with negative real parts greater than the previously assumed. A 

comparison of the reduction in t f and the increase in ~ indicates 

the observer which compromises between the gain and the time for 

convergence. To minimize the input control energy to the observer, 

the control forces must be placed at the most flexible locations in 

the structure, and they are designed to provide the desirable 

eigenvalues for the controlled structure. 

It has also been shown that the optimal sensor type and 

its location depends on the frequencies and mode shapes of the 

structure. The acceleration sensor is preferable for structures 

with frequencies greater than 1.0 rad/s, whereas deflection or 

velocity sensors are used for structures with frequencies less 

than 1. 0 rad/ s . 

The method presented here depended on trying all feasible 

locations, desirable poles, and comparing results. Although such 

procedure appears to be primitive, the calculations involved are 

very much simpler than those involved in using the stochastic 

optimal control method. It has been shown that the latter method 

depends as well, on trials, guessing in each trial the variances 

of observation noise and disturbances in order to solve for a large 

order Riccati matrix equation. 
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Chapter IV 

Automatic Active Control of 
Tall Buildings 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter, the automatic control techniques, which are applied 

to control tall buildings against wind forces, are presented. It 

is intended to develop a practically useful control mechanism and 

to consider the time delay effect on the effectiveness of the con

trol. The tall buildings to be considered here are those which can 

be modelled as cantilever tube type structures. The tall buildings' 

response against wind shall be considered first, and various control 

techniques shall be analyzed in detail. 

4.2 BUILDING RESPONSE DUE TO WIND FORCES 

4.2.1 Wind Forces 

The tall building considered shall be idealized as a cantilever 

tube type structure of height L and with square cross-section as 

shown in Figure 4.1. The relative wind velocity at any location x 

is expressed as [4.21,4.22] 
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U(x,t) {[U(X)+Vl(X,t)-~l(X,t)]2+[V2(X,t)-~2(X,t)]2+V~(X,t)}la , 

(4.1) 

in which U(x) is the mean wind speed; Vl(X,t) is the fluctuating 

wind speed component in wl-direction; V2(X,t) is the fluctuating 

wind speed component in w2-direction; Wl(X,t) is the building 

deflection in wind direction; W2(X,t) is the building deflection 

perpendicular to wind direction; and V3(X,t) is the fluctuating 

wind speed component in the vertical direction as shown in 

Figure 4.2. 

I 

O(~ 

PLAN Ii. li.L&.VATION 

Figure 4.1 - Tall Building Geometry 

v, (x,t) 

WIND Vli.LOCITY 

Figure 4.2 - Wind Veloaity Resolution 
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The wind forces applied on the building are drag forces, 

D(x,t), and lift forces, L(x,t). These forces are calculated from 

D(x,t) (4.2) 

L(x,t) (4.3) 

in which p is the air density, D is the building width, Cd is the 

drag coefficient, CL is the lift coefficient, Cm is the coefficient 

of virtual mass, f(t) is the function of the time history of oscil

lating vortices, and gl = O.5PCdD, g2 = (TI/4)PCmD2, g3 = O.5PCLD. 

By imposing the simplifying conditions that 

IV1-~11 > IV2-~21 > IV31, and corresponding conditions for the 

time derivatives, equations (4.2) and (4.3) become 

D'(x,t) = gl{U2(X)+2U(x) [Vl(X,t)-~1(X,t)]+[Vl(X,t)-~1(X,t)]2} 

(4.4) 

L'(x,t) 

(4.5) 

where the structure has also been considered in terms of a simplified 

aeroelastic model. 

Neglecting torsional motion, i.e., assuming the resultant 

of the wind forces to pass through the elastic centre of any cross 

section, the equations of motion in the Wl and W2 directions are, 

respectively, 

(4.6) 

(EI)2 a4W2 + C aW2 + a2W2 - L' ( ) ax4 2 at m2 ~ - x, t , (4.7) 

in which (EI)l is the flexural rigidity in the Wl direction, C1 is 

the damping in the Wl direction; and ml is the mass per unit length 

in the Wl direction. 
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Solution of equations (4.6) and (4.7) is usually obtained 

in normal mode form using the assumption that 
00 

Wl(X,t) I ¢i (x)b i (t) , 
i=l 

(4.8) 

W2(X,t) I ~i(x)ai (t) , 
i=l 

(4.9) 

in which ¢i(x) and ~i(x) are mode shapes in the Wl and W2 directions 

respectively; and bi(t) and ai (t) are the generalized coordinates 

in the Wl and W2 directions, respectively. 

Applying integral transformation, and considering only 

the dominant mode in each direction, one obtains 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

in which WI is the first mode's natural frequency; ~l is the first 

mode's damping ratio, and m is the mass per unit length assumed 

constant in both Wl and W2 directions. 

In equations (4.10) and (4.11), the terms (Fl+G l ) and 

(F 2+G 2) are, respectively, obtained from 

L 
FI+G 1 = f ¢1(x)D' (x,t)dx , (4.12) 

0 

L 
F2+G2 f ~l(x)L' (x,t)dx (4.13) 

0 

Keeping the first mode only, D'(x,t) and L'(x,t) can be written as 

• 2·2· .. 
-2VI(X,t)¢I(X)bl(t)+¢I(X)bl(t)}+g2VI(X,t)-g2¢I(X)bl(t) , 

(4.14) 
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L'(x,t) ~ g3f(t){U2(X)+2U(x)V1(X,t)-2U(x)~1(X)b1(t)+v1(x,t) 

+0.5W1(x)~1(t)} . (4.15) 

The fluctuating components are usually small as compared 

with the mean components. Therefore, quadratic terms can be 

neglected to yield: 

L 
F1+G 1 = gd [U2 (x)+2U(X)V1 (x, t)-2U(X)~1 (x)b 1 (t)-2V1 (x, t)¢l (x)b 1 (t) 

o 
L 

+~l(x)b1(t)]~1(X)dx + g2 J [~1(X,t)-~1(X)b1(t)]~1(X)dx , 
o (4.16) 

L 
F2+G 2 g3f(t) J [U2(x)+2U(x)V1(X,t)-2U(x)~1(X)b1(t) 

o 

where 

o o 

L 
G1 gl J [-2U(X)~1(X)bl-2v1(X,t)~1(X)b1(t)+~1(x)b1]~1(X)dx 

o 
L 

- g2 J b1(t)~1(x)dx , 
o 

L 
F2 g3f(t) J [U2(x)+2U(x)V1(X,t)]W1(X)dx 

o 

(4.17) 

(4.18) 

(4.19) 

(4.20) 

(4.21) 
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in which Fl and F2 represent external actions due to wind, and 

G1 , G2 represent aerodynamic forces due to coupling with the 

building. In many treatments of wind effects on tall buildings, 

the aerodynamic forces are disregarded. 

In the following, a summary for both stochastic and 

deterministic solutions of the problem will be given. 

4.2.2 Stochastic Response 

Wind is a very complex phenomenon not easily representable by 

mathematical models since there are so many random variables 

involved controlling its behaviour. Among the spectra assumed to 

represent the fluctuating components along the wind direction 

[4.33] , 

U~ 200f 
n (1+50f)5i3 (4.22) 

is being proposed in which n is the frequency, U* is the shear 

velocity of the wind, x is the height from the ground, and 

f = (nx)/U(x), where U(x) is the mean velocity at height x. 

Firstly, the above spectrum is neither a rational nor an 

even function and can therefore not be represented easily by a 

stochastic process in the time domain. Secondly, the variable U* 

is a random variable since it depends on the roughness of the 

terrain. It can be obtained from 

- x 
U(x) = 2.5U* In -

Xo 
(4.23) 

in which xois the roughness of the terrain under consideration. 

The pressure acting on a body at any point of the eleva

tion x from the ground in a steady flow of velocity Vex) is given by 

I -2 
P(x) = 2 pU (x)Cp(X) , (4.24) 

in which p is the air density and C is the pressure coefficient 
p 

at height x. 
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In the case of unsteady flow, U(x) = U(x)+u(x,t), the 

wind pressure is approximately 

where 

P(x,t) = P(x)+P'(x,t) , 

- I -2 
P(x) = 2 PCp(x)U (x) , 

P'(x,t) pC (x)U(x)u(x,t) 
p 

(4.25) 

(4.26) 

(4.27) 

Equations (4.26) and (4.27) indicate also that the drag 

and lift coefficients are random variables and not constants. 

However, they are averaged at every height. Equation (4.26) resem

bles the term Fl derived in the previous section except that now 

the effect of the lift forces (F2) has been neglected for the sake 

of simplicity. 

Therefore, if one is interested in the mean response along 

the wind, one uses equations (4.10) and (4.26) and, considering the 
first mode only, one gets 

y(x) 

L-
J P(X)<Pl (x)dx 
o 

1/2 

L 
J UZ (X)<Pl (x)dx 
o 

pCDD w~mL 

(4.28) 

(4.29) 

In order to determine the characteristics of the fluc

tuating response, the co-spectrum of the pressure at a point x must 

be used which is given by 

(4.30) 

in which Su is the spectral density of the longitudinal velocity 

fluctuations at elevation x, e.g., equation (4.22). 
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The co-spectrum at two points of heights Xl and x2 with 

coordinates (ZI,Xl) and (Z2,X2) is given by [4.33] 

57 , (xl,x2,n) 
plP2 

5~2(Xl,n)5;2(X2,n)Coh(ZI,Z2'Xl'X2,n)N(n) , (4.31) 
P P 

in which Coh is the across-wind correlation coefficient, and N(n) 

is the along-wind correlation coefficient 

(4.32) 

N(n) = 1.0 if only one point was considered or two points are 

coinciding. 

The spectrum of the along-wind response is obtained as 

5 (x,n) = tH(x,n) t 25, (x,n) , (4.33) 
Y P 

in which H (x,n) is the transfer function of the structure. Con

sidering one mode only, H (x,n) is given by 

1 
(4.34) 

in which w = 2nn. 

The mean square value of the fluctuating along-wind 

deflection is obtained as 

00 

02(X) = f 5 (x,n)dn 
y _00 y 

(4.35) 

The mean square value of the fluctuating along wind 

acceleration is obtained as 

00 

O~(x) (4.36) 
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The expected value of the largest peak occurring in an 

NT-year period is 

in which K(x) is the peak factor given by 

where V (x) is given as 
y 

co 

r ~ n2s/x,n)dnll/2 
V (x) = y co 

f S (x,n)dn 
o y 

The magnitude of K (x) is usually about 3.0 to 4.0. 
y 

(4.37) 

(4.38) 

(4.39) 

Similarly, the largest peak along-wind acceleration is 

y (x) = K .. (x)a .. (x) , max y y (4.40) 

in which K .. (x) '" 4.0. 
Y 
In all previous equations, the effect of lift forces 

has been neglected. 

Thus, the spectrum of along-wind fluctuating wind forces is 

L L 
SF(x,n) = f f p2C~(x)U2(x)Su(x,n)¢1(x)d2x 

o 0 

The mean square response is obtained from 

(4.41) 

co L L p2C~(x)U2(x)¢1Su(x,n)dxdxdn 
f IH(x,n)1 2SF(x,n)dn = f f f 16TI4m2L2n![(n!-n2)2+4s~n2ni] 
o 000 

(4.42) 
The difficulty of carrying out this integration is 

obvious. In many research papers, graphical charts are used to 

evaluate this integral [4.33]. 
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The mean square response of along wind acceleration is 

00 

(4.43) 

Equations (4.42) and (4.43) can be simplified and put 

in a form similar to 
00 

aZ Constant J S (x,n) IH(n,x) IZdn . 
y 0 ~ 

(4.44) 

If Su(x,n) represents a white noise of intensity So as shown in 

Figure 4.3, then the integral of equation (4.44) can be evaluated 

to yield 

a~(x) = Constant x ~~~ So (4.45) 

If the damping in the structure is small, i.e., uncon

trolled, then the response of IH(n)l z is as shown in Figure 4.4, 

indicating that the integration in equation (4.42) is basically over 

nl-E < n < nl+E, where E is very small. 

S(n) 

So dnl Ani 
Ie • f 1 ' 

t n, n 
Figure 4.0 - White Noise 
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t n 

Figure 4.4 - Transfer Function of ODOF 3ys~em 
In reality, wind cannot be idealized as white noise. The 

spectrum of Su(x,n) is, in general, as shown in Figure 4.5. There

fore, in case of uncontrolled structures one has the following 

formula: 

(4.46) 

If Sl « 1.0, i.e., small, then 

O~(x) ~ [~ Su(x,n)dn + ~~~ su(x,nr)] x Constant. (4.47) 

n 
Figure 4.5 - General Noise 
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In the case of a controlled structure, the damping is 

usually desired to be high in order to dampen the vibration. In 

this event, the transfer function will look as in Figure 4.6. 

", 
Figure 4.6 - Transfer Funation of Dampened ODOF System 

The mean square response is then obtained by the general 

formula 

00 

a 2 (x) = const.x ! IH(x,n) 1 2 S (x,n)dx . 
y u 

o 
(4.48) 

The above approach depends completely on using the 

frequency domain to evaluate the response characteristics. However, 

if one can model the wind forces in the time domain, one easily 

gets the time history of the building response in a stochastic 

sense. The modelling in the time domain can be done on both the 

stochastic or deterministic basis. 

4.2.3 Deterministia AnaZysis in the Time Domain 

This process has long been used. The wind characteristics are 

uniquely specified based on the statistical data, i.e., the mean 

wind speed, the various fluctuating components of wind speeds, the 
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drag, and lift coefficients, etc. With these parameters, one can 

solve equations (4.10) and (4.11) easily in the 'usual fashion. 

One may write equation (4.10) in state space form as 

x = A X + d , 

• T 
in which X = [b l b l ] , and 

Then, the solution of equation (4.49) is given by 

t 
!(t) = 1(t,to)!(to) + J 1(t,T)~(T)dT , 

to 

(4.49) 

(4.50) 

(4.51) 

(4.52) 

in which 1(.,.) is the transition matrix of the system obtained 

from the solution of 

. 
1(·,·) = ~1(·,·), 1(to,to) = I (4.53) 

in which I is the identity matrix. 

For example, one can use the wind speed spectrum in 

evaluating the deterministic fluctuating components. This can be 

done in the form [4,11] 
n 

Vet) = rz E 
i=l 

125 (w.)~wl U2 cos(w,t+~,) , 
v 1 1 1 

(4.54) 

in which 5v (wi ) is the wind speed spectrum, ~i is the random phase 

angle uniformly distributed in the interval (0-2n), n is the number 

of frequency components, and wi and ~w are given by 

Wi = (i-0.5)~w , 

w 
u 

n 

i=1,2, •.. ,n, 

where Wu is the upper cutoff frequency. 

(4.55) 

(4.56) 
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Equation (4.52) usually is solved by numerical integratioTI 

to get the deflection and acceleration of the building at any height 

4.2.4 stochastic AnaZysis 

Here, the wind is modelled by a stochastic process of known proper

ties and similar to the one which is expected to prevail. For 

example, if the wind spectrum is stationary, as usually assumed, and 

uncorrelated with time, one may assume it as a white noise of cer

tain intensity to be designed according to the data collected. In 

many cases, however, wind cannot be modelled as stationary white 

noise. Here, the technique of stochastic modelling can be used 

in which one has to find a dynamic system driven by a white 

noise such that the characteristics of the output are very close to 

the actual output data collected. 

Usually, a dynamic system with a set of first order dif

ferential equations driven by the white noise fulfils the objective. 

One only needs to determine the parameters of the model and the 

intensity of the white noise. 

Suppose such a model can be represented by 

(4.57) 

in which Af is a constant and wet) is a white noise of intensity 

Vet). 

Augmenting equation (4.57) with equation (4.49) one gets 

in which ~ = f.X f . 

The combined equations shall be expressed as 

x = A X + G (t)W (t) 
-c -c-c -c -c 

X 
-c o 

(4.58) 

(4.59) 
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Solution of equation (4.59) is similar to the expression in equa

tion (4.52). ~e mean response of the state X (t) is obtained from -c 

!!!.X (t) = ~(t,to)!!!.X (to) , (4.60) 
c c 

in which ~ is the transition matrix of A. The mean square response 
~ -c 

of the process is 

E[!c~(t)] = ~X X (t) + !!!.X (t)~ (t) , 
c c c c 

E[!c~(tO)] = ~X X (to) + !!!.X (to)!!!.~ (to) , 
c c c c 

where ~X X (t) is the covariance matrix obtained from 
c c 

(4.61) 

(4.62) 

• T T 
~X X (t) = ~X X +~X X ~c+~~ ~ 

c c c c c c 
fX X (to) , (4.63) 

c c 

and where V E[W WT (t)] is the intensity of white noise. 
-c-c 

4.3 ACTIVE CONTROL OF TALL BUILDINGS 

Figure 4.7 describes the basic loop of active control of any struc

ture. One or various sensors are placed at certain locations in 

order to collect information about the behaviour of the structure. 

These data are fed into a data processor system (called filter or 

observer) which estimates, on the basis of the measurements, the 

actual state of the structure. The designed control forces are, 

in general, proportional to the current structure states, depending 

on the objective of the control. The controlled response is again 

observed by the sensors and the control intends to regulate the 

structures' motion if it is subjected to steady state forces, or 

to dampen the motion if the structure is subjected to residual 

forces. 
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AMPLIFIER 

VOLTAGE 

U (x, t) 
SERVO 

Figure 4.7 - Basic Contro~ Loop 

The questions of what types of sensors to choose, where 

to place them, the design of the data processor system, the design 

of the optimal control law, and the location of the control forces 

have been considered in Section 3.7. That section gave indeed 

important answers to those questions. The sensor and the control 

force should be placed at the most flexible location on the struc

ture. In a tall building this location is at the top of the buildin 

It provides optimal control and optimal filtering. The accelera

tion sensor provides minimum gain for the filter. 

The most difficult problem encountered in tall buildings' 

control is the design of the practical control mechanism needed to 

generate the desired control forces. We shall now describe 
possible control mechanisms which can be implemented in practice. 

4.3.1 Movab~e Appendages 

The proposal of using movable appendages was made by Klein et al 

in 1972 [4.10]. The appendage which is placed at the top of the 

building is either deployed or folded depending on the building 

response to the wind. In their design [4.10], they assumed that 

in order to repulse some of the wind forces, the appendage is 

fully deployed when the velocity of the building is opposite to the 
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mean wind direction, and the appendage is fully folded if the 

velocity of the building is in the same wind ,direction. 

243 

In a recent investigation by Soong [4.11], where the 

appendage movement was designed via optimal control theory, the 

controlled response and the consumed energy were better than in 

Klein's design [4.10]. 

A description for the control mechanism is given in 

Figure 4.8, where a plate hinged at one edge of the building, and 

several links hinged at certain locations on the plate and rolling on 

the roof of the building at the other ends, are shown. The control 

system shall regulate the motion of the roller supports via actuators 

in order to defold or deploy the plate according to properly 

designed movements. 

4.3.2 Tuned Mass Dampers 

Tuned mass dampers have long been used in the passive control of 

tall buildings. The coupling between the tuned mass and the building 

introduces damping to the structure. This damping contributes to 

the dissipation of the oscillations in a shorter time. 

Since active control techniques have now become popular 

among structural engineers, the idea of using active control for 

tuned mass dampers has been taken up. It became thus possible to 

control the coupling between the tuned mass damper and the building by 

actuators. In this way, higher damping and fast tuning with the 

building motion could be provided. A practical application of an 

active tuned mass damper was implemented by the MTS Systems Corpor

ation [4.13,4.14] in the Citicorp Center, Manhattan, New York. 

A large scale tuned mass damper was designed to reduce the first 

mode building sway. A diagram of that system is shown in 

Figures 4.9 and 4.10. 
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Pressure bat.need 
hydrostatic slip 
bearings t12) 

z 

Figure 4.8 - Appendage Meahanism 

800m connection 
to mass block 

Figure 4.9 - MTS Tuned Mass Damper System, Citiaorp Center, 
New York City. Taken from Referenae [4.33]. 

E-W 
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Figure 4.10 - Aative Tuned Mass Damper 

One expects that many difficulties will be encountered 

with respect to the installation of the mass and the providing of 

a "frictionless" motion according to the control law. Problems 

like time delay effect, effectiveness of the damper in the presence 

of random wind shall be considered specifically in this chapter. 

4.3.3 Aative Tendons 

In his early proposals, Zuk [4.3] has shown that there is the possi

bility of controlling most of the types of structures by means of 

active tendons. Tendons have long been used in the static control 

of bridges, suspension bridges, prestressing and wind bracings. 

They provide passive stiffness to the structure and therefore 

reduce the amplitude of oscillations. However, the frequency of 

the oscillations increases due to tendons. This could cause exces

sive vibrations and discomfort for occupants of the building. For 

these reasons, researchers have proposed the idea of 

actively operating the tendons using actuators. By releasing and 

tensioning the tendons one can add both active stiffness and damping 
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to the structure. This idea has been used in a number of appli

cations [4.4-4.6]. 

In a recent proposal by the authors [4.20], the tendons 

were arranged as shown in Figure 4.11. Through this arrangement, 

one can control the sway in any wind direction as well as the torsior 

of the building. The tendons can be connected between the top of the 

building and the base to yield an effective and optimal control 

force, as explained in the previous chapter. However, if this 

should not be practical, one can connect the other end of the ten

dons at a location which is not moving very much, as shown in 

Figure 4.11. Problems of designing the control law, including time 

delays, and assuming "stochastic" wind shall be considered in the 

next sections. 

TENDON 

PULLEY 

50 ~""" 

Figure 4.11 - Control Mechanism 

4.3.4 Practical Control Mechanisms 

By analyzing the previously mentioned three mechanisms, one will 

be able to show the advantages and disadvantages of each mechanism. 

The ideal mechanism to be used in practice can then be recommended. 
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4.4 CONTROL USING ACTIVE TENDONS 

In this section, an example for controlling a tall building using 

active tendons is given and the advantages and disadvantages of 

this control mechanism will be discussed. It has been shown in 

Section 3.4 that designing the optimal control forces by the optimal 

control method is a time consuming and difficult process. In con

trast, the proposed method [4.24] of using pole assignments provides 

a fast approach for optimal design. It has also been shown in 

Section 4.1 that if the aerodynamic forces G1 and Gz are taken into 

account, the building equations become nonlinear. It is very diffi

cult to design the optimal control forces for nonlinear systems. 

In references [4.7,4.8], it has been concluded that designing the 

control forces for a simplified linear system and applying these 

forces to the nonlinear system could provide acceptable results 

for the nonlinear case. 

4.4.1 Design of the Control Force 

The simplified linear system's equation of motion in the wl-direction, 

considering one mode only, is expressed as 

(4.61) 

The mechanism shown in Figure 4.12 is used to control 

the vibration of the building. It consists of four prestressed 

tendons which are fixed at the top corners of the building, one on 

each facade, and pass down through systems of pulleys until they 

reach a certain building level. At this level, there are four 

actuators installed with control systems and connected with the 

tendons. A system of passive control forces is generated once the 

building is subjected to a deflection. These passive forces are 

shown in Figures 4.12 and 4.13. The equation of motion in 
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in which E is Young's modulus, A is the cross section of one 

tendon, 8 is the angle between a tendon and the horizontal, and 

~i ~(L-iD+D) ~(L-iD), i = 1,2, ... ,5. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.12 - (a) Control Mechanism 
(b) Passive Control Forces 

Yo; 
P.' EA J S' , ,=;r<Y,-y, co , , , 

The increase in stiffness in the first mode due to the 

passive control force is apparent. That means, equation (4.62) can 

be expressed as 

(4.63) 

in which w~ is the frequency of the building including the pre

stressed tendons' effect. 
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-p,o¥cos10A, 

" - P, 0 ~ ",O.JO A, 

P, - P, 0 ~ CO.J 0 A, 

P, EA ~ Po'OCO/lA, 

II - flo ¥CO~9 A. 

fl 

Figure 4.13 - Passive Control Forces 

The active control forces, for the mechanism shown in 

Figure 4.11, shall be calculated and applied as shown in Figure 

4.14. The distance SD can be alternatively increased until it be

comes L. In that case, only the control force at the top of the 

building would be apparent. However, for practical reasons and to 

get rid of some problems concerning connections, the distance SD 

was chosen to cover the most flexible region of the building as 

has been recommended in Section 3.7. 

~-,-U,II' 

U,(I'_ 

Figure 4.14 - Active Control Forces 
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The equation of motion of the building under the effect 

of active control forces reads 

in which U1(t) is the resultant of the active control force for 

two cables in the Wl direction. 

An attempt to select factual high rise building para

meters was made. The data chosen are: building height L 1000 ft, 

width D = 100 ft, mass m 

damping ratio Sl = 0.01. 

11000 lb.s 2/ft 2, Wl = 2 rad/sec, and 

Equation (4.64) can be written in the state space form 

as 

(4.65) 

in which [¢(L)-¢(L-5D)] = 1.32, W~2 = 4.971; A = 1.0ft2, e = 45°, 

~l 0.2752, ~2 = 0.2738, ~3 = 0.2692, ~4 = 0.2595, and 

~5 0.2432. 

It is obvious from equation (4.65) that the passive 

controlled building has poles at (-0.2 ± J2.2295) as compared with 

(-0.02 ± J2.0) for the uncontrolled building. In order to intro

duce more damping to the building by the active control technique, 

the eigenvalues are assumed at (-0.5 ± J2.22). 

Using the pole assignment method, the control force U1 

is found to be 

li~;~6 [0.2074 0.96] [b 1 
• T 
bd . (4.66) 

The equations of motion of the building in the wl-directior 

and w2-direction are, respectively, after including the aerodynamic 

wind forces, 
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(4.67) 

(4.68) 

in which U2 is given by Eq.(4.66), but replacing bl and bl by al and 

~I' respectively. 
Let the wind first be treated by a deterministic analysis. 

Stochastic control shall be considered in a later section. 

4.4.2 Response Analysis 

For simplici ty, the wind shall be considered not to be a function 

of x. This means that the height does not affect the wind inten

sity. Although the assumption is not always realistic, it is 

nevertheless assumed to prevail for the sake of simplicity, as 

the major concern is to obtain a feeling for the effect of the active 

control forces on the controlled building response. 

Assuming U = 70 fps; the fluctuating wind components are 

VI = 5 cos(t)fps and V2 = 2sin(t)fps. The function f(t) was 

assumed as 

f(t) . (2TTSU) Sl.n -0- t (4.69) 

in which S is the Strouhal number, which was taken to be 0.19. 

For a drag coefficient of Cd = 1.2, a lift coefficient of CL = 1.2, 

mass coefficient of Cm = 0.5, and an air density of p = 0.0763 pcf, 

the wind was assumed to be acting for 20 seconds only, after which 

time the wind gust was assumed to disappear. 

The building is assumed to have been at rest before the 

wind started to blow. Under this condition, the controlled and 

the uncontrolled responses of the building in both w I and W2 direc

tions are determined. In this application, it is also assumed that 

the accelerometer is placed at the top of the building, and that 

it supplied continuous measurements to the filter which subsequently 

processed the measurements to yield the estimated states for b I 

and bl. Figures 4.15 to 4.18 provide descriptions for both controlled 

and uncontrolled responses of the building [4.20]. 
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4.5 CONTROL USING TUNED MASS DAMPERS 

The appropriateness of using passive tuned mass dampers to effec

tively dampen the vibrations in tall buildings has been studied in 

references [4.27,4.28]. It has been found that the maximum building 

response reduction occurs when the TMD is tuned to the building 

frequency. Other parameters influencing the TMD effectiveness are 

found to be the mass ratio, and damping ratio of the TMD. 

Active control of tall buildings using tuned mass dampers 

has recently been applied [4.13-4.15]. Using active control and 

2 percent of the building mass as a TMD, the steady sway could for 

example be reduced by 40 percent in the Citicorp Center of New 

York City [4.13]. The effect of unsteady wind and time delay on 

the effectiveness of the active TMD shall be investigated in this 

chapter. 

The effect of unsteady wind was considered to be as in the 

previous example, in order to enable one to compare this control 

with that one in which active tendons were used, and to enable one 

to come up with clearer conclusions on how effective the active 

tuned mass damper in tall building control may be. 

4.5.1 Design of the Active Control Law 

The equation of motion of the building coupled with the active TMD, 

Figure 4.19, can be derived by applying an integral transformation 

to equations (4.6) and (4.7) to get for the first modes in the Wl 

and Wz directions 

(4.70) 

- . 
MZZ1+CzZ1+KzZ 1 (4.71) 

(4.72) 

(4.73) 
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In these equations Zl = wT1-W1, Z2 = wT2-W2, WT1 is the motion of 

the TMD in W1 direction, WT2 is the motion of TMD in W2 direction, 

M2 is the mass of TMD, C2 is the damping of TMD, K2 is the stiffness 

of TMD, U1(t) is the active control force in w1-direction, and 

U2(t) is the active control force in w2-direction. 

Figure 4.19 - Aative Tuned Mass Damper 

Writing equations (4.70) and (4.71) in state space form 

as . 
X A X + B U + d U = U1' and (4.74) 
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0 1 0 0 

-wi -21;100 1 2Kl ~ 
A = mL mL (4.75) , 

0 0 0 1 

2w~ 41; 1001 _(4Kl + !1. ) 
mL Ml 

_(4Cl + Cl) 
mL Ml 

[ -2 
o mL 0 (4.76) 

(4.77) 

G1 has been neglected for the sake of designing the optimal control 

force U1 for a simplified linear system. 

Selecting Ml = 220000 Ib.sl/ft, Kl = 839960 Ib/ft, 

Cl = 128960 Ib.s/ft, the natural frequency of TMD is then 

1.953 rad/sec, which is very close to the first mode building 

frequency, 2 rad/sec; also the damping ratio of TMD was assumed 

to be 0.15. 

The eigenvalues of matrix ~ are found to be A1 ,l = 
(-0.223±J2.2198) and A3,4 = (-0.1132±Jl.7479). The first two 

poles provide damping of 10 percent and the other two poles provide 

damping of 6 percent. In order to introduce more damping using 

active control forces, the poles are assumed at A1 ,l = -0.5!J2.22 

and A3 ,4 = -0.4±Jl.7479. In this case, all poles provide a damping 

of 22 percent. This enables one to compare the active TMD control 

with the active tendon control. 

Using the pole assignment method, the control force was 

found to be 

106 [3.487 -1.025 -.0767 -.2695]! (4.78) 
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4.5.2 Controlled Response 

Substituting equation (4.78) into equation (4.74), one can obtain 

the active controlled response of the building and the TMD. It 

is shown in Figures 4.20 - 4.25. 

A comparison between the along-wind response when using 

either active tendons or active TMD control is given in Figures 

4.26 and 4.27. Table 4.1 presents also a comparison between 

tendon control and TMD control in terms of the minimum overall 

reduction which has been achieved for the maximum peaks of wl, w2 , 

Wl, and W2 with respect to the uncontrolled response. One observes 

that active tendon control is more effective than active TMD which 

proves that it does not payoff the energy supplied to it. 

Table 4.1 - Reduotion in Tall Building Response Using Tendon and 
TMD Systems with Respeot to Unoontrolled Responses 

Kind of Active TMD Active Tendons Passive TMD Passive Tendon 
Response 

wI 20.2% 47.6% 16.7% 2l.4% 

W2 34.4% 54.8% 32.2% 36.5% 

wI (first peak) 0.4% 15.4% 0.2% 0.1% 

w2 (first peak) 51.3% 71. 8% 48.7% 30.7% 

On the other hand, active tendons have required larger 

control energy for an efficient control. One of the objectives of 

this chapter is to investigate the effectiveness of active TMD in 

greater detail and to come up with recommendations on the parameters 

which improve efficiency. This shall be done in the next section. 
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4.5.3 Effeativeness of Aative TMD 

Most of the previous attempts reported in the literature [4.13-4.15] 

have been centred around the use of tuned mass dampers to introduce 

damping to tall buildings during their response to wind forces. The 

general conclusions of these attempts were that tuned mass dampers 

are most effective when their natural frequencies are nearly equal 

to the first mode natural frequency of the building. Tuned mass 

dampers have been installed in the CN Tower in Toronto, and the 

Citi-Corp Center in New York. 

In the previous section, we have shown that the active tun. 

mass damper does not payoff the energy supplied to it. This con

clusion which is contrary to what is commonly assumed among struc

tural engineers has led to the desire to study, in more detail, 

the effectiveness of active tuned mass dampers in tall buildings. 

The equations of motion, equations (4.70) to (4.73), 

are put into the matrix state space form to read 

. 
~.1 = ~!l + !!:!.l + !:.l , (4.79) 

!2 = ~!2 +!~ + .£2 , (4.80) 

in which!l = 
• • T 

[al 
• T 

[b 1 b 1 Z 1 Z d , !2 = al Z2 Z2] , and 

!T [0 
Fl 0 -2F lJ 
mL mL (4.81) 

£.i [0 
F2 0 -2F2J 
mL mL (4.82) 

The optimal control forces Ul and U2 will be found using 

the pole-assignment method. 

To study the effectiveness of the active !MD, the fol

lowing criteria shall be used: 

T 
Jl = f (b~+b~)dt , (4.83) 

o 
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T 
J 2 f (a~+aDdt , (4.84) 

0 

T 
Ja f (wTi+;Ti)dt , (4.85) 

0 

T 
J 4 f (wT~+~T~)dt , (4.86) 

0 

T 
-10 2 2 J s f 10 (U l+U2 )dt. (4.87) 

0 

Equations (4.83) and (4.84) represent the total response of the 

structure. Equations (4.85) and (4.86) represent the total response 

of the TMD. Equation (4.87) evaluates the cost of the control 

energy. 

For the same building parameters as considered in the pre

vious section, and for wind acting during 20 seconds only .• various 

eigenvalues have been assumed as desirable poles for the controlled 

building. The results of equations (4.83) to (4.87) were evaluated 

and then tabulated in Table 4.2. In this way, a comparison is 

provided between the response of one passive and nine active con

trolled TMD, due to both the wind forces and the self-excited wind 

forces, (Fl' Gl. F2 , G2 ). 

Studying Table 4.2, one finds that the reduction in the 

total building response, over T 40 seconds, due to an application 

of active tuned mass dampers is trivial as compared with the reduc

tion in building response due to passive tuned mass damper, except 

in cases 8, 9 and 10 in which reductions of 17, 20 and 30 percent, 

respectively,occurred, but at the expense of a large control energy 

consumption. Moreover, the responses of all tuned mass dampers 

have been increased, except in case 7 in which a negligible reduc

tion in the building response occurred. One concludes that any 

noticeable reduction in the tall building response, using active 

tuned mass dampers, is at the expense of a greater energy consump

tion and an increase in the dampers' response. 
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Table 4.2 - Response Criteria for T = 40 Seconds 

Case Pole J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 

Passive 1 -0.223 ±J 2.2198 
6.556 1. 2279 104.82 23.169 0.0 THO -0.1132±J 1.7479 

Active 2 -0.223 ±J 2.2198 6.1334 1. 2276 101.67 23.566 36,035 THO -0.5 ±J 1. 7479 

Active 3 -0.223 ±J 2.2198 5.986 1.1955 125.03 28.859 64,679 THO -0.5 ±J 1.6786 

Active 4 -0.223 ±J 2.2198 6.24 1.217 122.84 27.099 68,867 THO -1.0 ±J 1.7479 

Active 5 -0.223 ±J 2.2198 6.016 1.1787 193.98 40.29 207,661 THO -1.0 ±J 1.518 

Active 6 -0.223 ±J 2.2198 6.299 1.1905 102.91 24.03 48,423 
TllD -2.0 ±J 1. 7579 

Active 
7 -0.223 ±J 2.2198 6.417 1. 2013 89.66 21.118 64,591 THO -2.0 ±J 2.2279 

Active 8 -0.5 ±J 2.22 5.477 1.11 208.89 47.368 193,329 TMO -0.405 ±J 1. 7479 

Active 
9 

-0.5 ±J 2.1742 5.214 1.035 393.5 77.45 659,163 TMO -1.0 ±J 1. 7479 

Active 10 -3.386 ±J 2.22 4.499 0.7488 501. 81 128.24 919,940 TMO -3.0 ±J 1. 7479 

If the same cases of Table 4.2 are studied with regard 

to the maximum peak responses, as shown in Table 4.3, one observes 

that in cases 2 to 7 no remarkable reduction of the maximum 

building response can be observed. In the other cases, reductions 

up to 20 percent for along wind response are reported, and only in 

case 10 a reduction of 15 percent for across wind response has been 

noticed. However, those cases required the application of huge 

control forces. 

In order to study the effect of active tuned mass dampers 

on the free vibration response, the differences between the response 

criteria of equations (4.83) to (4.87) for T = 40 seconds and for 

T = 20 seconds are reported in Table 4.4. The ratios between the 

values following from these criteria versus those due to passive 

TMD of Table 4.4 are given in Table 4.5. The last column in 
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Table 4.5 represents the percentage of the control energy response 

with respect to the total control energy response of Table 4.2. 

One notices the effectiveness of active tuned mass dampers during 

the free vibration response, especially for cases 8 and 9 in which 

only 3.2 and 5 percent, respectively, of the total energy response 

were required to provide a reduction of more than 40 percent in 

the building free vibration response. 

In order to be sure that self-excited wind forces do 

not change the results of the previous analysis and the conclu

sions based on it, Table 4.3 has been redone neglecting the self

excited wind forces (G 1 and Gz). The results tabulated in Table 4.6 

show that the previous conclusions remain valid [4.30]. 

Table 4.3 - Maximum Peak Responses 

WI w2 wT. WT2 Uj U2 Case inch inch inch inch kips kips 

Passive 1 17.51 6.35 33.72 11. 49 0.0 0.0 TMD 

Active 2 17.45 6.27 35.2 12.83 964.16 405.98 TMD 

Active 3 17.32 6.24 39.83 14.78 1081. 7 491.5 TMD 

Active 4 17.55 6.14 39.45 14.09 1722.2 598.2 TMD 

Active 5 17.29 6.12 49.13 18.46 2194.0 819.0 TMD 

Active 6 17.62 6.12 33.52 13.91 2071. 5 631.0 nlD 

Active 7 17.75 6.14 27.2 13.35 2278.0 617.0 TMD 

Active 8 16.77 6.27 52.17 19.84 1834.0 692.6 TMD 

Active 9 16.51 6.18 68.84 27.61 3196.6 1232.4 TMD 

Active 10 13.99 5.42 103.25 33.06 12813.0 4181.0 TMD 
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Table 4.4 - Response Cpiteria fop Free Vibpation 

Case J, J2 J3 J4 Js 

Passive 
1 1.356 0.564 40.5 13.919 0.0 TMD 

Active 
2 1.133 0.347 26.5 9.66 5.271 TMD 

Active 3 1.066 0.32 29.33 10.41 6.266 TMb 

Active 4 1.20 0.352 34.06 10.86 12.669 TMD 

Active 
5 1.10 TMD 0.317 40.46 11.59 20.576 

Active 
6 1.211 0.35 37.6 11. 75 14.510 TMb 

Active 
7 1.26 TMD 0.364 37.28 12.0 10.678 

Active 
8 0.817 0.24 38.26 13.4 6.274 TMD 

Active 
9 0.73 0.20 59.1 14.78 33.558 TMD 

Active 10 0.47 0.07 167.9 30.84 298.169 TMb 

Table 4.5 - Response Cr>iteria Ratios fop Fpee Vibpation 

Case Jl ratio J2 ratio J3 ratio J4 ratio Energy 
Ratio 

Passive 1 1.0. 1.0 1.0 1.0 . .... 
TMb 

Active 2 0.835 0.615 0.654 0.694 14.6\ TMD 

Active 
3 0.786 0.567 0.724 0.748 9.7\ TMD 

Active 4 0.885 0.624 0.84 0.78 18.4\ 
TMD 

Active 5 0.811 0.562 0.999 0.832 9.9\ TMD 

Active 6 0.893 0.62 0.928 0.844 29.9\ TMD 

Active 
7 0.929 0.645 0.92 0.862 16.5\ 

TMD 

Active 8 0.60 0.425 0.945 0.963 3.2\ TMD 

Active 
9 0.538 0.355 1.459 1.062 5.0' TMD 

Active 10 0.347 0.124 4.145 2.214 32.4\ TMD 
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Table 4.6 - Maximum Peak Response Neglecting Self-Excited Wind 

Case WI W2 wTI · WT2 UI U2 
inch inch inch inch kips kips 

Passive 1 16.84 6.36 32.94 11.43 0.0 0.0 TMD 

Active 2 16.91 6.23 33.94 12.75 898.7 
DID 

404.2 

Active 3 16.78 6.21 38.17 14.7 1035.0 490.3 TMD 

Active 4 16.98 6.18 37.93 14.13 1605.0 597.8 TMD 

Active 5 16.72 6.12 46.68 18.37 2046.6 817.10 TMD 

Active 6 16.98 6.14 32.77 13.84 1936.4 629.7 TMD 

Active 7 17.09 6.16 27.08 13.28 2312.0 TMD 619.8 

Active 8 16.21 6.25 49.85 19.77 1708.0 691.2 TMD 

Active 9 15.90 6.16 65.35 27.52 2981.6 1229.0 TMD 

Active 10 13.08 5.4 96.38 32.98 13573.0 4161.0 TMD 

4.5.4 Concluding Remarks 

The following general conclusions can now be drawn: 

(1) Active tuned mass dampers are not as effective as expected 

in the case of a typical wind excitation which causes both forced 

and free vibrations. The passive TMD is in this respect more effec

tive when taking into account the control energy cost and the 

total building response. 

(2) Active tuned mass dampers are only effective with respect 

to controlling the free and steady state response. They require in 

this case small amounts of control energy and provide high damping 

to the building. 
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The above conclusions follow as a result of the minor 

role that damping plays in suppressing the first peak of the forced 

vibration and of the absence of any active stiffness caused by the 

coupling between TMD and the tall building. Damping is very power

ful only for free vibrations. Therefore, in our search for an 

active TMD of practical value, we have come to the point of realizin 

that it could only be used during the free or steady state vibra

tion. Designing active TMD's should therefore be investigated in 

more detail in the following. 

4.5.5 Design of an Active TMD 

In the previous section, the active tuned mass damper (TMD) was 

designed with a natural frequency approximately equal to the first 

mode natural frequency of the building. The optimal design of 

the active TMD was restricted to finding the optimal control law 

[4.15,4.20]. However, one should realize that the active control 

technique introduces to both active TMD and the building active 

stiffness and active damping which change the structural parameters 

of the controlled structure. Therefore, to design an optimal 

active TMD, optimization should also be concerned with the TMD 

parameters. 

The building is assumed to be subjected to stationary 

white noise wind forces and the effectiveness of the active TMD is 

to be measured in terms of the mean square controlled response, the 

effective damping, and the consumed control energy. 
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If the along-wind response only is taken into considera

tion, then one deals with equations (4.74) to (4.78). 

When one specifies the TMD parameters in equations 

(4.75) to (4.78) and when the desired eigenvalues are specified 

for the controlled structure, then the optimal control law can 

easily be found. Let the optimal control law be expressed as 

(4.88)· 

in which G1 , Gz , G3 , and G4 are elements of the designed gain 

matrix. 

Substituting equation (4.88) into equations (4.74) to 

(4.78), one obtains 

(4.89) 

(4.90) 

4.5.5.1 Stochas.tic Analysis 

Equations (4.89) and (4.90) are transformed into the frequency 

domain using Laplace or Fourier transformation, since the equations' 

coefficients are time invariant. This results in the following 

transfer matrix relation: 

~H (w) 
1 , 1 

Hz, 1 (w) 

H (W)] 
1,Z 

Hz,z(W) 
[~ (W)l = [1. 0J 
Hz(W~ 0.0 

(4.91) 

in which ~(w) is the complex frequency response function of 

b 1 (t), Hz(W) is the complex frequency response function of Zl(t), 

f(t) was assumed equal to exp(iwt), and H (w), Hl (w), H2 l(W) 
1, 1 ,2 , 

and H (w) are respectively, given by z,z 
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(4.92) 

(4.93) 

(4.94) 

(4.95) 

Solving equation (4.91) for Hb(w) and Hz(W) , one obtains 

in which 

(4.98) 

The spectral density function of the building and the 

TMD response due to the spectrum of the wind forces, SF(w), is 

given respectively, as 

Sb(W) \ Hb (w) \2SF (w) (4.99) 

S (w) z \Hz(W) \2SF(W) (4.100) 

The mean square responses of the bui 1ding and the TMD 

are respectively, 
co co 

E[b~] = f Sb(w)dw = f \Hb(w) \2SF(w)dw , (4.101) 
_co -co 

co 

E [Z2] f\Hz(W) \2SF (W)dw (4.102) 
-co 

For simplicity, the wind forces are assumed as stationary white 

noise forces with intensity S, i.e., SF(w) = S. The mean square 
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response of the building, E[b~], can then be found according to 

references [4.27,4.31], as 

[~ (AzAa-A1A4)+Aa(B~-2BoBz)+A1B~] 
E [b ~ ] = S'lf =..;.,,-0 ---.-....,..-.----.---:-___ -:-.,-;;---~ 

Al(AzAa-A1A4)-AoA~ 
(4.103) 

in which Ao, Al , ... , A4 are the coefficients of the denominator 

of the transfer function Hb(w) , and Bo, Bl , ... , Ba are the 

coefficients of the numerator of the transfer function Hb(w) , 
arranged as 

Hb(w) 

The mean square response of the TMD is given by an 

expression similar to equation (4.103), but with Bo = Gl/Mz , 

Bl = Gz/Mz and Bz = -2.0. 

4.5.5.2 The Design Process for an Active TMD 

(4.104) 

For a tall building, parameters Wl, ~l' and Ml are assumed to be 

given, and it is required to design the TMD parameters Mz, ~z, 

and Wz in order to provide a certain degree of control for the 

building under steady state or free vibration. If this objective 

could not be achieved by using a passive TMD, one should introduce 

active control. Yet, the control energy should also be minimized. 

The desirable degree of control can be prescribed by 

assigning new eigenvalues for the structure, or by requiring that 

an objective function in terms of the controlled response and the 

control energy be satisfied. Since the optimal control method 

depends, to a great extent, on the proper choice of a certain 

objective function, the pole assignment method shall be used 

instead. 

The design process consists in assuming desirable eigen

values for the controlled building, and in determining the gain 

matrix of equation (4.88) using the pole assignment method. This 
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requires knowledge of the numerical values of M2, S2, and W2. 

Assuming values for these parameters and evaluating the consumed 

control energy, the mean square building response, and TMD response, 

one can deduce the optimal parameters of the TMD. An index for the 

control energy is for example 

G = G1 + G~ + G~ + G~ (4.105) 

4.5.5.3 Numerical Investigation 

In order to evaluate the effective damping introduced by means of 

active control, equation (4.103) is equated to the mean square 

response of the uncontrolled building with effective damping S . 
e 

In this case, the effective damping is obtained from 

TIS 
Se = E[b1]2w~ , ( 4.106) 

in which WI is the uncontrolled natural frequency of the building. 

To evaluate E[b1], one has to specify the white noise 

intensity S. In order to omit the dependence of E[b1] on the 

value of S, equation (4.103) is normalized with respect to a single 

degree of freedom system with parameters SI and WI driven by the 

same white noise S. Equation (4.103) in the normalized form 

becomes 

(4.107) 

The building considered in the previous sections is used 

as an example here again. The mass ratios between TMD mass and 

building mass are, respectively, ~ = 0.005, 0.01, 0.015 and 0.02. 

The damping ratio S2 = 0.09, 0.12 and 0.15 were assumed, respec

tively, for the TMD. The frequency W2 was considered as a ratio 

of WI, i.e., W2!WI was a variable parameter. 

Assuming first AI ,2 = -0.5±J2.22 and A3 ,. = -0.4±Jl.748, 

and finding the relation between G of equation (4.105) and (W2!WI) 
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for all possible ~ and ~2' one comes up with Figure 4.28. One 

deduces that there is only a little difference between (W2/Wl) for 

optimal active and optimal passive TMD. However, when Wl was 

changed through changing the stiffness of the building, great dif

ferences were found between the optimal passive and optimal active 

TMD frequencies, as shown in Figures 4.29 - 4.38. One concludes 

that the optimal TMD parameters do not necessarily coincide with 

the optimal passive TMD parameters [4.29]. 

25 

>"1,2 =-0.5±J2.22 
-0.4 ± J 1.748 

wI = 2.0 

E{Z2)=58.42 

E{b~)n =0.0907 t· 
I 

J.I.=0.005 ___ 

-.~ 
-- ~2 = 0.09 
--- ~2 = 0.12 
--- e2 = 0.15 

2 

Figupe 4.28 - Optimal ATMD Pa:Pameteps 
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Example 

A tall building has the natural frequency Wl = 1.228 rps, the damp

ing coefficient ~l = 0.01, and the mass Ml = 13.42 X 10 6 lb.sec2/ft. 

For M2 = 0.02 Ml, the optimal PTMD was determined with W2 = 1.204 

rps, and ~ = 0.07. The eigenvalues of the passive controlled 

system are (-0.068 ± Jl.392) and (-0.035 ± Jl.06). The mean square 

building response E[b~] = 0.1557, the effective damping ~ = 0.064, n e 
and the mean square PTMD response E[Z2] = 6.14. To increase the 

effective damping, new eigenvalues are specified to be (-0.35 ± 

J1.392), and (-0.35 ± J1.06). Figure 4.39 indicates that the mini

mum energy index, G, lies at W2 = 1.375 rps. This design provides 

an effective damping ~e = 0.1255, mean square building response 

E[b~] = 0.0796, and a mean square ATMD response E[Z~] = 4.786 by 
n n 

using the gain matrix 

!. = 10 6 [2.769 -1.69 0.05 -0.352] . 

The mean square response E[b~] and the effective damping ~ for n e 
both ATMD and PTMD are shown in Figures 4.40 and 4.41, respectively. 

48 

46 

44 

o 2 

FiguPe 4.39 - qptimal ATMD PaPameteps 
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4.5.5.4 Conclusions 

The use of an active TMD in tall buildings is only effective when 

the building is responding to steady state or free vibrations. 

The optimal TMD parameters are not necessarily the same as those 

of the optimal passive TMD. One has to find the proper values for 

these parameters through numerical experimentation. 

4.6 ACTIVE CONTROL BY MEANS OF APPENDAGES 

The active control of tall buildings response due to wind using 

aerodynamic appendage was first proposed by Klein et al [4.10]. 

This control mechanism was an outcome of the need to save control 

energy and the desire to use the wind power in generating control 

forces. The control scheme was a simple on-off system. The appen

dage is fully deployed when the velocity at the top of the building 

is. in opposite direction to the main wind direction. The appendage 

is fully folded when the velocity at the top is along the main 

wind direction (see Figures 4.42 to 4.44). 

FZ -

l 

z 

MEAN WIND SPEED 

Figure 4.42 - Wind and Control Forces on a Tall Building 
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Figure 4.43 - The Appendage Mechanism 

APPENDEDAGE 

Figure 4.44 - The Appendage Mechanism 
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Soong has considered this control mechanism and investi

gated the possibility of getting a better design for the appendage 

movement. He has used optimal control theory and has obtained 

better results than Klein [4.11]. Moreoyer, Soong has investigated, 

experimentally, this solution in suppressing the vibration of a 

tall building model in a wind-tunnel [4.12]. 

4.6.1 Design of optimal Appendage Movement 

Considering the building motion along wind direction, the equation 

of motion is given by 

a "w 1 C aw 1 m a 2W 2 = F () () ( )" ( ) EI ax" + at + at 2 1 x,t + F2 x,t U t u x-L , (4.108) 

in which F1(x,t) are the drag wind forces on the building, F2(x,t) 

are the drag wind forces on the appendage, o(x-L) is the Dirac 

delta function, and U(t) is the control variable for the appendage 

movement which equals 1.0 when the appendage is fully deployed. 

The drag wind force on the building, neglecting the self-excited 

wind forces, is given by 

A 
F1(x,t) ~t CD(x,t)U2(x,t) , (4.109) 

in which As is the windward area of the building, L is the height 

of the building, CD(x,t) is the drag coefficient of the building, 

and U(x,t) is the along-wind speed at height x. 

The drag wind force on the appendage is given by 

A 
F2(x,t) = ~ PCo(x,t)U2(L,t) , (4.110) 

in which Ap is the windward area of the appendage, CD is the drag 

coefficient for the appendage, and U(L,t) is the wind speed at 

height L. 

The wind speed is expressed as the sum of a mean component 

and a fluctuating component. For simplicity, the fluctuating 
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component is assumed to be variable only with time, i.e., 

U(x,t) = U(x) + u(t) . (4.111) 

Whatever the way is of simulating the fluctuating component u(t), 

which is responsible for the oscillations, our concern is to 

develop correspondingly the best way for the appendage movement. 

Herein, the simulation is not that important because the control 

force is also a function of the fluctuating component. To show 

this, equation (4.111) is substituted in equations (4.109) and 

(4.110) to obtain, respectively, 

A 
F1(x,t) = 2.. £. C [U2 (x) 2 L D + 2U(x)u(t) + u2 (t)] , (4.112) 

A 
F2 (x,t) = ---.E. pC' [02 (L) 2 D + 2U(L)u(t) + u2 (t)] (4.113) 

Applying an integral transformation, and considering 

only the first mode, one obtains 

.. 1 L 1 L 
b1+2s1Wlbl+w1b 1 = --L J F1(x,t)¢1(X)dx + -- J F2 (x,t)¢1(X)U(t)C(x-L)dx 

m 0 mL 
o (4.114) 

The first term on the right hand side can be written, in more 

detail as 

in which C1 = As PCD/(2L), and CD was considered constant. The 

second term on the right hand side of equation (4.114) can be 

written as 

(4.116) 

in which C2 = ApPCD/2, and CD is assumed to be constant. 
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For the sake of simplicity, equations (4.115) and (4.116) 

are expressed, respectively, by dl(t), and bl(t)U(t). The fUnc

tions dl(t) and bl(t) are deterministic if the fluctuating component 

is deterministic, or stochastic if the wind speed is treated as a 

stochastic variable. 

Equation (4.114) is expressed in state space form as 

i =~! + ~ U(t) + ~ , (4.117) 

(4.118) 

(4.119) 

(4.120) 

The control matrix B is time varying if only the control 

variable U(t) is being considered. However, equation (4.117) can 

also be written as 

i =~! + ~[bl(t)U(t)] + d 

in which ~T = [0 1]. 

(4.121) 

In this case, ~ is time-invariant and the complete system, 

equation (4.141), is considered as a time-invariant system because 

of A and B. Equation (4.121) was considered by Soong [4.11] in his 

investigation, where he has taken the control as the full term 

bl(t)U(t). It is obvious that bl(t) is related to the wind forces, 

and U(t) is the control variable which governs the motion of the 

appendage to initiate the control force. 

Soong [4.11] has used a quadratic objective function in 

the form of 
T 

J = ~ f [!T~ + b1 (t)U2 (t) ]dt , 
o 

(4.122) 
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without any weighing coefficient added to U2(t) in order to get 

as much benefit of the control from wind as possible. 

In this case, the Hamiltonian is given by [4.16,4.25] 

which leads to the following optimality conditions 

H 
u 

H 
x 

T • 
QX + ~ ~ = -~ ~ (T) = Q. . 

From equation (4.l24a), the control variable follows as 

BTA 
U = -- b 1 

(4.123) 

(4.l24a) 

(4.l24b) 

(4.125) 

In order to let the appendage motion depend on the build

ing response, the Lagrange variable, ~, is expressed 

(4.126) 

in which P is an 2x2 Riccati matrix. 

Substituting equation (4.126) into equation (4.l24a) and 

disregarding the wind forces ~, one obtains the Riccati equation 

• T T 
-P = Q + ~ f. + PA - PBB f., f.(T) = Q. ' (4.127) 

in which Q is the weighting matrix, positive semi-definite. 

The solution to equation (4.l27) provides the Riccati 

matrix f.(t). The control variable is then 

_BTpX 

U(t) = -bI ' 0.0 < U < 1.0 

The controlled building motion can subsequently be 

expressed as 

• T 
X = (~- BB V! + ~ • 

(4.128) 

(4.129) 
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Observing equation (4.127), one notices that the matrices 

~ ~ and B are time-invariant. Therefore, ~(t) tends to become 

constant as T increases. Usually, wind gusts durate for many 

seconds and that is why Soong has considered the case of a steady 

state P. For this special case, one also can determine U(t) using 

the pole assignment method, because in this case the gain matrix 

equals ~T£. This means that equation (4.130) can also be written 

as 
. 
X = (~ - ! ~! + ~ (4.130) 

which is the general form of a closed-loop controlled system with 

a gain matrix!. Equation (4.127) indicates that the optimal 

matrix P will be obtained using the sensitivity analysis on ~ o.lly. 

Values of ~ should be as large as possible in order to provide an 

effective control. However, from the computational point of view, 

this causes overflow during the execution. That is why the authors 

prefer to use a weighing factor on U(t) as well. In this case, 

equation (4.122) can be written as 

J = } ~ [!TQ! + b1 ~2J dt (4.131) 

Equation (4.127) becomes, accordingly, 

• T T 
-f = ~ + ~ f + PA - PBn! f, f(T) = 0 , (4.132) 

in which n is a weighing coefficient for control. 

4.6.2 Contributions 

Soong in his investigation obtained the control law for Uet) depend

ing on the knowledge of bICt) or dICt). The objective function was 

formulated in such a way that the control variable is altogether 

b I (t)U(t). However, one can obtain a better control when the 

characteristics of the wind are taken into account. 
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For the nonhomogeneous state equation, equation (4.121), 

and the Hamiltonian equation (4.123), the Lagrange variable is 

expressed as 

(4.133) 

in which ~ was introduced to take care of the nonhomogeneous part 

in the state equation. 

Substituting equation (4.133) into equations (4.124), 

one obtains 

-p = !i + PA + ~Tf. - PBn!!.Tf. f.(T) = Q. ' 

• T T 
-s. = f. ~ - PBn!!. ~ + ~ ~, s.(T) = Q. • 

The control variable, U(t), shall also be given by 

T 
U (t) = - »-b n (PX+s) , 

1 -
o ~ U(t) < 1.0 

The controlled building state equation is 

• T T T T 
X = AX - BnB PX - ~n~.s. + d = (~-~n~ !:) ~ - ~n~ S. + d • 

(4.134) 

(4.135) 

(4.136) 

(4.137) 

It is obvious from equation (4.137) that the designed 

control does not only control the parameters of the building, but 

alleviates the magnitude of the wind forces ~, if the vector ~(t) 

is determined properly. The only way in which to carry out such 

design is to try different values for !i and n and check the con

trolled response from case to case. 

The controlled response shall be investigated using the 

following criteria 

T 
J 1 = f bidt , (4.138) 

(4.139) 
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T 

J 3 = J U2(t)dt 
o 

295 

(4.140) 

Values of J 1 and J 2 shall be compared with those of the 

uncontrolled building, whereas the value of J 3 will be compared 

with the solutions given by Soong and Klein [4.10,4.11]. 

4.6.3 Example 1 

The tall building considered in the previous sections is considered 

here again. That means one has the following data: L = 1000 ft, 

2 rad/sec, s = 0.01. 

The wind forces are modelled as in [4.11,4.32]: 

VeX) V = 150 ft/sec, CD = CD = 1.2, AS = 150 L, Ap = 0.04As ' 

P = 0.0763 pcf. The fluctuating component u(t) has been modelled 

as 

u(t) 

w. 
1 

25 
2 I: 

i=l 
[2S (w. )Llw] 1I2COS(W. t+<P.) 

u 1 1 1 

(i-O.S)Llw 

(4.141) 

(4.142) 

in which <Pi is the random phase angle, uniformly distributed in 

the interval (0,2), Llw = w /25, w is the upper cutoff frequency. 
u u 

The spectrum Su was assumed to read 

2K,p2Iw·1 
S (w ) = 1 (4 143) 
u i TI2[1 +( :~! )2rS , . 

in which K is the surface drag coefficient, <P is the scale turbu

lence, and Uo is the mean wind velocity at X = 33 ft. 

The following numerical values were assumed to hold: 

Uo = 150 fps, VeX) = V = 150 fps, <P = 2000 ft, K = 0.04, CD = CD 

1.2, Wu 40 rad/sec. 

The three possible solutions from Klein, Soong and the 

authors are summarized here as follows: 
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4.6.3.1 Klein's Method 

U(t) = . {
l.0 , 

0.0 , b 1 > 0.0 

4.6.3.2 Soong's Method 

U(t) { 
.
\0 , 

_ Ji n PX 
b1 -' 

0.0 , 

4.6.3.3 The Authors' Method 

{ 1.0 , 
BT 

U(t) _ - n (PX+q) 
b1 --

0.0 

U > l.0 

o < U < l.0 

U < 0.0 

U > l. 0 , 

o < U < l.0 

U < 0.0 

(4.144) 

(4.145) 

(4.146) 

Figures 4.45 to 4.47 show the respective responses of 

the three objective functions of equations (4.138) to (4.140), 

using T = 40 seconds for all methods. The numerical values are 

summarized in Table 4.7. The results indicate that the authors' 

method provides a better controlled response and a better appendage 

movement. 

1000 

500 

~ 
-p 

o 

UNCONTROLLED 

'/ .... -
~'/ 

_/ 

" -.;" 

,..--.",.,.-/ 

/' .... ~ 
__ / Eq. 4.146 

.¥'Eq.4.144 a 4.145 

s 
Figure 4.45 - Deflection Response Q11 = Q22 = 22000, n = 10 12 
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10000 UNCONTROLLED 

5000 

o 5 
Figure 4.46 - Acceleration Response Qll = Q22 = 12000. n = 10 12 

12 

4 

o 
Figure 4.47 - Control Response Qll = QZ2 = 12000. n = 10 12 

Table 4.7 - Comparison of Optimal Control La1Us for t f = 40 seconds 

Case 

Eq. (4.146) 

Eq. (4.145) 

Eq. (4.144) 

Uncontrolled 

1069.87 

1071.74 

1071. 24 

1231. 32 

9431.5 

9688.4 

9478.4 

12200.87 

J3 

13.79 

15.24 

18.35 
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4.6.4 Extension 

It has been shown that using bl(t)U(t) as one control parameter 

turns the optimal control problem into that for a time invariant 

system. The control variable U(t), however, depends explicitly 

on the value of b1(t) as can be seen from equation (4.125). There

fore, the limitation on U(t), 0.0 < U(t) < 1.0 requires the exact 

calculation of the value of U(t) which depends on b1(t). Therefore, 

the authors' method, which is also based on the full knowledge of 

the characteristics of wind, should be preferred in that respect. 

In the following, the problem shall be treated again but 

considering U(t) only as a control variable. Using equation (4.118), 

in which BT = [0 b1(t)], and assuming the objective function to 

be given by 

1 T (T U2 ) J = - J X QX + -- dt 
2 0 --- n 

The Hamiltonian is then 

H 
1 T 1 U2 T 
- X ~ + - -- + ~ (AX+BU+~) • 2 - 2 n 

The optimality conditions are 

H = ~ + BTA 0, 
u n 

Hx = ~ +!2.T -~ 

Using A = PX, one obtains 

~(T) 

-f = .9. + PA + ATp PBn!Tf 

T 
U = -n~ PX 

o . 

f(T) = 0 

(4.147) 

(4.148) 

(4.149a) 

(4.149b) 

(4.150) 

(4.151) 

Here, the Riccati matrix is time varying because of ~(t), and U(t) 

has a different value than in equation (4.125) 
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Similarly, using ~ = PX + ~, one has 

• T T 
-~ = ~ + PA + ~ ~ - PB~.E. ~(T) o (4.152) 

_~ pd _ PBn!!.T ~ + ~T ~ (4.153) 

which again indicates the dependence of ~ on ~. 

One concludes then that considering b1(t)U(t) as one 

control variable provides a solution easier and faster because of 

the possibility of P to be a constant matrix. 

4.6.5 Example 2 

The example presented in Section 4.6.3 did not emphasize fully the 

advantage of the method developed by the authors as compared with 

the other methods. This is mainly due to the assumption that the 

mean wind component U(x) is constant and equals Uo. This assumption 

was introduced to s'implify the presentation, however, the results 

are misleading. In the following, another example will be treated 

considering the variation of the mean wind component with height 

[4.41] . 

The tall building parameters are m = 25000 1b mass/ft, 

w = 1.4 rad/sec, damping ratio S = 0.01. For simplicity, the 

mode shape ~l(X) is assumed to be linear and to be given by 

2x 
~l(X) = L (4.155) 

that Uo 

The wind characteristics are the same as before, except 

66 fps. According to the logarithmic law, the mean 

wind velocity at any height x is given by [4.33] 

U(x) 
1n(~) 66 __ x_o_ 

1ne~) , 
(4.156) 

in which Xo is the roughness of the terrain. 
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From equation (4.155), one has the following identities: 

L 
fcj>l(X)dx L, 
o 

L 4L 
f cj>! (x)dx = "3 
o 

(4.157) 

(4.158) 

Equation (4.114) can then be written as 

(4.159) 

Similarly, equation (4.116) becomes 

(4.160) 

in which C1 = BPCD/2L, C2 = ApPCb/2. Considering the roughness 
of the terrain to be Xo = 0.8 ft, equations (4.159) and (4.160), 

respectively, become 

~;t [210847.16 x 66 + 2 x l17660.67u(t) + 1000u2 (t)] , 

(4.159' ) 

~;t [126.5 2 + 253u(t) + u2 (t)]U(t) , (4.160') 

where the following identities have been used 

x 2 
f x In xdx = ~ (In x - 0.5) , (4.l61) 

21 2 x2 
f x ln2dx = ~ - f x In xdx [ln2x-(ln x+0.5)] . 2 = ~ 

(4.162) 

With these assumptions, the aerodynamic forces on the 

building and on the appendage can be calculated. The results for 

T = 25 secsonds are displayed in Figures 4.48 and 4.49. 
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In order to compare the control using equation (4.146) 

with that one using equation (4.145), the final control time, 

t f = 25 seconds, and Qll = Q22 = 22,000 were assumed, but the 

weighing factor n was left variable so that the relationships 

between Jl and J 3, as well as J 2 and J 3 could be studied for 

various values of n. These relationships are given in Figures 

4.50 and 4.51 respectively, where equation (4.145) is called 

"closed control" and equation (4.146) is called "tracking control". 

It is obvious from these figures that the tracking control expressed 

by equation (4.146) consumes less control energy than the closed

loop control to provide the same controlled building response. In 

other words, the tracking control provides better controlled 

response than the closed-loop control for the same level of control 

energy used for the appendage movements. The figures show that 

the optimal design is the one which yields J 1 = 24.53, J 2 = 15.53, 

and J3 = 8.25. The optimal designs are summarized in Table 4.8 

where the values of Jl and J 2 using equation (4.146) are 24.53 

and 15.53 while the corresponding values are 29.20 and 17.80 when 

using equation (4.145). 

12r---.----.---.----.---.----r---.----.---,---~ 

II -- TRACKING CONTROL 
--- CLOSED CONTROL 

..... 
10 ........ 

" '" 9 " J3 
"Eq.4.145 

" 8 "-
" "-

7 "-
"-

"-
6 "-

" 
24 25 26 27 30 31 32 33 

Figure 4.50 - Relationships of Jl-J3 for Optimal control Laws 
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II -- TRACKING CONTROL 
--- CLOSED CONTROL 

10 

8 

7 

6 

5~15----------~16~----------~17------~----~18------------~19----~ 
J2 

Figure 4.51 - Relationship of Jz-J 3 for Optimal Control LaWs 

Table 4.8 - Comparison of Cost Functions 

Case J 1 Jz J 3 

Uncontrolled 48.82 33.74 ... 
Equation (4.144) 32.25 19.15 12.01 

Equation (4.145) 29.20 17.80 8.25 

Equation (4.146) 24.53 15.53 8.25 

Equation (4.145) 24.53 15.53 10.42 

Equation (4.146) 24.53 15.53 8.25 

Figure 4.52 shows the response of the deflection index 

J 1 • The acceleration index J 1 is shown in Figure 4.53, and the 

control energy index J 3 is shown in Figure 4.54. 
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The deflection and velocity responses of the uncontrolled 

and controlled building are shown in Figures 4.55 and 4.56. It is 

apparent that there is a significant reduction in the controlled 

response by the suggested method. 
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Figure 4.55 - Deflection Response 
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Figure 4.56 - Velocity Response 

4.7 STOCHASTIC CONTROL OF TALL BUILDINGS 

4.7.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this section is to show how to model wind forces as 

stochastic quantities in order to enable the designer to determine 

the control law which effectively tracks these forces. It is shown 

that by knowing the spectral density function of the fluctuating 

wind speed component, one is enabled to obtain the generalized 

spectral density function of the fluctuating wind forces. A model, 

or a filter, is designed such that the spectrum of its response 

simulates the wind forces. Once the filter is designed, the finding 

of an optimal control law becomes a straightforward structural 

control problem as presented in reference [4.34]. 
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4.7.2 Equations of Motion 

307 

The tall building is subjected to ~rag wind forces and a concen

trated control force at height x'. The equation of motion is 

again 

EI ~:r + C f.f + m ~:~ = D(x,t) + U(t)8(x-x') , (4.163) 

where D(x,t) are the drag wind forces, and U(t) is the concentrated 

control force. The drag wind forces are expressed by [4.33], 

(4.164) 

where p is the air density, CD is the drag coefficient taken as a 

constant, B is the building width, and U(x,t) is the wind speed at 

height x. 

The wind speed can be expressed in terms of a mean com

ponent, V(x) , and a fluctuating component, u(x,t), as 

U(x,t) = Vex) + u(x,t) . (4.165) 

Substituting equation (4.165) into equation (4.164) and 

neglecting the second order term, one obtains 

(4.166) 

In equation (4.166), the first term, which is the steady drag force, 

shall be denoted by D(x) , and the second term, which is the random 

drag force, shall be denoted by d(x,t). 

The solution of equation (4.163) is assumed as 

y (x, t) = iJ> 1 (x) b 1 (t) (4.167) 

in which iJ>l(X) is the mode shape of the fundamental mode, and 

b1(t) is the generalized coordinate. 

Substituting equation (4.167) into equation (4.163), and 

applying an integral transformation, one obtains the equation of 
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motion of the first mode as 

.2 1L _ 1L 
bl + 2~IWlbl + Wlb l = Mi f~I(X)D(x)dx + Mi f ~1(x)d(x,t)dx 

1 0 1 0 

(4.168) 

in which Ml is the first mode's generalized mass. 

4.7.3 spectrum of Wind ·Forces 

The recommended wind speed spectrum for the fluctuating component 

in the low frequency range at height x is given by 

u~ 200f 
Su(x,n) = 'il"" (1+50f)513 (4.169) 

in which Su(x,n) is the spectral density function of the f1uctuatin! 

along wind speed, U* is the shear velocity, f = nx/V(x), and n is 

the frequency = w/2n. 

The co-spectrum of the wind speed at points (Xl,ZI) and 

(X2,Z2) is given by 

S1I2(X n)S1I2(x n)ef 
u 1, u 2, (4.170) 

in which f is expressed as 

n[C2(xI-X2)2+C2(ZI-Z2)2] 112 
x Z (4.171) f 

In equation (4.171), Cx ~ 10, Cz ~ 16 and ZI, Z2 are the horizontal

coordinates. 

However, if the two points coincide, the co-spectrum of 

equation (4.170) reduces to equation (4.169). The spectrum of the 

generalized fluctuating wind forces (d l ) in the first mode is given 
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E[dl(t)dl(t+T)]= ~ZE[~ ~ (h(XI)(h(X2)d(XI,t)d(X2,t+T)dXl dX2] 

C2B2 L L 
S2_D_ E J J (h (xI)(h (X2)V(XI)V(X2)SC Ml 0 0 UIU2 

(xI,x2,n)dxl dx2] . 
Thus one obtains 

p2 B2C~ [L - 1/2 J 
Sd~n) '" ~ ~ <PI(xdU(XI)Su (xI,n)dxI 
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(4.172) 

(4.173) 

In order to make equation (4.173) workable, one has to determine the 

shear velocity U* from equation (4.169). This quantity depends on 

the roughness of the terrain and the mean wind speed at the refer

ence height 10 meters above ground. The mean wind speed Vex) is 

determined from 

- - (X)o. U(x) = U(33) 33 ' 

in which 0. is the roughness coefficient. 

is determined from 

VeX) 
u* = 2.5 In(x/xo) , 

(4.174) 

The shear velocity U* 

(4.175) 

where Xo depends on the roughness of the terrain. 

The integrals of equation (4.173) can be determined 

numerically. The spectrum of the mean wind forces is constant 

and given by 

5DI = P:~~B2 U <PI (XI)lJ2 (XI)dxI 7 <PI (X2)V2 (X2)dX2] . 
o 0 (4.176) 
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4.7.4 Design of FiZteps 

Various types of filters have been used in references [4.23,4.35], 

in order to simulate random disturbances. The first-order and 

second-order Markov processes are usually used for disturbances 

having a variable spectrum with respect to frequencies as shown in 

Figures 4.57 and 4.58. For those disturbances which have constant 

power spectral functions, the white noise process is an appropriate 

model. For uneven spectral density functions, as wind, one may 

approximate the spectrum by an even function, or one may use the 

trial approach to select the filter parameters which make its 

spectrum fit the wind force spectrum. 

The procedure is to plot the spectral density functions 

of the generalized wind forces for every mode in the building. 

The obtained diagram is compared with the diagram displaying the 

spectral density functions of the standard filters [4.35]. The 

filter with a spectrum closest to the actual spectrum is selected, 

and the filter parameters are chosen such that its mean square 

response is the same as the mean square response of the generalized 

wind forces, i.e., 
00 

0'2 = f S (w)dw 
s d (4.177) 

o 

If the filter equation has more than one parameter to be determined, 

equation (4.177) will not be sufficient to determine the other 

parameters. In this case, the designer must use some additional 

significant points from the actual spectral density function to be 

reflected in the filter spectral density function. 

4.7.5 Design of a Stochastic ContpoZ Law 

The filter equation of motion can be expressed in state form as 

~o , (4.178) 
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in which ~ is the filter state vector, ~f is the filter state 

matrix, and !z is the white noise vector of intensity ~z' 

The relationship between the wind disturbance in equation 

(4.168) and the filter state matrix is 

1 L 
~~ = Ml f ~1(x)d(x,t)dx , 

o 
(4.179) 

in which ~ is a constant matrix determined according to the dimen

sion of the filter and the number of modes taken. 

where 

Writing equation (4.168) in state-space form as 

[ 0 -,,:.J A = 
- 2 

-WI 

!!. = [0 
T 

~1(L)] , 

1 L 
d1 = MI f ~1(x)d(x,t)dx , 

1 0 

1 L ._ 
Dl = ~ f ~1(x)D(x)dx 

o 

equations (4.180) and (4.178) can be combined to read 

(4.180) 

(4.181) 

(4.182) 

(4.183) 

(4.184) 

(4.185) 

In equation (4.185), W is the white noise vector to model Dl' -x 
Expressing equation (4.185) in a short state form, one 

has . 
!c=~+~!!+~ (4.186) 

in which X = [X Z,T, B = [B O]T, W -c _.::J -c - -c 
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For a quadratic objective function of the form 

t 
J = t If (~c + QTRU)dt • (4.187) 

o 

in which t f is the final control time, g is a positive semi-definite 

weighing matrix, and ~ is again a positive definite weighing ma

trix, the optimal stochastic control law is given by 

in which P is the Riccati matrix obtained from solving the following 

matrix differential equation: 

(4.189) 

The variance of the controlled building is obtained from 

solving the differential equation 

(4.190) 

in which! is the covariance matrix, and ~c is the matrix which 

contains the intensities of the white noise vector W . -c 
The variance of the control force U is obtained from 

[4.35] 

(4.191) 

4.7.6 Numeriaal Investigations for Tendon Control 

The building used in Section 4.3 shall be investigated here as an 

example. The equation of motion of the first mode is 

(4.192) 
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It is assumed that the wind tunnel tests have yielded 

the roughness variables of the terrain as Xo = 1.98 ft, and a = 0.4. 

These values indicate that the building is built in a large city. 

Assuming the mean wind speed to be U(33) = 66 fps, then, U* = 9.39 

fps is obtained by using equation (4.175). Substituting into 

equation (4.173), the spectral density function of the generalized 
fluctuating wind forces is given by 

(4.193) 

. hO h f /-U( ) ( ) h Ax Ax (°nh Ax ° Ax) 1n w 1C = nx x, <P 1 X = cos L - cos L - a S1 L - S1n L ' 
a = 0.73409, A = 1.875 and n = w/2n. 

Using the following data: drag coefficient Co = 1.3 

and air density p = 0.0763 pcf, the numerical integration of equa

tion (4.193) has yielded the curve plotted in Figure 4.59. Com

paring this diagram with Figures 4.57 and 4.58, one concludes that 

the first order Markov filter is the best model to present fluc

tuating wind forces. 

s(w) 

2 
t----~- - - 2 cr T 

Figupe 4.57 - Fipst-Ordep MaPkov FiZtep 
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S(w) 

4.58 - Second-Ordep MaPkov Fi'Ltep 

0.909 

0.09 

Figure 4.59 - Design of a Fi'Ltep 
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The first order Markov filter spectral density function 

is given [4.35] as 

Sew) (4.194) 

in which the parameters 0 2 and T need to be determined. Selecting 

two points from the graph of Figure 4.59, say at w = 0.001 and 

w2 = 1.0, one can determine the parameters 0 2 and T from equation 

(4.194). These parameters are then defined in order to let the area~ 

under both curves be equal. In this example, the mean square res

ponse of the spectrum, equation (4.177), was 82.50, and the para

meters T = 25.6 and 0 2 =26.637 have been determined. With these 

parameters, the filter spectrum is also plotted in Figure 4.59. 

In order to study the controlled response of the building, 

the filter equation in time domain has been determined as 

Z (4.195) 

in which W (t) is white noise of intensity (20 2 fT) and Z(t) is z 
equal to dl(t). 

According to equation (4.185) and (4.186), the variables 

are 

BT = [0 
-c 

-1. 32 
mL 

1 

-0.04 

o 

0] 

(4.196) 

(4.197) 

(4.198) 

The optimal stochastic control law was obtained for the 

weighing factors 
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[25 25 J Q = 25 2 

0 0 

R = 0.6 X 10- 1 .. 

Assuming t f = 30 seconds, the Riccati matrix P was 

obtained as 

-1. 768J 
0.199 

Ps (t) 

in which Ps(t) is a time varying element. 

(4.199) 

(4.200) 

(4.201) 

From equations (4.198) and (4.201), the gain matrix is 

obtained as a constant, and is given by 

(4.202) 

Substituting equation (4.202) into equation (4.190), the c10sed

loop augmented state matrix is 

1 

-3.642 

o 
0~52 J . 

-0.039 

(4.203) 

One important observation to be made here is that the eigenvalues 

of the passive controlled system are (-0.02 ± J2.22, -0.039) whereas 

the active controlled system has the eigenvalues (-1.82 ± J2.426, 

-0.039). This indicates the possibility of determining the c10sed

loop gain elements in equation (4.202) by the pole assignment method 

but the open-loop element (last element in equation (4.202)) cannot 

be determined. 

This is so because the augmented system is not completely 

controllable due to the arrangement of B in equation (4.198). 
-c 
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However, one may find the open-loop elements which improve the 

building response by trial and error. 
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Considering the turbulent wind component only, the matrix 

V is 
~ 

o 
o 
o 

in which E[WT W ] = 202 fT = 2.081. -z -z 

LJ (4.204) 

The variance of the controlled and uncontrolled responses 

are determined from the solution of equation (4.190). The variance 

of the deflection at the top of the building, is shown in Figure 

4.60. The variance of the velocity is shown in Figure 4.61. The 

variance of the total control force is given in Figure 4.62, and the 

open-loop control force is also given in Figure 4.62. 

1.6 

0.8 

• 
Figu~e 4.60 - V~nae of DeiZeation Re8pon8e 
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4.7.7 Numerical Investigation of Tuned Mass Damper Control 
App Ucation 

A tall building which is controlled by an optimal active tuned 

mass damper is considered in this section. The building's first 

mode natural frequency is assumed to be Wl 1.228 rps, the 

24 

damping ratio 1;;1 = 0.01, and the generalized mass M1 = 13.42 X 10 6 

lb. The optimal passive tuned mass damper parameters are Mz 0.02M] 

Wz = 1.204 rps, and 1;;2 = 0.07. 
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Considering the first mode and TMD, the equations of 

motion can be expressed in a matrix state form as 

. 
X = AX + BU + Ql + ~ I, (4.205) 

where 

r-:l 

1 0 

0:08',"'1' -2i;;IWl 0.04w~ (4.206) 
A 0 0 

2wI 4S1Wl -1. 08w~ -2.16s2w2 

BT 
[0 

-2 ' 4 1) J 
Ml 0 ( Ml + M2 ' (4.207) 

[0 

L 
~2 ~ ~1(X)D(X)dX] ,(4.208) 

-T ~f ~1(x)D(x)dx 0 Ql 
Ml 0 I 0 

~1 [0 

L 
L J ~f IPl(x)d(x,t)dx -2 

= 0 Ml f ~l(x)d(x,t)dx . 
Ml 0 

o (4.209) 

By adding the filter equation (4.195) to equation (4.205), 

one obtains equation (4.186), in which ~, ~c' ~c are given by 

0 1 0 0 0 

-wI -2S1Wl 0.04w~ 0.08S2W2 1 

A 0 0 0 1 0 c (4.210) 

2wI 4s lWl -1.08w~ -2.16s2w2 -2 

0 0 0 0 1 
T 

BT 
[0 

-2 0 (~l + ~2 ) oj -c M2 
, (4.211) 

WT = [0 0 0 0 w ] 
--c z (4.212) 

In equation (4.212), Wz is the input white noise to the filter, 

its intensity is 202/T,and the steady state wind force has been 

disregarded. 

Using the same filter parameter of the previous section, 

one finds that the eigenvalues of the passively controlled system 
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are (-0.35 ± Jl.392, -0.35 ± Jl.06, -0.039), where the last eigen

value remains as it is because of the uncontrollability of the 

filter, one has to use the following gain matrix 

~ = 106 [2.769 -1.69 0.05 -0.352 g] , (4.213) 

where G has been determined for W2 = 1.375 rps [4.29] using the 

pole assignment method, and g is the corresponding open-loop ele

ment which has a degree of arbitrariness in its determination as 

has been concluded in the previous section. In 

replaces the term (R-1BTp) in equation (4.188). 
- -c-

The value of g shall be determined by 

this equation, ~ 

trial and error. 

One way to guess the range of this value is to let the elements 

of ~f in the closed loop matrix, equation (4.203), be zero. By doing 

so, we attempt to eliminate completely the ~ffect of the wind forces. 

In this example, to let these elements be z¢ro, one has to assume 

o , (4.214) 

o . (4.215) 

From equation (4.214) the value of g follows as 

g = 0.49 X 10 6 • From equation (4.215) one obtains g = 6.7 X 10 6 . 

The first value eliminates the generalized wind force on the build

ing but it has an effect on the tuned mass damper. The second value 

eliminates the generalized wind force on the tuned mass damper but 

provides forces on the building. In fact, the detrimental coupling 

between the building and the tuned mass damper causes difficulties 

in getting a better control than the closed-loop control. 

Figure 4.63 shows the building controlled by active TMD, 

Figure 4.64 gives the variance of the deflection, and Figure 4.65 

gives the variance of the velocity at the top of the building. 

Figure 4.66 shows the variance of the control force for the assumed 

values of g. It is obvious that ATMD is not as effective as 

active tendon because of the loss of stiffness. 
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4.7.8 Control by Appendages 
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The technique of control by appendages, in which one transforms 

the stochastic wind into deterministic wind using Fourier series, 

has been shown earlier. The procedure of modelling the wind by 

a filter is the same. The only change occurs when determining 

the Riccati matrix for the augmented system. However, this part 

will not be shown, because in principle it is equal to what has 

been said in the previous two sections. 

4.7.9 Conclusions 

It has been shown that by modelling the stochastic wind forces by 

a proper filter driven by white noise makes the design of the 

stochastic optimal control law a straightforward control problem. 

The control law can be found by using optimal control theory. 

However, one may also use the pole assignment method, but then 

the determination of the open-loop gain elements must be by a trial 

and error process. 

4.8 CONTROL OF TALL BUILDINGS TAKING TIME DELAY INTO ACCOUNT 

It has been shown in the previous sections that the control of a 

building starts with measuring the structure's response, then esti

mating the structure's state variables from the available measure

ments, and it ends by applying the design active control forces 

which are functions of the estimated state variables. This process 

involves a time lag between the instant of measuring the structural 

response and that of applying the control forces which are designed 

to control the measured response. The time lag may affect the 

stability of the structure, or increase the controlled structural 

response as compared to the one which is expected according to the 

original design. This lag effect is present in every control pro

cess and the designer should actually design the control forces 

taking the delay into account. 
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In the previous sections, the time delay effect has been 

disregarded. This may be justified as follows: a flexible tall 

building usually has a large natural period as compared with the 

time delay and thus its effect is small. One can also claim that 

the previous study was only intended to indicate the possibility 

of using active control forces for the suppressing of the vibrations 

in tall buildings. In this section, the time delay effect on the 

controlled building response will be studied. It is shown how to 
compensate for this effect, and how much this compensation costs. 

It will also be shown that the time delay effect could be used as 

a criterion for selecting that control mechanism which is less 

than all the others affected by the time delay. 

4.8.1 Equations of Motion 

In previous sections, the equations of motion of the building 

have been expressed in state-space form by 

x = AX + BU + d (4.216) 

in which X is the n-state vector, .!! the r-control vector, .li the 

n-dimensional disturbance vector, ~(to) the n-dimensional initial 

conditions for ~, ~ the state matrix containing the building 

characteristics, ~ the control matrix indicating the locations and 

types of the control forces .!!, and.li the generalized wind forces 

on the building. 

In most cases, the state variables ~ are estimated from 

the available measurements using an observer (filter). The settling 

times of the devices used in measuring the building response, esti

mating state variables, and operating the control mechanism cause 

delay in the control and state variables. Thus, equation (4.216) 

should be expressed, in reality, as follows: 

n r . 
X E A.X(t-T .) + E B.U(t-T .) + d 

i=o -1- Xl j=o -J- uJ 
(4.217) 
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in which 'xi is the delay in ith state variable; and, . is the 
uJ 

delay in jth control variable. 

The initial conditions become 

~(~) = ~o , 

U (to) = Uo , 

-.::X 2. t o2. ~ , 

-.:=.u 2. t02. ~ , 

(4.218) 

(4.219) 

in which the n-vector Qx contains all axi ' and the r-vector Qu 
contains all a .. 

uJ 

4.8.2 Design of Control Laws 

Various methods have been proposed in the literature, e.g., [4.36-

4.40], for finding the proper control law for time delayed systems. 

The computations of an optimal control law for time delay systems 

are very complicated and time-consuming. Even the implementation 

of the control laws become very difficult because they require the 

feedback of the current states, the delayed states, and the control 

variables. For these reasons, and in order to remain practical in 

the implementation of the control law, designers have paid their 

attention to finding suboptimal control laws able to overcome the 

time-delay effect. 

One of the simple methods frequently used in the litera

ture [4.36,4.37,4.40] is the Taylor-Series expansion method. The 

accuracy of this method depends on the time delay being small as 

compared with the natural period of the structure. This method 

shall be used in this section because of its simplicity and the 

ease in the implementation of the control law. 

For the delays, . in the state variables, and, . in the 
Xl uJ 

control variables of equation (4.217), the Taylor-Series expansion 

of X(t-, .) and U(t-, .) are, respectively, 
- Xl - UJ 

,2. ,3. 
• • X'l. .. Xl'" 

X(t-, .) = ~(t) - , .X(t) + -' X(t) - -. X(t) 
- Xl Xl- 2! - 31 -

+ ••• , (4.220) 
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(4.221) 

The optimal control for equation (4.217) can be obtained 

by taking the full series in equations (4.220) and (4.221). For 

practical purposes, these series are truncated and terms only up 

to a certain order are retained. 

Another way of expressing the time delay is as follows: 

T2. 
• Xl·· 

!(t) = !(t-Txi+Txi) = !(t-Txi ) +Txi~(t-Txi) + -zT ~(t-Txi) + ••• . 

(4.222) 

Whatever the way of expressing the delay, the corresponding series 

are substituted into equation (4.217). One can then form an aug

mented state-space system containing the variables ~(t), ~(t-Txi)' 

Q(t), QCt-Tuj ), etc. The augmented system can be expressed as 

. 
X = A X + B V + d -c -c-c -c-c - c lo(to) , (4.223) 

which is in a similar form as equation (4.216) but the dimensions 

are different. Therefore, one can design Qc by any suitable 

method in order to control the structure and the time delay effect. 

4.8.3 Numerical Applications to Tendon Control 

The building used in Section 4.3 shall be investigated and designed 

taking the time delay effect into account. Considering the first 

mode and that the delay is in the control force, the equation of 

motion can be expressed as 

(4.224) 

in which bl(t) is the generalized coordinate of the first mode, 

~I is the damping ratio in the first mode, WI is the natural fre

quency of the first mode; V(t-T) is the actual control force on 
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the building with a time delay T, m is the mass of the building 

per unit height, L is the height of the building, and F1(t) is the 

generalized wind force. 
The control U(t-T) can be replaced using the Taylor-

Series expansion of equation (4.222) for U (t) as follows: 

i. e. , 

• T Z •• 
U(t) = U(t-T) + TU(t-T) + z- U(t-T) 

V(t-T) = ~ U(t) - ~ U(t-T) 
T Z T Z 

2 • 
- U(t-T) 
T 

(4.225) 

(4.226) 

For simplicity, the series is truncated to the second 

order. Thus, one has another second order differential equation 

in terms of U(t-T). Denoting the state variables Xl = b 1, Xz = b1, 

X3 = U(t-T), and X4 = U(t-T), equation (4.224) and (4.225) can be 

expressed in the state form of equation (4.223), where, 

A 
-c l-f' 

[ 0 

[0 

1 

- 21;; 1W 1 

0 

0 

0 0 

Fdt) 

0 

-~l ' 
-1. 32 
-----niL 

0 
-2 
?" 

(4.227) 

~Z J ' (4.228) 

0 0] . (4.229) 

The initial conditions for X3 and X4 are assumed to be zero for 

t < T. The design of U(t) can now be done by any suitable method. 

For simplicity, the pole assignment method shall be used [4.9,4.24]. 

The design objective is to determine the control law which takes 

the time delay into account and the design which gives acceptable 

results. 

Considering the numerical data L = 1000 ft, m = 11000 lb/ft, 

W1 = 2 rps, 1;;1 = 0.01, F1 = 20 sin 2.2t, and T = 0.2 sec, which is 

small as compared to the first mode natural period (3.14 sec). 
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The eigenvalues of the matrix A of equation (4.227) are (-0.02 
-c 

± J2.0) and (-5 ± J5). The first two eigenvalues represent the 

building characteristics, and the other two concern the control 

with time delay. The controlled building characteristics are speci

fied to be (-0.5 ± J2.0) in order to introduce active damping to 

the building. The other two eigenvalues are assumed to be (a ± J5), 

where a is found by trial and error and provides the desirable con

trolled response. In order to ease the process of design, the 

following indices are used: 

T 
J D ! XIdx (4.230) 

0 

T 
J v ! X~dx , (4.231) 

0 

T 
J ! U2 dx (4.232) u 

0 

T 
J T = ! U2 (t-T)dx , (4.233) 

0 

in which J D involves the deflection response, J v involves the velo

city response, J u involves the applied control response, and JT 
involves the final control with time delay. 

For various values of a, the relationships between Ju-JD 
and J -J are shown, respectiv. ely, in Figures 4.67 and 4.68. This u v 
relationship is also shown for T = 0.0. It is obvious from these 

figures that in order to obtain the same response obtained from 

the design corresponding to T = 0.0, one has to apply a larger con

trol force which may affect the stability of the system. However, 

using a = -18 provides, approximately, the same control force but 

only little increase in the building response which occurs for 

T = 0.0. In this case, the applied control force is given by 

U(t) = [-8.63x l0 6 -6.671 -0.53]!c 

(4.234) 
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This is different from the design for T = 0.0 which is 

U(t) = [2.08xl0 6 

• T 
b d, and X = [b 1 

~ 

(4.235) 

U(t-T) V(t-T) ] 

0.0, J for T = 0.2 
u 

A comparison between J u for T = 

-18, and J T for T = 0.2 using a 

4.69. It is obvious that J for T = 0.0 is 

using a -18 is given in Figure 

approximately equal to 

Also, the values of 
u 

that for T = 0.2, when a is taken to be -18. 

JT are little less than the values of J u ' Figure 4.70 shows the 

response of U(t) when T = 0.0 and T = 0.2. It also shows the 

control force response when time delay is disregarded. This case 

represents the designed control force for T = 0.0 when actually 

a time lag of 0.2 seconds exists in the feedback process. Figures 

4.71 and 4.72 show, respectively, the deflection and velocity 

responses for the uncontrolled building, the controlled building 

for T = 0.0 using current feedback, the controlled building for 

T = 0.0 using lag feedback of 0.2 seconds, and the controlled 

building for T = 0.2 seconds and a = -18. 

2.S> 

24 -- J u FOR r =0 
-.- JT FOR r=0.2, a=-18 

2.0 
---- J u FOR r=0.2, a=-18 

l'-
I 
Q 

1.6 
)( 

u 

'" If> 

'" 
1.2 

.e 
0.8 

04 

0 2 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 

TIME (sec) 

Figure 4.69 - Response of Control Indices 
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It is obvious that the last case is a little higher than 

the ideal case for T = 0.0 using current feedback. One also observe~ 

the increase in the controlled response if the lag feedback is con

sidered. This indicates the sensitivity of the tendon mechanism to 

time delay, and that one has to modify the design to account for 

this effect. The chosen design for ~ = -18 has given a little 

higher response than that obtained for T = 0.0 but with using almost 

the same amount of control energy as shown in Figures 4.69 and 4.70. 

4.8.4 NumeI'iaal Appliaation to TMD Control 

A control using an active tuned mass damper is considered in this 

section. The equations of free motion of the first mode of the buildj 

and the tuned mass damper when considering time delay are given by 

(4.236) 

(4.237) 
" 
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in which z is the relative displacement between the damper and the 

building, S2 is the damping ratio in the damper, w2 is the natural 

frequency of the damper, M2 is the mass of the damper, ~l(L) is the 

first mode shape at top of the building; and U(t-T) is the actual 

control force between the building and the tuned mass damper. 

Using equation (4.226) for the delayed control force, 

one can write equations (4.236) and (4.237) in state space form as 

equation (4.223) where ~ and ~ are respectively given as 

0 1 0 0 0 0 

-w! -ZSlWl 2K2 2C2 -2 0 mL mL mL 
0 0 0 1 0 0 

A 
2W1 4s lWl -b C 0 --c -a 

(4.238) 

0 0 0 0 0 1 

0 0 0 0 -2 -2 
T2 T 

BT 
I 0 0 0 0 0 2 

I = T2 , 
--c 

(4.239) 

and the initial conditions are chosen to be Xl = 2.5, X2 = -2.5, 

X3 = 10, X~ = -4 and Xs = Xs o for t < T. The initial conditions 

are specified to be non-zero because it has been pointed out that 

active tuned mass dampers are only effective for free and steady 

state vibrations. 

In this section, the optimal TMD parameters which have 

been determined in Section 4.5.5.3 are used. Data considered are 

L = 1000 ft, m = 13420 lb/ft, Wl = 1.228 rps; Sl = 0.01, T = 0.2 

seconds, M2 = 0.02 mL, W2 = 1.375 rps, and S2 = 0.07. The eigen

values of ~ using these numerical values are (-0.03 ± Jl.518), 

(-0.05 ± Jl.109), and (-5 ± J5). The actively controlled building 

is assumed to have eigenvalues of (-0.35 ± Jl.5l8), (-0.35 ± Jl.109) 

and (a : J5), where a is determined by trial and error as in the 

previous section. 
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Using the same indices of equations (4.230) to (4.233), 

the relationships between JD-Ju ' and between Jv-Ju for various 

values of a are given in Figures 4.73 and 4.74. In these figures 

also the points are shown which represent the design for T = 0.0. 

One notices that when a ~ -29, the controlled response is almost 

unchanged when increasing the control energy. For the sake of 

comparison, a = -35 consumes, approximately, the same energy as 

in the case where T = 0.0. In this case, the gain matrix is 

obtained as 

K = [0.67X10 B -0.78xlOB -0.108xl07 -0.103xlOB -25.64 -1.22] , 

(4.240) 

whereas the gain matrix for T 0.0 is given by 

(4.241) 

18.6,------,-------,--------r--------,-----,------, 
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Figure 4.73 - ReZationship Between De~eation and ControZ Indiaes 
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Figure 4.74 - Relationship Between Velocity and Control Indices 

Comparison between the uncontrolled response, the con

trolled response with neglected time delay, the controlled response 

using equation (4.241) considering a time lag of 0.2 seconds in 

the feedback, and the controlled response considering a time delay 

using equation (4.240) and using a = -35 are shown in Figure 4.75 

for deflection response, and in Figure 4.76 for velocity response. 

It is obvious from these figures that the time lag has no signifi

cant effect on the free vibration response of the building in con

trast to the previous example. Figure 4.76 gives a comparison 

between the response of the control force for three cases, that is 

T = 0.0, T = 0.0 with a lag of 0.2 seconds, and T = 0.2 seconds 

using a = -35. One observes a difference in the magnitudes during 

the first two seconds after which the three responses are almost 

equal. These results indicate the efficiency of an active tuned 

mass damper against time delay effect. 
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4.9 FEASIBILITY OF ACTIVE CONTROL OF TALL BUILDINGS 

4.9.1 Introduation 

In this section, the feasibility of active control of tall buildings 

by the previous solutions shall be studied. The feasibility shall 

be measured in terms of the magnitude of the control forces, and 

the rate of flow of fluids in the actuators which generates the 

control forces. This shall assist in pOinting out the advantages 

and disadvantages of each control mechanism. 

4.9.2 Feasibility of Aative Tendon Control 

The control force generated by the tendon is proportional to the 

magnitude of the ram displacement of the actuator. If the ram 

displacement if yet), then the control force U(t) is given by 

U(t) = yet) EA 
L 

(4.242) 

in which L = tendon lengths, E = tendon modulus of elasticity, 

and A = tendon cross section areas. 

In order to determine the rate of flow in the actuator, 

it is assumed that the cross section area of the piston is Ap' 

The rate of flow of the fluid in and out of the actuator is obtained 

from 

Q(t) y(t)A 
P 

(4.243) 

The feasibility of using tendon control is measured in 

terms of the rate of flow of the fluid. This reflects the volumes 

of the fluid used to generate the control forces. 

In order to determine Q(t), one has 

Q(t) = A yet) = A U(t)L 
P P EA 

(4.244) 
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. 

in which U(t) is the rate of change of the control force U(t) with 

respect to time. 

As an index for volume changes, the following performance 

criteria are chosen 

(4.245) 

Equation (4.245) represents the volume of the fluid per unit cross 

section area of the pistons. It indicates the total volume changes 

in time T. 

The tall building considered in the previous sections 

shall now be used as an example. The equation of motion of the 

first mode with the control force due to active tendon is given by 

•• • 2 F (t) 1 32 2 
A(t)+2slwlA(t)+WlA(t) = -mL - _.- U(t)-w A(t) mL lp' (4.246) 

in which F(t) is the wind force in the first mode, 1.32 is the con

stant due to tendon length and modulus of elasticity, w2 is the lp 
stiffness due to passive control. 

The building parameters are again Wl = 1.228 rps, 

m = 13.42 x 10 3 Ib.sec 2 /ft 2 , L = 1000 ft. The pretension in the 

passive tendon introduces more stiffness to the building by: 

0.7933 rps, (4.247) 

in which D is the width of the building, and e is the angle of SlOPE 

of the tendon with respect to the vertical as presented in Section L 

In order to let the building have eigenvalues of 

(-0.38 ± 1.5175), the following gain matrix must be used: 

K = 10 6 [1.466 7.477] . (4.248) 
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The wind forces used in Sections 4.6.3 shall be used here too. The 

parameters used in calculating wind forces are Cd = 1.3, B = D 

100 ft, P = 0.0763, ~w = 40/25, IT = 66 fps and K = 0.04. The 

total generalized wind forces and the generalized turbulent wind 

forces are, respectively, plotted in Figures 4.77 and 4.78. 
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The rate of flow per unit piston area which represents 

the ram velocity, yet), during the control process is given in 

Figure 4.79 and is denoted by "active tendon 1". This has been 

calculated by considering the total tendon length as 1100 ft, 

E = 30,000 ksi, and cross-section areas of tendons = 1.0 ft2. 

~ 16' 
V! -.c 
g 8 

o 1 4 6 8 10 IZ " zz 
Time (Seconds) 

Figure 4.79 - RAM VeZoaity 

In order to provide the comparison with other control 

mechanisms, the index J 1 is plotted in Figure 4.80 up to 20 seconds. 

The response of the control force, U(t), is shown in Figure 4.81. 

For the sake of comparison, the control force index is expressed by 

(4.249) 

The response of J u for "active tendon 1" is also shown 

in Figure 4.82. The deflection response, velocity response at the 

top of the building are shown, respectively, in Figures 4.83 and 

4.84. For the sake of comparison, the deflection and velocity are 

measured in terms of 
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T 
J D J A2(t)dt (4.250) 

0 

T 
J J A2(t)dt 

v 
(4.251) 
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The responses of J D and J v for "active tendon 1" are 

shown, respectively, in Figures 4.85 and 4.86. 
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Another design denoted by "active tendon 2" has also 

been studied. This design makes the building eigenvalues to be 

( -0.19 :!: J 1. 5056),. The gain matrix in this case is 

(4.252) 

Comparison between "active tendon 1" and "active tendon 2" 

are given in Figures 4.79 to 4.86. It is obvious that the control 

"active tendon 1" is better than "active tendon 2", but on 

account of the control energy and the actuator's motion. However, 

the feasibility of using both systems is obvious because the 

response of the ram is practical and does not exceed 10 in/sec. 

Also, the magnitudes of the control forces are within practical 

limits. For "active tendon 1" the maximum value is about 16,000 

kips, and for "active tendon 2" it is about 8,000 kips. 

4.9.3 Feasibility of Active Tuned Mass Damper Control 

In this case, the actuator movement is represented by the relative 

sway between the damper and the top of the building. One, thus, 

writes 

yet) = WT(t) - ~(L)A(t) , (4.253) 

in which yet) is the ram displacement, ~(L) is the mode shape at 

the top of the building, A(t) is. the generalized coordinate of the 

first mode, and WT(t) is the damper displacement. The equations 

of motion of the building and TMD are, again, 

(4.255) 

in which Fl is the wind force on the building, Z(t) is the relative 

displacement between TDM and building. 
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Therefore, the ram displacement in equation (4.253) can 

be determined as shown in Figure 4.87 from 

yet) = z(t) . 

The rate of flow per unit piston area is thus 

Q(t) = yet) 
A 
p 

~(t) 

(4.256) 

(4.257) 

As an index for the amount of fluid consumption for the actuator 

moment, equation (4.245) becomes 

T 2 
Jl = J Q(t) dt 

A 
o P 

ACTUATOR 

Figure 4.87 - Active Tuned Mass Damper Mechanism 

(4.258) 

The same building parameters of Section 4.9.2 were taken 

here. The tuned mass damper parameters are those which provide 

optimal design, i.e., M2 = 0.02 mL, W2 = 1.375 rps, S2 = 0.07. 

The eigenvalues of the passive controlled building are (-0.068 ± 

Jl.392)and (-0.035 ± Jl.06). In order to let the controlled build

ing have the eigenvalues (-0.35 ± Jl.392) and (-0.35 ± Jl.106), the 

following gain matrix is used: 

K = 10 6 [2.769 -1.69 0.0505 -0.353] . (4.259) 
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For the same wind forces of Figures 4.77 and 4.78, the 

rate of flow of fluid in the actuator is given in Figure 4.79 <'S com

pared with active tendon control. In Figure 4.80, the flow index 

of equation (4.258) is also plotted as compared with active tendon 

control. Figures 4.81 and 4.82 show the control force response 

and the energy index as compared with active tendon control. 

Figures 4.81 to 4.86 give a comparison of the building response 

using active TMD with that using active tendon control. 

It is obvious, as concluded previously, that active TMD 

is not feasible and not effective for forced vibration control. 

It consumes more energy and power but does not provide acceptable 

control. This is attributed to the lack of stiffness. Perhaps, when 

an ATMD were coupled with passive tendon, it may provide acceptable 

results. 

The maximum ram velocity, as in Figure 4.79,is 24 in/sec, 

the maximum control force is 14,000 kips as shown in Figure 4.81. 

These results prove again the uneffectiveness of ATMD for forced 

vibration control [4.30]. 

4.9.4 Feasibility of Active control by Appendages 

One main disadvantage in using appendages for tall buildings con

trol is that it depends on the mean wind direction. It is not 

that easy to make the appendage direction always perpendicular to 

the mean wind direction. In this section, the feasibility of 

using appendage for forced vibration control is studied, using 

the same wind model considered in Section 4.9.2. 

The appendage is a steel plate of dimension 100X40X(2/12)ft. 

It is hinged along the building width (100 ft) and can be raised 

up or down using compression members and hydraulic actuators. The 

process of operation of this mechanism is shown in Figure 4.88. In 

this process, the appendage may be fully folded, fully deployed, or in 

an in between state. The purpose of this study is to investigate the 

response of the actuator force which causes the appendage movement. 
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4' 

4' 

Figure 4.88 - Appendage uperating Limit8 

The same building parameters used in the previous section 

are used here where Wl = 1.228 rps, m = 13.42 x 10 3 lb. mass/ft, 

L = 1000 ft, B = 100 ft. The appendage parameters are Ap = 0.04As ' 

Co = 1.3, Qll = Q22 = 0.205, and n = 0.050-4. 

seconds is 

Using these parameters, the Riccati matrix for t f = 25 

~ = [89339.63 

9761.22 

9761. 22] 

84995.84 
(4.260) 

In order to determine the force which operates the actua

tor, consider the general appendage position of Figure 4.89. 

Figure 4.89 - Appendage Meahani8m Dimen8ions 
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From Figure 4.89 we have the following relationships: 

sin8' = 10sin8-4 
4 

Vet) sin8'V max 

2.Ssin8-l , (4.261) 

(4.262) 

From Figure 4.90, one may obtain the following relation: taking 

moment about A, gives 

F'cos8(10cos8-4)+F'sin8(4cos8')-w ~ cos8'-V t sin8' = JAu , (4.263) 

where u is the angular acceleration, JA is the mass moment of inertia 

about A, and Vet) is the wind force on the appendage. 

IO'cos8-4' 

4' 

Figure 4.90 - Applied Forces on Appendage Mechanism 

The applied force F' can now be determined as 

F'(10cos 2 8-4cos8+4sin8cos8') J wL cos8' VL . 8' AU + 2 + Z- Sln 

Since 

F'(cos8[4sin8']+4sin8cos8') 4F'sin(8+8') , 

one has 

F' 

L - L J u+w - cos8'+U - sin8' 
A 2· 2 

4sin(8+8') (4.264) 
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in which w is the appendage weight, J A = mL 2/3, m is the appendage 

mass, U is the control force generated by the appendage. 

In order to determine the angular acceleration, one 

follows the following approach: 

a = e , 

e' . -1 U(t) 
s~n U 

max 

U(t) 

~t S' = ~:: -l;:l=~::;ty2;:::· (t)' [1 _ (U __ ~~_t) )2]31.2 
~ax U max 

(4.265) 

(4.266) 

(4.267) 

(4.268) 

This should be the angular acceleration in the general operating 

condition. However, when the appendage is fully developed or 

fully folded, the value of a is assumed to be zero. This is so 

because the values of e' in these cases are either zero or 90°. 

The actuator force F can be determined from the equili

brium in the horizontal direction, i.e., 

F = F'cose . (4.269) 

This value of F' represents the total force including the static 

force which keeps the appendage in the horizontal position. This 

static force is evaluated as 

WL 16. 33D4x2x40 
F~ = 8sine o = 8xO.4 408.325 X 10 4 lb . (4.270) 
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The actuator static force is thus, 

F'cose s s 
F' x 0.9165 = 374.209 x 10 4 Ib . s 

351 

(4.271) 

The force applied by the actuator during the appendage motion, 

which shall be denoted by F2, is 

F2 = F'cos8 - 374.208 x 10 4 . (4.272) 

For the same wind forces considered in Section 4.6 and 

shown again in Figure 4.91, the response of the actuator force F2 

is given in Figure 4.92. The maximum value of this force is about 

2.8 x 10 5 kips, which is much higher than active tendon and active 

TMD control. The comparison between using appendage and not using 

it for deflection control is given in Figure 4.93 and for velocity 

in Figure 4.94. The energy response is indicated by the deployment 

factor Vet) in Figure 4.95. From the deflection response and 

velocity response of Figures 4.96 and 4.97, one may conclude that 

active appendages are not very useful for tall buildings' control. 

The magnitudes of the actuator force was higher than expected. 

However, these control forces are applied for a very small period. 

This indicates that the consumed energy is much less than for the 

other control mechanisms, but the feasibility is still questionable 

as the reduction in the response depends on the flexibility of the 

building. 
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4.10 FINDING A PRACTICAL CONTROL MECHANISM FOR TALL BUILDINGS 

4.10.1 Introduction 

355 

The work presented in the previous sections has shown the advan

tages and disadvantages of the control mechanisms which can be 

used for tall buildings' control. The active tendon control was 

very efficient in providing active damping and active stiffness 

to the building. It has shown the possibility for a practical appli

cation. The active tendon control, however, was sensitive to time 

delay effect. If the time delay is considered in the design, then, 

the consumed control energy in this case can almost be the same as if 

time delay is neglected. 

The active tuned mass damper (ATMD) was only effective 

for free vibration control because it introduces active damping 

to the building. However, ATMD was not effective for forced vibra

tion control because of the lack in active stiffness. The ATMD 

has shown nonsensitivity for time delay effect, but it also requires 

huge amounts of fluids which are needed for the actuator's motion. 
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One may, thus, use ATMD for free vibration control and PTMD for 

forced vibration control. 

The active appendage is only efficient when the wind 

direction is perpendicular to the appendage and if the building 

is very flexible. Its feasibility, however, was questionable. 

It has been thought that the wind power constitutes the main control 

action on the building, but Section 4.9.4 has shown that the actua

tor force which causes the appendage movement is larger than for 

the other two mechanisms. On the other hand, the duration of the 

operating force is very small which results in an acceptable amount 

of control energy_ Maybe, a different arrangement of this mechanism 
would make it more feasible. 

Using these results, we shall investigate the possibility 

of combining any of the previous control mechanisms in order to 

obtain an efficient and practical control mechanism. It is hoped 

that the disadvantages of some control mechanisms shall be com

pensated by the advantages of the others. The combinations con

sidered in this study are as follows: 

(1) Combined passive tendon and passive TMD 

(2) Combined active tendon and passive TMD 

(3) Combined passive tendon and active TMD 

(4) Combined active tendon and active TMD 

(5) Combined appendage with (1) 

(6) Combined appendage with (2) 

(7) Combined appendage with (3) 

(8) Combined appendage with (4) 

4.10.2 The Unaontpo7,7,ed Building Response 

The tall building considered in the investigations is the same 

building treated in Section 4.9. The building parameters are 

m = 13.42 x 10 3 Ib.s 2 /ft 2 , D = 100 ft, L = 1000 ft, Wl = 1.228 rps, 

and ~l = 0.01. The building is subjected to wind forces as in 

Section 4.9. The wind data are again, CD = 1.3, P = 0.0763 pcf, 
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~ = 40/25, IT = 66 fps, K = 0.04 and ~ = 4000 ft. In order to 

judge the building response, the following mean square quantities 

are used, respectively, for deflection response and velocity 

response 

(4.273) 

(4.274) 

The uncontrolled building responses are given in Figures 4.96 and 

4.97. These figures are used as ceilings when looking for an 

effective control mechanism. 

4.10.3 Combined Passive Tendon and PTMD 

Passive tendon mechanism provides passive stiffness to the building. 

Passive TMD introduces passive damping and negative stiffness to 

the building. By combining the two mechanisms together, one is 

able to obtain passive stiffness and passive damping. It has been 

pointed out in the previous sections that the passive stiffness 

introduced by the tendons is 0.7933 (rps)2, and the damping ratio 

becomes 10 percent by virtue of PTMD. Figures 4.96 and 4.97 show 

the building response when using this mechanism. It is obvious 

that this mechanism does not require any control energy and it 

provides a reduction in the deflection of 70 percent, and in the 

velocity of 75 percent. 

The TMD displacement and velocity responses are measured, 

respectively, by 

T 
J TMDF = f WT2(t)dt , 

o 
(4.275) 

(4.276) 
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Figures 4.100 and 4.101 show PTMD responses using equa

tions (4.275) and (4.276) for T = 23 seconds. The PTMD response 

indices were 1034 and 546.4, respectively, for deflection and 

velocity as shown in Table 4.9. The eigenvalues of this case are 

(-0.0417 t Jl.5985) and (-0.065 ± Jl.1412). 
10 
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Figure 4.98 - BuiLding DefLeation Response, J D 
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Table 4.9 - Performanoe of Praotioal Control Meohanisms 

Case J D J v TMDF TMD TV . 
Uncontrolled 1 365.0 185.6 .... .... . ... 

Uncontrolled + App. 2 239.99 140.52 .... .... 0.56 x10 17 

Passi ve Tendon + Passive TMD 3 77.45 41. 81 546.4 1034.0 .... 

Passi ve Tendon + Passive TMD + App. 4 74.87 34.06 451. 9 840.7 0.8398 X 10 14 

Passi ve Tendon + ATMD 5 69.81 28.79 4258.0 1477.0 0.5287 X I0 15 

Active Tendon + Passive TMD 6 50.7 13.22 179.6 295.5 0.6932 X 105 

Active Tendon + Passive T1vfD + App. 7 51. 01 12.11 158.3 255.3 0.7337 x I0 15 

Active Tendon + ATMD (Addition) 8 49.34 11.58 3039.0 609.3 0.1064x10 16 

Simi lar to Active Tendon + ATMD 9 61. 44 16.28 105.2 169.6 0.2118x10 15 

Similar to Active Tendon + ATMD + App. 10 61.47 15.01 99.1 155.1 0.2379 X l0 15 

Similar to Passive Tendon + ATMD 11 71. 23 23.57 600.2 678.1 0.324 x10 14 

Similar to Passive Tendon + ATMD' 12 72.42 27.12 299.2 4.31. 9 0.1653x10 14 

4.10.4 Combined Aotive Tendon and Passive TMD 

By using active tendon with PTMD one is able to introduce more 

active damping and active stiffness to both the building and TMD. 

The building response expressed by equations (4.273) and (4.274) 

are given in Figures 4.98 and 4.99. The PTMD response expressed 

by equations (4.275) and (4.276) are shown in Figures 4.100 and 

4.101. The improvement in the controlled response as compared to 

that of the previous case of Section 4.10.3 is obvious. The 

deflection and velocity responses for the building have been reduced 

by 35 percent and 68 percent, respectively, as compared to those 

in the case of the mechanism of Section 4.10.3. Also, the deflec

tion and velocity responses of TMD have been reduced by 72 and 

67 percent, respectively, of those in case of passive tendon and 

PTMD. The energy required to gain those responses can be repre

sented by 
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J 
u 

in which U(t) is the control force used for active tendon. 

361 

(4.277) 

The response of the energy consumption is shown in 

Figure 4.102. This response enables the building and TMD to have 

the eigenvalues (-0.2099 ± J1.6709) and (-0.0811 ± J1.1501). 
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4.10.5 Combined Passive Tendon and Active TMD 

The third mechanism is to use passive tendon with ATMD. This may 

reduce the energy consumed in the previous mechanism. The ATMD 

was chosen to be the one of Section 4.5 with gain ~ = 10 6 [2.769 

-1.69 0.050 -0.352]. However, in the presence of passive tendon, 

the eigenvalues become (0.118 ± J1.674) and (-0.5677 ± JO.843). At 

T = 23 seconds, the indices for the deflection and velocity response 

for the building were, respectively, 69.5 and 28.79. The reduc

tion in the responses as compared to those in the case of using 
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passive tendon and PTMD are, respectively 10 and 30 percent. The 

TMD response has, however, increased to be 4258 for the deflection 

index and 1477 for the velocity index. The reduction in energy 

was only 23 percent. It is obvious that this mechanism does not 

improve much the previous response of case 4.10.4. The response 

indices are given in Table 4.9 and Figures 4.98 and 4.102. 

4.10.6 Combined Active Tendon and Active TMD 

We shall now try to improve further the system response by using 

both active tendon and ATMD. Various designs can be considered 

here: One may add the previous designs in Sections 4.10.4 and 

4.10.5 to each other. This case is shown in Figures 4.103 to 4.107 

and given in Table 9. The resulting response was very good for 

the building, but TMD response and the control forces were very 

high. The eigenvalues of this case are (-0.3 ! Jl.785) and 

(-0.57 ± JO.82l). 
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Other designs have been made considering a multi-control 

problem. Cases 9 and 11 in Table 4.9 show the obtained responses 

due to these designs. Case 9 provides a reduction in the values 

of equations (4.273) to (4.276) as compared to those for passive 

tendons and PTMD by 20, 61, 80 and 82 percent, respectively. The 

consumed energy was only 30 percent of case 6. Case 11 consumes 

less energy but the controlled response is higher than in case 9. 

It is thus concluded that a proper design for the control forces 

in this case may provide favourable results. Cases 9 and 11 were 

designed to provide eigenvalues of (-0.2 ± Jl.6) and (-0.2 ~ Jl.2), 

but they have different gain matrices because the problem here is 

of the multicontrol type; which does not provide a unique control gain. 

Another design has been made by considering a semi-active 

TMD. The building response was almost the same as in case 11 but 

the TMD responses have decreased significantly. Also, the control 

energy was about 50 percent of that in case 11. This case is 
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number 12 in Table 4.9 and denoted by [Passive Tendon + ATMD 

(similar)] in Figures 4.103 to 4.107. 
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4.10.7 Combined Appendages, Passive Tendon and PTMD 

By adding an appendage to case 3 of Table 4.9, one obtains addi

tional small reductions in the building and TMD responses. The 

reductions obtained in case 4 as compared to case 3 according to 

equations (4.273) to (4.276) are, respectively 3, 18, 17 and 18 

percent. However, the energy required is 2.6 times the energy used 

in case 11. Thus, the mechanism is not very beneficial and can be 

neglected. The responses following from using this mechanism are 

given in Figures 4.108 to 4.112. 

4.10.8 Combined Appendage, Active Tendon and PTMD 

This mechanism represents case 7 in Table 4.9. It should provide 

additional improvement as compared to case 6. However, it only 

assists in decreasing the TMD response by 11 percent for displace

ment and 13 percent for velocity on the account of increasing the 

energy by 5 percent as compared to case 6. This case can also be 

rejected. 
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4.10.9 Combined Appendage. Active Tendon and ATMD 

This is case number 10 in Table 4.9. It does not present any 

apparent reduction in the responses if compared with case 9. The 

responses provided by this mechanism are given in Figures 4.108 

to 4.112. It is obvious that the feasibility of using appendage 

is still questionable and needs further study. 

4.10.10 Conclusions 

From studying the previous mechanisms, it seems that using passive 

tendon with passive TMD (case 3) is very economical but on the 

account of violent TMD response. A better mechanism is using 

active tendon and active TMD. If this mechanism is designed pro

perly, it could provide significant reduction in the building and 

TMD response but consumes a moderate control energy only. Case 9 of 
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Table 4.9 supports this conclusion. Another mechanism that can 

be used, is case 12, which provides moderate controlled response 

but consumes very little energy. As a general conclusion, it can 

be stated that by combining a tendon control mechanism with a TMD 

control mechanism, one is able to obtain a very acceptable con

trolled response using minimum. control energy. 
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Chapter V 

A Review of Methods in the 
Control of Continuous Systems 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

As pointed out in Chapter 2, control of continuous systems repre

sents a specific situation which requires a specific approach. 

Mainly, if the differential operator of the control problem has 

become nonselfadjoint, one is faced with the following difficulty: 

the possible occurrence of spillover. Spillover is the incidence 

of instability by virtue of higher, unstable modes, which have not 

been considered in the design of the control. 

In view of the danger of spillover, a modal approach is 

not advisable, and new methods may have to be developed. How that 

can be done, will be shown to a certain extent in this chapter. 

Essentially, three possibilities will be discussed: In the first 

case, the operators characterizing the problem will be considered 

directly, and one will try to come to conclusions on the behaviour 

of the control system, taking the properties of the operators into 

account. In the second case, a closed form solution to the problem 

will be sought, thus enabling one to avoid the modal approach. In 

the third case, a Liapunov like approach will be presented for con

tinuous systems with nonselfadjoint operators. 
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5.2 CONSIDERATIONS OF EXISTENCE AND PERFORMANCE OF A CONTROL 

Consider the control of a plate subjected to loading transversal to 

the plate's surface. Let first the motion of the uncontrolled plate 

be investigated. Assuming that the plate is a thin one, the equa

tion of motion for this plate reads 

phw + NV4w = q(x,y,t) . (5.1) 

In (5.1), p is the density per unit volume, h the plate's constant 

thickness, N the flexural rigidity, w(x,y,t) the transversal deflec

tion of the plate's middle surface, q the distributed load, x and 

y the spatial coordinates, and t the time. Moreover, 

(5.2) 

In addition to (5.1), boundary and initial conditions must be 

specified as to define the problem of the plate's motion definitely. 

In order to simplify the situation, let the initial conditions be 

homogeneous ones. The boundary conditions may be indicated by the 

expression 

U[w]B = 0 , (5.3) 

where U is a "vector" of operators on w with respect to x and y 

(not t), and where the resulting expression U[w] is to be taken at 

the boundary B (contour) of the plate. 

It is known that the operator in (5.1), i.e., 

has an inverse 

= \ ~ r r[ E E <p • • (x,y)<p .. (E;,n)sin wij (t-'r)] ... dpdndT , 
p 0 S i j 1J 1J wij 

(5.5) 
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in which the ~.. are the eigenfunctions and the w.. the eigenvalues 
1J 1J 

of the auxiliary problem 

N'il"~ = phw~.~ , 
1J U[~]B = 0 . 

A detailed derivation of (5.5) will be presented later. 

(5.6) 

By means of (5.3), (5.4) and (5.5), the plate's motion 

can be described concisely in the form 

Ow = q , U[w]B = 0 , plus homogeneous initial 
conditions 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

-1 
respectively. The advantage of (5.8) is that the operator 0 

implies already fulfillment of boundary and initial conditions, 

as will be seen later. 

Let now the idea of a control be brought into play. 

Then, (5.1) changes into 

Phw + N'il"w + u = q , (5.9) 

where 

u = Aw (5.10) 

is the control, A being a yet to be specified operator. 

Hence, (5.9) is identical to 

Ow + Aw = q • (5.11) 

By virtue of the existence of 0- 1 , (5.11) can be transformed into 

-1 -1 
W + 0 Aw = 0 q (5.12) 

With 

- 1 o q f, (5.13) 
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which is a known quantity, one has the "integral equation" 

- 1 
W = -D Aw + f , (5.14) 

as an expression of the control problem. 

Depending on the nature of the operator A, (5.14) might 

be a complicated integro-differential equation requiring basically 

further· development of integral equation theory in the context of 

continuous systems' control theory. In order to keep things simple 

here, set 

A :: cE , 

where c is a positive constant and E the unit operator. Then, 

w(x,y, t) 

where 

t 
-c ! ! ! Go(x,y,~,n,t,L)w(~,n,L)d~dndL+f(x,y,t) ,(5.15) 

o S 

Go(x,y,~,n,t,L) = L L cp .. (x,y)cp .. (~,n)sin 1J , ( 
w •. (t-L)) 

i j 1J 1J wij 
(5.16) 

and ! ! ... dpdn is the double integral over the plate's surface. 
S 

Let for (5.15) the "abbreviated" form 

w = -c ! Gowdfl + ! Goqdfl (5.17) 
fl Q 

be used in the following, where (5.13) has also been applied. 

Moreover, let it be observed that (5.8) and (5.13) together imply 

that 

! GoqdQ = f :: Wo , 
Q 

(5.18) 

if Wo has been chosen as the notation for the unaontroZZed response 

of the plate following from (5.1), (5.3). Hence, also 

w = c ! GowdQ + Wo 
fl 

(5.19) 
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The first problem arising is the existenae problem: 
does (5.19) have a solution? This question can be answered in the 

positive, using a theorem from integral equation theory: if c in 

(5.19) is not an eigenvalue A of the homogeneous problem 

W = -A ! GowdQ, U[w]B = 0, 
Q 

then there exists a solution. In other words, the problem 

w + c ! GowdQ = Tw = Wo , 
Q 

T } 
-1 -1 

has a "resolvent" T so that w = T Wo. 

(5.20) 

(5.21) 

The next problem to be tackled is the perfo'l'manae problem: 
is it possible to choose a value for c so that the response w of 

the controlled system (5.19) is a "better" one than that of the 

uncontrolled system (5.8)? 

Let it be assumed that "better" means 

w = EWo, O<E<l. 

Then, one has to require in (5.21) that 

Tw - TEWo = Wo 

holds true. Hence, 

II W 0 II = II TEW 0 II 

shall hold. 

That means, 

l.:.IITIIIIEIl , 

IITII ~ Wn- > 1 

is required to hold. Yet, 

(5.22) 

(5.23) 

(5.24) 
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II T II = sup ( 1 + c max f I G~ dQ ) , x,y,t Q 

as known in the theory of integral equations and functional analysis 

[5.1]. Therefore, the performance requirement is satisfied for 

any 0 < c, since then 

IITII = sup (1 + C maxt f IG o IdQ) > 1 . x,y, Q 

No question that the larger c has been chosen the better the per

formance of the controlled plate will be. This will be shown by 

means of a numerical example, which will be presented later. 

5.3 A CLOSED FORM SOLUTION TO THE CONTROL PROBLEM 

Let, as the second approach, a closed form solution of the same 

problem be sought. Then, the boundary-initial value problem for 

the contrOlled plate reads 

phw+NV4w+cw = q, U[w]B = 0, w(O,x,y) = 0, ~(O,x,y) = 0 . 

(5.25) 
Applying Laplace transformation, i.e., setting 

w(x,y,p) 

q(x,y,p) 

00 

f e-ptw(x,y,t)dt 
o 
00 

f -pt e q(x,y,t)dt 
o 

the differential equation in (5.25) changes into 

php 2w + NV4w + cw = q 

Let the auxiliary problem 

NV4~ .. (x,y) = phw~.~ .. (x,y) 
1J 1J 1J 

(5.26) 

(5.27) 

(5.28) 

(5.29) 
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be solved. It yields the orthonormal eigenfunctions ~ .. of the 
1.J 

plate's free vibration, which satisfy the condition 

J J ~. ·~kndS = C·kC. n , 
S 1.J 1'v 1. J 1'v 

(5.30) 

where the integration is over the plate's surface S. 

Use the expansions 

By virtue of the orthonormality of the ~ .. , one has 
1.J 

B mn J J q~ dxdy 
S mn 

Using (5.31) in (5.28) yields 

m,n m,n 

(5.31) 

(5.32) 

B ~ . (5.33) mn mn 

By means of (5.29), equation (5.33) can be rewritten as 

L A (php2+[c+phw2 ])~ mn mn mn m,n 

As a consequence of (5.34), one has 

A Ph(p2 + [ch + w2 J) = B , mn p mn mn 

and with 

c/ph = c* 

as well as (5.32), 

A mn 

Ih J J q~ (s,n)dsdn 
p S mn 

(5.34) 

(5.35) 
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Using (5.35) in the first equation in (5.31) yields 

(5.36) 

Inverting the Laplace transforms in (5.36) results in 

t $mn(~,n)$mn(x,y) 
w(x,y,t) = 1: I I I ph[w2 +c*]i12 sin[w2 +c*] 112 

m,n 0 S mn mn 

• (t-T)q(~,n,T)d~dndT . (5.37) 

Equation (5.37) can be changed into 

{ [ 
t sin [w:m +c*] 112 (t-T) J 

w(x,y,t) = 1: I I I [w2 +c*] 112 q(~,n,T)dt 
m,n S 0 mn 

Integration by parts with respect to • yields 

{ 
$mn(~,n)$mn(x,y) 

w(x,y,t) = 1: I I ph[w2 +c*] q(~,n,t)d~dn 
m,n S mn 

$mn(~,n)$mn(x,y) 
- I I ph[w2 +c*] • cos [w~n+c*] 112tq(~,n,0)d~dn 

S mn 

t $mn(~,n)$mn(x,y) d } 
II I Ph[w2 +c*] cos[w:m+c*]1I2(t-T). dT q(~,n,T)d~dndT . 
o S mn 

(5.38) 

Let the follow1ng assumptions be made: 

(ii) 
} (5.39) 

(i) 
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Then, 

if one sets 

1 
E 002 = Ks , 

m,n mn 

which is obviously a convergent series. 

But then, it has been shown that 

w(x,y,t) 

• q(~,n,L)d~dndL , 

1 
E 002 

m,n mn 

381 

(5.40) 

is an absolutely and uniformly convergent series. Therefore, 

w(x,y,t) 
k,~ t ~mn(~,n)~mn(x,y) 

E f!! sin [002 +c*] 1/2 (t-L) ph[oo2 +C*]l~ mn 
m,n 0 S mn 

• q(~,n,L)d~dndL + r , 

where r is a remainder for which the condition 

r .... 0 if k,~ .... 00 

holds. Hence, 
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I k,~ t I 
w(x,y,t) - E II I ••• = Irl < E , 

m,n 0 S 
(5.41) 

for sufficiently large k and~. The series on the left side of 

(5.41) is a finite one. Therefore, integration and summation can 

be interchanged. Consequently, 

I t k,~ ~ (~,n)~ (x,y) 
w (x,y, t) - I I I E ~h [002. +~~] 1/2. sin[oo2. +c*] 1/2. (t-T) 

o S m,n mn mn 

• q(~,n,T)d~dndT I < E 

and therefore 

w(x,y, t) 
t 
II I G(x,y,t,~,n,T)q(~,n,T)d~dndT 
o S 

holds, where the no.tation 

G(x,y,t,~,n,T) 

has been used. 

(5.42) 

(5.43) 

Moreover, it can be claimed that there exists the equiva

lent solution 

w(x,y,t) 
t a 
II I G(x,y,t,~,n,T) aT q(~,n,T)d~dndT 
o S 

- I I G(x,y,t,~,n,o)q(~,n,O)d~dn + I I G(x,y,t,~,n,t)q(~,n,t)d~dn , 
S S (5.44) 

with 

G(x,y,t,~,n,T) 
~mn(~,n)~mn(x,y) 

E ph[oo2. +c*] cos [oo!n+c*] 1/2. (t-T) . (5.45) 
m,n mn 
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This is true owing to the fact that in (5.38) integration and sum

mation can be interchanged by virtue of the earlier established 

absolute and uniform convergence of the series involved. This form 

of the solution will be used later. 

There is still a need to show that assumptions (5.39,i) 

and (5.40) can indeed be justified from case to case. Take, for 

example, a freely supported, rectangular plate with the sidelengths 

a and b. For such a plate, 

,. sin m7Tx sin n7Ty with 
"'mn a b 

confirming (5.39,i) and 

Therefore, the series 

I ph [(!!!.a)2 +(_bn)2]-2 I: T = N7T2 I: 
m,n mn m,n 

is indeed convergent, confirming (5.40). 

For an assessment of the performance requirement (5.22), 

one may realize that (5.28) can be written as 

(5.46) 

Then, proceeding as before, one has by Laplace transformation 

(5.47) 

Using the expansions 

(5.48) 

one arrives by substituting (5.48) in (5.47) at 
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L php2A ~ + L A NV~~ = LC ~ . mn mn mn mn mn mn m,n m,n m,n 
(5.49) 

By means of (5.29), equation (5.49) can be rewritten as 

L A (php2+phw2)~ = L C ~ 
n mn mn mn mnmn m, m,n 

(5.50) 

yielding 

C 
A mn 

mn ph(p2+w2 ) 
mn 

(5.51) 

Yet, 

C I I f~ dxdy mn S mn 
(5.52) 

Therefore, also 

1 -h I I f~ dl;dn 

Amn 
p S mn 

p2+W2 
mn 

(5.53) 

Using (5.53) for the first expansion in (5.48) yields 

w(x,y) 1 f 
L ~p +w ~mn(x,y) I I ~ ~ (I;,n)dl;dn. 

m,n mn S p mn 
(5.54) 

Inverting the Laplace transforms in (5.54) results in 

t ~mn(x'Y)~mn(l;,n) 
w(x,y,t) = L II I phw sinwmnCt-.) 

m,n 0 S mn 

-[-cw(l;,n")+q(l;,n,.)]dl;dnd• (5.55) 

Rearranging and making use of the established fact that integra

tion and summation can be interchanged leads to 
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t 
w(x,y,t) + c II I Go(x,y,t,~,n,T)W(~,n,T)d~dndT 

o S 

where 

Go 

t 
II I Go(x,y,t,~,n,T)q(~,n,T)d~dndT 
o S 
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(5.56) 

(5.57) 

It is to be noted that solutions (5.56) and (5.42) are equivalent. 

Obviously, the response Wo of the uncontrolled plate 

follows from (5.56) for c = 0 as 

t 
wo(x,y,t) = II I Go(x,y,t,~,n,T)q(~,n,T)d~dndT 

o S 

Hence, (5.56) can be rewritten as 

t 
w(x,y,t) + C II I Go(x,y,t,~,n,T)W(~,n,T)d~dndT = wo(x,y,t) 

o S 

Setting 

t 
w(x,y,t) + C II I Go(x,y,t,~,n,T)W(~,n,T)d~dndT Tow, 

o S 

one has from (5.59) 

Tow = Wo 

(5.58) 

(5.59) 

(5.60) 

As shown earlier, if I I~I I > I, then w EWo, 0 < E < I, i.e., the 

performance requirement is met. 

Yet, 

IITol1 = sup (1 + C max }I I IG o Id~dndT) > 1 
s,t 0 S 

That means, the performance requirement is indeed satisfied. 
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Although further considerations may be left to the 

reader, it goes already now without saying that this second 

approach, leading to solution (5.42), is much more powerful than 

the first one, as it provides more detailed information on the 

behaviour of the controlled system, especially on its stability, 

without resort to the questionable modal approach. 

Based on formula (5.42), a numerical calculation has 

been carried out assuming 

q(x,y,t) = 40 sin 533.5t psi, 

and for the plate the following data have been chosen: 

L _ a = b = 50 inches, h 

p 0.00073 lb.sec2 /in 3 , 

v = 0.25, E = 30 X 106 psi. 

1 inch, 

It may be pointed out that the load was chosen as to be in reson

ance with the first natural frequency of the plate. This has been 

done in order to show that even in an extremely disadvantageous 

case the control works very efficiently. 

In order to assess the efficiency of the control, not 

deflections and corresponding control forces themselves have been 

determined, but their norms 

t 
, ~ , t) dt J D f W2(~ 

0 

(5.61) 

and 
t L L 

J = f u2 (z ' Z ' t) dt u 
0 

(5.62) 

for 0 < t < T = 0.5 seconds. 

The results are depicted in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. It 

becomes quite obvious from these figures that the larger the value 

of c, the better the effect of the control is, as predicted. 
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Let now the case be considered where the control is sup

posed to provide active damping to the plate. Then, instead of 

u = Aw = cw as before, the control law is 

• a 
u = AW - cw wi th A = Cat. 

Consequently, (5.25) will be replaced by 

U[w]B = 0 w(O,x,y) = 0, ;(O,x,y) 

Applying Laplace transformation to (5.63) yields 

which by virtue of (5.29), (5.30), (5.31) leads to 

E (php2+cp+phw2)A ~ = E Bmn~mn' mn mn mn m,n m,n 

Thus, with c/ph = c* and with (5.32), 

A mn 

Using (5.65) in the first equation in (5.31) yields 

w(x,y) = E 20 *1 20 P +c p+w m,n mn 
~mn(x,y) J J ~h ~mn(~,n)d~dn 

S 

Inverting this expression results in 

w(x,y,t) 

• q(~,n,'()d~dnd'( 

o . 
(5.63) 

(5.64) 

(5.65) 

(5.66) 

(5.67) 

(5.68) 

Assuming as before that one can justify interchanging 

summation and integration in (5.68), one obtains the closed form 

solution 
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w(x,y,t) 

where 

G(x,y,t,~,n,T) 

t 
ff f G(x,y,t,~,n,T)q(~,n,T)d~dndT 
o S 
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(5.69) 

(5.70) 

For an assessment of the performance, realize that with 

';(x,y,t) = 1/J(x,y,t)w(x,y,t) , (5.71) 

where 1/J(x,y,t) is an appropriate function, equation (5.63) c~anges 

into 

(5.72) 

(5.73) 

respectively. 

Applying to (5.73) the same manipulations as to (5.46) 

yields 

t 
w(x,y,t) + c ff f Go(x,y,t,~,n,T)1/J(~,n,T)w(~,n,T)d~dndT = wo(x,y,t) 

o S (5.74) 

Setting the left hand side in (5.74) equal to Tw, one 

has accordingly 

A 

Tw = Wo 

In order to show that w EWo, 0 < E < 1, which is the required 

performance of w, one has then to require that this time 
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IITII = SUP(l + c max }f f IG o 111jJldl;dndT) > 1 , 
s,t 0 S 

which is obviously satisfied. 

The performance of the plate controlled by the way of 

equation (5.63) has again been verified by means of a numerical 

calculation whose results are depicted in Figures 5.3 and 5.4. 

As previously, the norms (5.61) and (5.62) have been used to 

indicate the difference in behaviour between uncontrolled and con

trolled plate. 

In order to raise another issue, let now the solution in 

its form (5.44) be used. This solution may be expressed in an 

abbreviated form as 

w = Gq , (5.75 ) 

where G is the operator involved in (5.44). 

One may refer to operator G in (5.75) as the "transfer 

operator" relating output w with input q. In classical control 

theory it is quite common to work with the "transfer" concept. It 

may therefore be welcome to recognize traces of that concept also 

in the context of this theory. 

Following closely a suggestion by E.P. Popow [5.2], it 

is assumed that the transfer operator is equivalent to the output 

of the controlled system if q is replaced in (5.75) by an expression 

q* = ¢(x,y)H(t) , (5.76) 

where H(t) is the unit step function 

aCt) • {: 
when t < 0 , 

when t > 0 
(5.77) 

where the specific expression 

a 
aT q* ¢(x,y)o(t) (5.78) 
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is chosen instead of a general one, and where oCt) is the Dirac 

delta function defined by means of 
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_00 
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Figure 5.3 - Deflection Mean Square Response at Plate Centre 

Using (5.76) in (5.44), and observing (5.77), (5.78) and 

(5.79), yields 

w(x,y,t) f f [-2G(x,y,t,~,n,t) + G(X,y,t,~,n,O)]~(~,n)d~dn 
s (5.80) 

According to Popow's suggestion, the quantity on the right side of 

(5.80) is the transfer operator of the plate system. 

Major attention is being paid to the time behaviour of 

the system's output. Briefly, it can be said that in the sense of 

a rudimentary "stability" notion, one would require that the system 

should guarantee a bounded output in response to a bounded input. 

Whether this requirement is satisfied, can in a way be evaluated 
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by means of the transfer operator: the bounded input is given by 

(5.76). The bounded output may follow from (5.80) if the right 

side is bounded as a function of time. Obviously, it is the time 

behaviour of the "Green" function G which decides on whether the 

system reacts in a stable way (stable being interpreted in a rather 

broad way). The fact that such an assessmen~ of the system's be

haviour is possible, is the reason for the significance and impor

tance attributed to the system's transfer operator. 

400 
u = CW 

300 c· 0.00185 
C • 0.003 

Ju C = 0.006 

200 

100 

o 0.04 0.08 0.12 0.16 0.20 0.24 0.28 0.32 0.36 0.40 0.44 0.48 0.52 

(sec) 

Figure 5.4 - Control Forae Mean Square Response at Plate Centre 

Referring back to (5.75), it becomes clear that the 

operator G is only responsible for the "structural stability" of 

the system. The term "structural stability" shall be explained 

in more detail soon. Obviously, the input q, the "perturbation" 

of the system, could also lead to instability of the output w. 

Therefore, it may now be established which conditions for q are 

sufficient to warrant stability of the system under the assumption 
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that there is already structural stability. Then, by definition 

IGI <K<oo. max 
(5.81) 

s,t 

From (5.44) follows 

Iwl < SIGI I} ~ dTI + 2SIGI Iql - max aT max max 
s,t 0 s,t s,t 

(5.82) 

Use the fact that according to (5.39,ii) 

(5.83) 

and 

(5.84) 

one has 

(5.85) 

which is stability. Hence, conditions (5.39,ii) for q are suffi

cient for a stable output, provided that the structural stability 

of the system is guaranteed by means of (5.81). 

NOW, attention shall be payed to the structural stability 

of the problem. By virtue of (5.45), the behaviour of G as a func

tion of time is proper, as G remains bounded for any time t. This 

is the case because the parameter c* is a real Valued constant. 

Moreover, the eigenfunctions ~ and their corresponding eigenvalues mn 
wmn are predetermined and unchangeable by virtue of the choice of 

the auxiliary problem (5.29). Hence, the function cos[w2 +C*]l~(t-T) mn 
remains a real valued trigonometric function for any time t and 

is therefore harmless. 

from its 

However, let the auxiliary problem have to be changed 

form (5.29) into another form. Then, the quantity w .. 
1J 

may become a function w .. = w .. (g) of 
1J 1J 

a "structural parameter" g. 

If this parameter q is changed due to changes in the structure of 
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the system, it may happen that w~. becomes negative or even complex 
1J 

so that a situation may occur at which the cos-function in G changes 

into a hyperbolic one, rendering the controlled system unstable. 

Since this loss of stability has happended by virtue of a variation 

of the structural parameter g, one says that the system has lost 

its "structural stability". 

Let it be shown, how the form of the auxiliary equation 

(5.29) can be made to vary. Assume that in (5.9) the control u 

reads (5.10), i.e., instead of (5.14) and u = cw, one has now 

u = Aw, A being a more general operator, for example 

A gv(x,y(a 2 /dX2 )W, where g is a structural parameter and v a 

certain appropriate function. 

Setting 

a2 
v(x,y) ax 2 w = A*w , (5.86) 

the basic set of equations (5.25) changes into 

phw+NV 4w+gA*w = q, U[w]B = 0, w(O,x,y) = 0, ~(O,x,y) = 0 . 

(5.87) 

The corresponding auxiliary equation replacing (5.29) now reads 

NV4 ¢ .. (x,y)+gA*¢ .. (x,y) = phA~. (g)¢ .. (x,y) , 
1J 1J 1J 1J 

(5.88) 

where the eigenfunctions ¢ .. satisfy the boundary conditions of the 
1J 

problem, i.e., 

It must be emphasized that the eigenvalues A .. in (5.88) are func-
1J 

tions of the structural parameter g, i.e., 

A .. =A .. (g), 
1J 1J 

(5.90) 

by virtue of which, changes in the structure, i.e., changes in g, 

can lead to the loss of structural stability. 
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Condition (5.88) together with condition (5.89) may 

result in a nonse1fadjoint problem, as has for example been pointed 

out by H. Leipho1z in [5.3,5.4]. Let it be assumed for the sake 

of generality, that this is the case. Then, the problem which is 

adjoint to (5.88) and (5.89), must also be brought into play. 

With 

D = NV 4 ••• + gA* (5.91) 

equations (5.88) and (5.89) can be written as 

D¢ij = phA~. (g)¢ .. 0 , U[¢ij]B = 0 (5.92) 
1J 1J 

The adjoint problem is 

Da1}!ij = phA~. (g)1}! .. 0 , Ua [1}!ij]B = 0 (5.93) 
1J 1J 

where the operators Da and Ua are defined by means of the condition 

J J 1}! .. D¢ .. dxdy = J J ¢ .. D 1}! .. dxdy , 
S 1J 1J S 1J a 1J 

(5.94 ) 

and where the eigenfunctions ¢ .. , 1}!.. form a bi-orthonorma1 set, 
1J 1J 

i. e. , 

J J ¢. ·1}!kndxdy = o.ko.n . 
S 1J Iv 1 J Iv 

(5.95) 

In (5.95), the 0 .. , O.n are Kronecker symbols. 
1J J Iv 

By means of Laplace transformation, the differential 

equation in (5.88) changes into 

(5.96) 

Setting 

(5.97) 
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and realizing that 

B = I I q~ dxdy, 
mn S mn 

allows one to rewrite. (5.96) as 

(N~~+gA*)~ = E B ~ mn mn mn m,n 

By virtue of (5.91), (5.92), equation (5.99) becomes 

E A {ph[p2+A2 (g)]}~ = E B ~ mn mn mn mn mn m,n m,n 

Hence, taking (5.98) into account, 

w(x,y) 

A mn 

B mn 

1 -
ph I I q~ dl';dn s mn 

Using (5.101) in (5.96) yields 

E 1 ~ ( ) I I q(l';,n) ~ (I'; n)dl';dn . p2+A2 (g) mn x,y S ph mn' 
m,n mn 

(5.98) 

(5.99) 

(5.100) 

(5.101) 

(5.102) 

Applying to (5.102) the inverse Laplace transformation results in 

t ~mn(x'Y)~mn(l';,n) 
w(x,y,t) = m~n ~/sl phAmn(g) sinAmn(g) (t-T) 

• q(l';,n,T)dl';dndT . (5.103) 

Assume again that in (5.103) integration and summation 

can be interchanged, the solution (5.103) can be rewritten as 

w(x,y,t) 
t 
II I G (x,y,t,l';,n,T)q(l';,n,T)dl';dndT, (5.104) 
o s uns 
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where 

(5.105) 
m,n 

is an unsymmetric Green function. 

Since A (g) is a function of the structural parameter g, mn 
it is possible that, by varying g, Amn(g) can be made to assume 

complex values in (5.88) and (5.89). If that happens, the trigo

nometric function in (5.105), (5.103), respectively, becomes a 

hyperbolic function, rendering the response (5.103), (5.104), 

respectively, of the controlled system unstable. Since this insta

bility came about by varying the structural parameter g, one is 

faced with structural instability. Moreover, since the instability 

is caused by the eigenvalue A .. (g) of the auxiliary problem (5.88), 
1.) 

(5.89), which involves the control u = gA*¢ .. , one realizes that 
1.) 

this is the kind of controZ which can make a controlled system 

unstable. 

It is the task of the designer to make instability 

through control impossible. For that purpose, he has to investi

gate the stability of problem (5.87), i.e., he has to find a range 

o :::. g < gcrit (5.106) 

of the structural parameter g for which the eigenvalues A .. (g) 
1.) 

of the auxiliary problem (5.88) remain real valued. 

5.4 A LIAPUNOV-LIKE ASSESSMENT OF A SPILLOVER-SAFE DESIGN 

Referring back to the previously raised concern about spillover, it 

is obvious that the stability investigation should not be carried 

out by means of a modal approach. Rather, a Liapunov-like global 

assessment of stability should be carried out. If the problem is 

a conservative one, that is a simple problem, as the Hamiltonian 

can always serve as a Liapunov functional. Therefore, attention 
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shall be focussed here on a nonconservative, nonselfadjoint problem. 

It will be shown in the following that also in such a case a 

Liapunov-like approach is possible which then warrants a spillover

safe design of the controlled system. 

Let as an example a system be considered which is still 

a continuous one, but, it is, as compared with the previously pre

sented plate problems, a simpler one as it involves a flexible 

cantilever rod. 

This cantilever rod is supposed to be the antenna arm 

of a satellite, see Figure 5.5. In unaccelerated flight of the 

satelli te, the cantilever can be considered to be in "equilibrium" 

relative to the satellite. This equilibrium position due to the 

effect of a uniformly distributed load p follows from the boundary 

value problem 

eLy'''' (x) = p , (5.107) 

yeO) = y' (0) = y"(R.) = y"'(R.) = 0 . (5.108) 

Assuming the cantilever to have length R. and a constant bending 

stiffness eL, its elastic line is given by 

1 4 P 1 3 pR. 1 2 ~ 
Y (x) = 24 x a - '6 x a + '4 x eL (5.109) 

yielding the deflection 

1 nR.2 
y(R.) = 8~ (5.110) 

at the tip of the cantilever. This can be an unacceptable large 

value, if eL is small. 

Figupe &.& - UnifoPrnZy Loaded CantiZevep 
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For a satellite antenna, this will most probably be the 

case. Hence, control of the antenna arm may be considered. 
A possible control may consist in sensing the curvature 

of the arm and exerting distributed forces on the arm which are 

proportional to the measured curvature. These control forces can, 

for example, be implemented by means of a properly controlled 

magnetic field surrounding the arm. 

For such control one has 

ay""(x) = p-gu , u == y"(x) , (5.111) 

where u is the control and g a factor of proportionality. Conse

quently, the elastic line of the controlled arm follows from the 

boundary value problem 

ay'lII+ gy" = p , (5.112) 

yeO) = y' (0) y"(R.) = y'" (R.) = 0 , (5.113) 

which can easily be recognized to be nonselfadjoint. 

The solution to the control problem (5.112), (5.113) is 

- J~J!..(sin~&R.)x-~J!..(cos-fi..R.)+..!.E.x2. (5.114) li g la g g lu 2 g 

From (5.114) follows for the tip's deflection, assuming g 20a/R.2, 

the value 

R. 4 
y (R.) = 0.04 ~ c a (5.115) 

As compared with the tip's deflection of the uncontrolled antenna 

arm, which is given by (5.110), one has a distinct gain in "stiff

ness" through control, as 

(5.116) 
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This fact encourages one to investigate further. By means of 

(5 . 109) and (5.114), and using again 

g = 20a/R,2 (5.117) 

as the proportionality factor in the control law, one obtains the 

following table (Table 5 . 1) . The values in this table have been 

used to plot the corresponding elastic lines in Figure 5.6 . 

at x = 
9-/4 
9-/2 

39-/4 
9-

Table 5. 1 

deflection of the cantilever 

uncontrolled controlled 
y(x) y c (x) 

0 . 013 ~ 0.003 

0.044 0.011 
0.084 0.024 
0. 125 0.039 

J 
y(x) 

Yc (x) 

~-I X 

Y : 

ratio 
IYc(x)I/ly(x)1 

0 . 226 
0 . 242 
0. 286 
0.312 

FigUI'e 5.6 - Defleation y of Unaontrolled Cantilever 
Defleation y of Controlled Cantilever a 

Taking these results into account , one can safely con

clude that the behaviour of the antenna arm has advantageously been 

changed by the proposed control. One could hastily propose to 

increase the value of g beyond that one given by (5.117) as to 

increase the stiffening effect of the control. In doing so, one 

would make a decisive mistake, since, due to the nonselfadjointness 

of the control problem, larger values of g could cause flutter 
of the antenna arm. Such phenomenon would be devastating and must 

be avoided. Its possible occurrence will be revealed in the 
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subsequent stability investigation, which also confirms that the 

value of g in (5.117) is the largest one that can safely be assumed 

if flutter is to be ruled out. 

The relative equilibrium position of the antenna arm 

follows from (5.112), (5.113). If this position is perturbed, 

a small vibration about it will be initiated, which is described 

]..Iw(t,x) + CLW""(t,x) + gw"(t,x)·= p ; (5.118) 

w(t,O) = w, (t,O) = w"(t,R.) = w'" (t,R.) = ° . (5.119) 

In (5.118), (5.119) ]..I is the cantilever's mass per unit length and 

w(t,x) = v(t,x) + y(x) . (5.120) 

Obviously, w(t,x) = v(t,x). Therefore, using (5.120) in (5.118), 

(5.119) and by virtue of (5.223), (5.113), one arrives at 

]..IV + CLV"" + gv" = ° , (5.121) 

v(t,O) = v'(t,O) = v"(t,R.) = v"'(t,R.) = ° . (5.122) 

This is the problem which determines the behaviour of the perturba

tion v. If v remains bounded for any time, the cantilever will be 

stable. If v increases unboundedly, one has instability. As can 

be expected, the magnitude of the eigenvalue g will determine 

whether there is stability or not. 

In order to solve problem (5.121), (5.122), one may set 

v(x,t) = ~(t)~(x) , ~(t) = eiwt . (5.123) 

Then, 

(5.124) 

~(O) = ~'(O) ~" (R.) ~'" (R.) ° , (5.125) 
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results. This is a boundary value problem involving the two eigen

values 002 and g. If for a certain value of g the eigenvalue 002 

should turn out to be negative or complex, the time factor wet) in 

(5.123) would become unbounded, thus indicating instability. 

As one easily recognizes, problem (5.121), (5.122), 

(problem (5.124), (5.125), respectively), is identical to the 

famous problem of Beck. In Beck's problem, the factor g is inter

preted as P, which is a tangential, compressive force at the tip 

of the cantilever. Due to this analogy, one can use Beck's proce

dure to solve problems (5.124), (5.125). In this way, one arrives 

at an eigenvalue curve as displayed in Figure 5.7. As one sees, 

002 is never negative, but for g < gcr' 002 becomes complex. Due to 

complex 002 , the time factor wet) in (5.123) turns out to be 

unbounded, which implies fZutter of the cantilever. Hence, values 

g > gcr must be avoided. 

9 

Figure 5.? - Eigenvalue Curve of Problem (5.124), (5.125) 
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From Beck's calculations [5.5], or comparable solution 

to the problem, which are reported in [5.6], [5.7] or [5.8], one 

finds 

g = 20.05a/~2 . 
cr 

(5.l26) 

Hence, it is now understandable why earlier the fact was stressed 

that g just given by (5.ll7) should be used to evaluate the effect 

of the control (or a smaller value of g), but not a larger value 

of g. 

In Figure 5.7, only a single branch of the eigenvalue 

curve has been shown. The peak value of this branch, that is 

20.05a/~2, is the first flutter load of problem (5.l24), gcr = 

(5.l25) . For g :: 0, the curve intersects the w2-axis in w~ 1 and , 
w~ 2 where Wo ., i = 1,2, are the natural frequencies of free , ,1 

vibration of the antenna arm. Yet, there are infinitely many 

more branches to the actual eigenvalue curve as indicated in 

Figure 5.8, yielding infinitely many more flutter loads g . , cr,l 
i = 1,2,3, ... . The question is whether gcr,l < gcr,2 < gcr,3 

holds, i.e., whether g is indeed the smallest flutter load. cr,l 
Only, if this fact were secured, one could design safely against 

instability, avoiding "spillover" completely. Since problem (5.l24), 

(5.l25) is nonselfadjoint, the classical extremum properties of 

conservative (selfadjoint) problems do not hold, and a statement 

concerning the above question cannot be made easily. If one would 

use the modal approach for the calculation of the eigenvalue curve, 

one were only able to produce a few of its branches. Even if in 

the case of a few branches known, the evidence were that g is cr,l 
smaller than any other g . so far produced, this evidence were cr,l 
not conclusive, as there could be other, not considered branches 

of the eigenvalue curve which might lead to a value of gcr smaller 

than that of g l' thus invalidating any design against flutter cr, 
based solely on gcr,l' 
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In order to find a design against flutter, and to safe

guard the antenna arm against "spillover", without solving the 

problem exactly, the following solution to the problem will be posed 

Consider the functional 

1 R, 1 
V = 2" J [].l~2+a.(v")2-g(v')2]dx + 2" gv(R"t)v' (R"t) (5.127) 

o 

In (5.127), 

(5.128) 

is the Hamiltonian of the controlled antenna arm and 

w = ~ gv(R"t)v' (R"t) (5.129) 

is proportional to the negative work done by the non-potential 

force gv'(R"t) on the deflection v(R"t) at the tip of the antenna. 

~2 
a 

12.36 485.5 

Figure 5.8 - Additional Branahes of the Eigenvalue Cuwe and 
Additional Flutter Loads gar i, i = 1,2,3, ••• , 
for Problem (5.124), (5.125)' 

It is easily found that 

H = -gv' (R" t)~(R" t) (5.130) 
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For W one has 

• 1· 1. 
W = 2 gv(~,t)v'(~,t) + 2 gv(~,t)v'(~,t) (5.131) 

Using (5.123), one can write 

gv(~,t)v'(~,t) = g[~(t)~(~)][~(t)~'(~)] = g[~(t)~(~)][~(t)~'(~)] 

= gv(~,t)v'(~,t) • (5.132) 

By virtue of (5.132), equation (5.131) can be transformed into 

w = gv'(~,t)v(~,t) . (5.133) 

Also, due to (5.128) and (5.129), the functional V can 

be written as 

V = H + W , (5.134) 

so that 
~ . . 
V = H + W (5.135) 

Using (5.130) and (5.133) in (5.135) yields 

v 0, V = const (5.136) 

Hence, V can be used as a Liapunov functional as long as it is 

positive. In order to establish a condition for V to be positive, 

return t.o (5.134): The sign of V were essentially the same as 

that of H, if it could be shown that W is always positive. 

For the purpose of proving this, let the expression 

gv(~,t)v'(~,t) be investigated. By virtue of (5.123) and the 

boundary conditions in (5.125), one has 

The sign of W is therefore determined by the sign of g~(x)~'(x)];. 
Obviously, 
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~ ~ d ~ 
g<l><I>']o = g f dx (<I><I>')dx = q f [<I>"<I>+(<I>,)2]dx. 

o 0 

Using (5.124), equation (5.137) can be transformed into 

~ ~ 
g<l><I>'] = f [IlW2<1>2-a.<I>""<I>+g(<I>,)2]dx . 

o 

Applying integration by parts to (5.138) changes it into 

~ ~ 
g<l><I>']o = f [IlW2<1>2-a.(<I>,,)2+g(<I>,)2]dx = F 

o 

(5.137) 

(5.138) 

(5.139) 

Hence, the expression gv(~,t)v'(~,t), and consequently W, will be 

positive when the functional F is positive. 

Using the norm concept 

which holds for any square integrable function, one finds from 

(5.139) that F is positive if 

From [5.6], p. 197, follows 11<1>112/11<1>' 112 < ~2/2. Therefore, 

(5.140) yields as a condition for a positive F the inequality 

(5.141) 

Yet, <I> can be used as an admissible function in Rayleigh's quotient 

for Euler's buckling load P E of the antenna arm: 

(5.142) 

Hence, approximately 
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Moreover, 

(5.143) 

where WO,l is the first frequency of free vibration of the antenna 

arm. Therefore, again approximately, 

g > 2.47a/~2 - 6.l8a/~2 = -3.7la/~2 (5.144) 

This inequality indicates that F is positive for positive g. Con

sequently, also W is positive for positive g. 

Using this result in (5.134), one has 

v > H for g > 0 , (5.145) 

which shows that the problem of the positiveness of V has been 

reduced to the problem of the positiveness of H. 

From (5.128) follows 

(5.146) 

Yet, from Rayleigh's principle one obtains 

~ ~ 

a f (v") 2dx > P E f (v') 2dx , (5.147) 
o o 

where PE = TI2a/4~2 is again Euler's buckling load of the cantilever. 

With (5.147) in (5.146) one has 

~ 

H > ~ (PE-g) f (v,)2dx (5.148) 
o 

This result indicates that H is positive, and so is V, for 

(5.149) 

From V = 0 (see (5.136)) follows V(t=O) = Vet) for any t. 

Choosing appropriate initial conditions, one can set 
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s > 0 , small . (5.150) 

Then, also 

o < H < V = H+W = s~/2 for g < PE at any t. (5.151) 

Thus, for any time, and for g < PE 

1 !I-
o < 2 (PE-g) f (v,)2dx < H < s2/2 . (5.152) 

o 

Inequality (5.152) yields 

!l-

Yet, 

f (v,)2dx < S2/(PE-g) 
o 

Ilv' 112 , 

and from [5.6], p. 196, one has 

Hence, 

for 

for g < PE at any t. 
(5.153) 

at any t. (5.154) 

Inequality (5.154) indicates that the vibration of the antenna 

arm about its relative equilibrium can be kept arbitrarily small, 

provides the initial perturbation of the arm is chosen to be suf

ficiently small. 

The final conclusion is that it is sufficient for the 

stability of the antenna arm's control that g is kept below the 

value PE of Euler's buckling load of the antenna arm. This fact 

can be used as a design criterion for the antenna arm's control 

with the certainty in mind that the control will be stable for any 

modes, i.e., without spillover. 
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